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o. INTRODUCTION t~D CONCLUSIONS 
INTRO])UCTION 
This Report describes .all analysis, system design, pro-
gramming and evaluation of results of work done in performance 
of Contract NAS5 11940 for the System Development and Analysis 
Branch, Nission Svpport Computing and Analysis Division, Goddard 
Space Flight Oenter, (NASA) Greenbelt, r-~aryland. 
Contract work continues the effort of developpinS, test-
ing and implementing generalized numerical integration methods. 
Background material and basic results are contained in Reports 
[ 2 ] and [ 6]. Underlying and motivating all work is the con-
cept of efficiency in orbit computation. Efficiency is measured 
by the amount of comp~ting machine time required to generate a 
solution trajectory with given .approximate accuracy. Efficiency 
depends on the machine, the code, the accuracy requirement, the 
integrator, and the equations' of motion and the problem among 
other variables. The effort is directed towards impro7'~ement 
of effi.ciency. This involves both the reduction of local trun-
cation error and error propagation. 
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0-2 
- - - To complete the final evaluation of generalized methods: 
cyclic composite methods, matrix type methods and off-grid method.s, 
including the use of, repeated off-grid points and the use of third 
derivative values in the difference equations, in their appli-
'. 
cation to orbit computation. 
~ 
- - - To begin the study of the interaction of different formu-
lations of the equations of satellite motion "Ti th different 
J 
numerical integration algorithms from the point of view of ef-
f'iciency in generating the solution of basic orbit types. The 
final goal in this kind of' study is a guide to the selection of 




A study of the effect on local and propagated error of 
transforming equations of motion and integrators loads to an exam-
ination o'f the meaning of numerical stability for the Keplerian 
orbit problem as well as asymptotic error growth rates. 
- - - To continue the effort o:f developping efficient inte-
grators based on the extension to second-order equations of well 
known results pertaining to the reduction of propagated error 
in the numerical solution of>:first-order differential equations. 
\ 
>"c:[;~Ettirt1.ents in o.lrt~miza:1i!911. wer~e .~()m!>ined Wi tJl an' guidedanalyti,cal 
results. 
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Resume of Results 
The error in multistep solution of a system of ordinary 
'~ differential equation has been modelled more exactly than 
has heretofore been accomplished. This has been done for the 
purpose of analyzing the interaction of integrator and i'ormlllation 
of the equations of motion. The matrix form of the multistep 
difference operator given by Gear [ .8 ] has been found to be a 
natural tool :for thl.s purpose. Prior analysis had been restricted 
to linear or linearized systems. Present analysis begins at that 
point (local linearization) and solves the system of error equa-
tions 
at each step time Hhere S , the local error operator, is a matrix n 
depending on predictor and corrector coefficients, the Jacobian 
matrix of the system and the step-size h. 
sents local truncation error., 
The vector b repre-n, 
This type of error analysis results in the explicit 
determination bf a composite~rror operator propagating an 
initial error, e , and a term describing local error and its 
, 0 
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Derivation of a composite error operator is particularly 
valuable in the special case of Keplerian motion. Step-sizes 
may be selected which divide the period and global numerical 
stabili ty, eventual grovlth or damping of an initial parasitic 
. error solution, can then apparently be studied in terms of the 
non-principal eigenvalues of the composite error operator, i.e., 
the operator vlhich moves the error through exactly one revolution. 
T>1oreover, the general stabil:L ty problem can be approached by an 
analysis of the canonical form as well as all eigenvalues of 
the composite operator. InfE~rences can no doubt be made concerning 
the stability of multistep nl~erical integration configuration 
ap;lied to perturbed trajectories in terms of an average period. 
In the Keplerian case, the local error operator (Cowe11/ 
Class II) has eigenvalues equal to the (principal and non-
principal,) roots of the characteristic polynomial resulting 
from the usual linear analysis. The composite operator has 
apparently four eigenvalues of unity corresponding to the double 
negative roots of the Jacobian of the system and two real positive 
mutually reciprocal roots, near unity, correspunding to the single 
positive eigenvalue of the system Jacobian. 
In the. simple linear analysis, it is well known that· 
principal roots approximate ~ertain exponentialfunc~ions of h, 

























error. In the present composite analysis , it :is not clear what 
function the eigenvalues ~ 1 are approximating. ~hese eigen-
values presumabJy reflect both the instability of the equctions 
and local truncation error. These roots (of the composite 
error operator) are given in the text for algorithms PE a~d PECE. 
The capabilities of the multistep Analyzer are demonstrated 
in the text in the analysis of local and propagated error vli th 
various algorithms and trajectories including the classical 
'equations solved as both first order and second order equations 
on a portion of a high drag trajectory. Variation of parameter 
integration is capable 'of analysis' if the system Jacobian is input 
although the algorithm using a terminal partial evaluation is 
not yet i~plemented. 
It is shown in the report that change of basis ( 9 ] 
applied to a matrix type multistep operator can produce an equiva-
lent operator which yields ,conSiderably redUced error in a simple 
computation applied to a first order equation. In connection 
with Keplerian orbital motion t\'lO different, basis. changes were 
studied~ The basis corresponding to the Adams, Class II, 12 
value method is of type 2-10, i.e., the'basis is comprised, of 
two bac:k£unctio:n. values and· ten back values of the'"S'Ewond"' , , 
d~rivative. The two other bases inv~stigated were of types 4-8 
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Qases and computation done. Neither, of the transformed methods 
was as efficient as the original Adams method as tested on a 
tVlO-hour circular traj ectory • 
Transformed methods involve corrections to back points. 
Experiments i'lere performed in optimizing correction coefficients. 
Efficiency can be increased by this means but was not increased to 
the level of the Adams method. 
R. Danchick has derived a class of methods using a Nordsieck 
type basis. A 13th order method of this kind (Class II) was 
tested against the Adams method of the same order. Propagated 
error in Danchick's method was slightly, but not Significantly, 
larger. Step-size change in these methods is, of course, very 
easily accomplished. If varistep algorithms will be continued 
in use at Goddard Space Plight Center it is recommended that 
these methods be seriously considered for use. Derivation of 
Danchick's methods for first-order equations appears in Ap-
pendix B. 
Basic results concerning efficiency and minimization of 
propagated error for i'irst-order equations have been extended to 
second-order equations in Appendix A.This effort extends the 
scope of the contract work. . By application of this .theo~y, many 
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in Section 2 and results are eiven here of some comput~tions of 
one week of a circular traj ectory with period of tvlO hours. 
The approximate Jength of the position error vector is given in 
meters. The Stormer predictor of correspohding order is used 
throughout. Orders 7 throueh 13 were considered. 








































































Hieher order AdafnS methods than are s;hmvn here are stable 
\ 
at h = 300 (Alg. PECE). The advantage of optimization is di-
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optimization, which involves moving non-principal roots at 
h = 0 awaJr from the origin of the complex plane, normally reduces 
stability. If the order of the Ad2~s method is taken large enough 
so that little unused stability is present, optimization is dif-
ficult. 
Perhaps the most important. algorithm is PECE* where, 
terminally, the central force only is reevaluated. Some experi-
mentat.ion was performed with this algorithm by the simple ex-
pedient of subtracting out tIle predicted central force and ad-
ding in the corrected one. Computations were done at the'~ame 
traj ectory, with perturbations, for about ten revolutions. r·lethods 
used were the 9th order Adams and W(.7) methods. These reults 
were rather confusing. Method W(.7) proved to be somewhat more 
efficient at practical step-sizes (h = 100 sees., 120 secs.). At 
h = 130 seqs., the Adams method yielded over 82 km. of error while 
method 'Vl ( .7) was unstable. Nethod iti ( .7) also showed instability 
at very small step-sizes (e.g. h = 50 sees.). Possibly the p:r.l.mi-
tive manner in vlhich the E* function was constructed has invali-· 
dated results, although the reason for this is unclear to the 
principal investigator. It is recommended that all new methods 
be tested at GSFC using the partial evaluation algorithm. All 
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0-9 
Experiments were conducted with a method whose non-princi-
pal roots at h = 0 were those of W(.7) order 13. The order of 
the method, however, was diminished by 2 and the' (bi ) coefficients 
determined both by order conditions (order 11) and by formal 
minimization of various simple models of truncrtion error. These 
methods yielded sliehtly smaller errors, in all tests, than the 
original method: W(.7), order 13. This work extended the contract 
scope. 
It is felt that, further research in integrators should be 
., 
directed along these'lines. More sophisticated truncation error 
models should be used depending on some or all of the follow'ing 
items: The orbit type, the orientation of the orbit plane, 
approximate position, and th~ coordtnate being integrated. Compu-
tation of a given orbit would ent&il use of a small set of inte-
grators used·cyclically. Any further significant increase in 
integrator efficiency will probably require use of actual tra-
jectory information. The most significant advance in orbit compu-
tat ion algorithms to date has been the factorization of the inte-
grator into Class I and Class II components. In this, the actual 
nature of the motion has guided the model. The ideas presented 
above are a natural extension of this notion. 
A coefficient generator was produced which provided the 
capability of using a repeated off-grid acceleration Yn-i-e 
in the difference equation, of using third deri,vati ve values at 
'" 
··I,~ , 




step times (often easily available) in the difference equation, 
or any combination of these items. The inclusion of the ~epeated 
off-grid point capability "laS an extension of the original scope 
of the work. 
Details of the coefficient generator 'and test results can 
be found in Section 7. The program automatically performs tests 
by integration of a simple trajectory of the method specified by 
input and derived is stable at h = O. The use of exa,ct, analytical 
predictors yielded excellent test results on a short circular arc. 
These results were given in an interim report. Hovlever, tests, 
using a fixed basis, 11th order, quasi-Hermite predictor yielded 
no method which surpassed in efficiency the Adams method. The 
reason may lie in the prediction problem, but it is judged that 
the reason is contained in the discussion of general purpose 
(except for the Class I/Class II structure) integrators versus 
highly special purpose integrators. 
A program was designed and written for the purpose of con--
verting any traditional (on-grid) Class II difference equation 
in the usual ordinate form to the difference form and from the 
difference form to the summed difference form and to the summed 
ordinate form. The program converts bot? predictors and cor-
rectors. Summed methods were produced and tested in a two-body 
integrator •. The position error propagated by summed dif'f'erence' 
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0-11 
equations was, as expected, less than the error in the unsummed 
method. However, the difference ,.,as not as great as expe<?ted, 
due probably to the fact that in the implementation, sums were 
initialized by use of the corrector formulas rather than computing 
them at a central point vii th a central difference formula and 
back-dating them, with the recursion formulas, to the applicable 
time. Coefficients vlere validated by converting Adams methods and 
comparing coefficients with those given in the literature. 
Dr. Pierce has continued his analysis of the cyclic 
composite methods, partinlly supported under this contract and 
under independent grant. 
Four basic types of iterative starting methods are dis-
cussed in the report in terms of convergence and rate of con-
vergence. It is shown essentially that the maximal order ob-
tainable in a difference equation by use, for example, of one 
off-grid derivative value cannot be maintained in a system of 
independent difference equations necessary for iterative starting. 
Other off-grid points must be introduced. Therefore there does 
not appear to be any advantage, as far as order is concerned, 
in departing from the on-grid framework using a larger step-
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" ... '; 
Comparison of the efficiency of the various iterations 
discussed is an interesting problem, but not considered here. 
Interpolation for position, necessary in the orbit de-
termin2.tion process can be done vTi tll high-order quasi-Hermite 
interpolation formulas. The coefficients in two such formulas 
have been accurately computed and 'are given in this report. 
Coefficients of summed ordinate forms are not accurate 
to the fu~l possible sixteen digit precision. This is due to 
the fact that the input is sixteen digit output from Program A/B. 
More precision can readily be obtained by requiring Program AlB, 
which uses the CDC 6000 series machine, to punch more precise 
card· output. Work on the summed forms was beyond the original 
scope of the contract~ 
S. Pierce has had primary responsibility for sections 
3 and 5.R. Haney performed some analysis in connection ",Ii th 
Section 1 and was responsible for a major portion of the pro-
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1. Other Formulations - Integrator Interactions 
The purpose of this task is to study the interaotions of ~~rious 
formulations of the equations of satellite motion with various numerical 
integration algorithms. In order to do this, the local truncation error 
is studied independently (as independently as pGssiole) from the error 
.$ ...... " 
propagation characteristics of the formulation/int&grator pair. The 
final objective of the study is to provide an analytical tool for select-
ing efficient formulation/integrator pairs for orbit types whi~h includes' 
the optimization of the numerical integrator. It is important to under-
stand ~hat effect the transformation fram the classical equation to other 
formulations has on error propagation, to study the effect of solving the 
classical equations as first-order equations on high drag trajectories, 
for example I and to j,nvestigate the efficiencies of the various integra-
tion algorithms • 
Partial motivation for the study consists in the many, and some-
times 'confUsing, opinions and viewpoints voiced by advocates of one Dleth-
od or another. See, for e~ample, [ 1, 3 , 5 ] • In addition, S. S. 
Dallas has recently published interesting da.ta on the nature of the growth 
(and reduction) of accumulat~d error ina Mars orbiter trajectory in the 
" 
first few revolutions. This kind of information can quite possibly be of 
use in, the design of better orbit cOtlrp,~,:~3.tion procedures. 
One reason for the lack of agreement in these matters is the com-
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1-2 
porting results. Efficiency depends heavily on accuracy requirements, 
on the integrator and the integrator algorithm structure. These factors 
are often not given sufficient attention. 
1.1 ~9.r analysis in multistep methods 
Much work has been done in the past towards the analysis of 10-
cal errors and error propagation in the solution of ordinary differential 
equations by multistep methods. It is usual to apply the analysis of pro-
pagated error to the greatly simplified problem in which truncation error 
is assumed constant at each step and the Jacobian matrix, dF/qy, of the 
given system 
y = F(y,t) 
is constant. 
The objective of the current analysis is to model the propagated 
! 
error more exactly in the multistep solution -- i.e., the analysis and 
the associated program (based on C. W. Gear's matrix formulation of the 
multistep operator [8]) permits the variable error propagation matrix, 
as well as the local truncation error, to be computed at each step. In 
thi~ way,' the true first-order effects of the error propagation are ob-




.. ' corresponding to predj,ctor error and predictor-corrector error for each 
() variable and at eacht1me 'point involved in the dif:terence eqv.ations. 
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The analysis and the implementation are described more fully in the fol-
lowing section in the general multistep methods analyzer. Principai 
application is, of course, to the orbit problem. In this application, 
the causes of error growth can be isolated and studied in the perturbed 
problem and, in addition, global, non-linear stability criteria are avail-
able relative to the Keplerian problem. The composite error propagation 
operator, which propagates an arbitrary initial error vector, through n 
steps, is computed in the normal operation of the program. If nh = p, 
(i.e., the step size divides the period), then the eigenvalues of the com-
posite operator which propagates error through a revolution can 
be computed on option and, as usual, classified as principal or non-
principal roots. In this way, the numerical stability analysiS can be ex-
tended from the linear to the nOll-linear Keplerian case. The effect of 
instabilities of the equations can be studied as well as asymptotic error 
growth rates. Moreover, ihferences about numerical stability, instab-
ility, in perturbed trajectory applications can perhaps be made. 
Theprogra.1Il is now capable of error analysis of the follo'tring 
cases: 
Cowell: Class II; PE, PEC, PECE* 
Cowell: Class I; PECE* 
Cowell: Class I/Class 11; PECE* 
VOP: l?E: 1 PEC 
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The scope of this task has been increased beyond the original 
intention -- which was simply to study the effect of change of formula-
tion and integrator on the local error and on local propagation proper-
ties. It was later judged important to provide a complete solution to 
the error equations, with a norm and complete spectrum of the local and 
composite operators involved, norms of local and propagated error vec-
tors and a plot routine, 'as well as an analysis of asymptotic error 
growth. The equations have been derived for a local error operator for 
VOP/PECE*, but the analysis has not been implemented. It was felt more 
important to implement Class I and Class I/Class II for Cowell, PECE*. 
1.2 General multistep methods analyzer (The proeram) 
The purpose of the Genezal Multistep Method-Analyzer is to 
analyze the errors of general multistep numerical integration methods, 
i.e., to compare methods, step-Sizes, algorithms, and formulations for 
efficiency studies., and to relate errors to the controllable variables. 
In the past, one of the major limitations of research in general 
multistep methods has been in the use of the linear, scalar, constant-
coefficient differential e@ation 
(1-1) 
for a model of the ;behavior of errors;ol' numericai integration. In act-
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components of errors, and the actual differential ~quation8 integrated are 
similar to 
j =1 or 2 (1-2) 
where y is a vector and A is a matrix of variable entries, and t 
is sometimes a function of a new independent variable. 
By applying the difference operators of the numerical methods to 
the actual differential equations integrated, we obtain a vector a~ffer-
ence equation of the form 
e = S e 1 +b, n n.n- n (n = 1,2,3, ••• ) (1-3) 
where e 
n is the vector of errors involving the current and several back 
points of integration, both for prediction and (allY) correction; S 
n 
is 
a matrlx'describing the propagation of error f!~om one step to the n:.extj 
and b describes the local truncation errors introduced at the current n 
step. This Equation (1-3) has the general solution 
where eo is the, initial starting error; 
(1-4) 
€ is the special error solu-n 
tion w1thzero initial error; and Eis the matrix representing the pro-
n 
pagation of an arbitrary initial error~' En is given by 
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E = S S ••• Sl 
n n n-l (1-5) 
[We note in passing, that En eO is the general solution of the 
homogeneous difference equation 
(n = 1,2,3, ••• ) 
where eO is arbitrary. Roughly speaking, En eO is the error one 
would get at step n if there were no truncation error.] 
(1-6) 
ThUS, by using the techniques sketched above, we are able to an-
alyze the erros and determine their sources for a variety of multistep 
methods, step-sizes, algorithms (prediction, corrections, partial evalua-
tion), and differential-equation formulations. 
Algorithms, -formulations and ,algorithm codes 
The Algorithm/Formulation combinations which can be studied with 
tbe Analyzer are as follows: 
Code 1 (FE): Denote s inte gration by prediction only, followed of course, 
by evaluation of the function f, where the equation being integrated 
nas the' form 
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Code 2 (PEC): Denotes integration using one correction after each pre-
diction and evaluation, uSing the Formulation (1-7) above • 
Code 4 (PECE*): Denotes PEC above, fo110"Ted by a partial evaluation, 
that is, evaluation of the two-body Kep1€rian acceleration, without re-
evaluation of the perturbation component in acceleration. This case as-
surnes that the system of Equations (1-7) is the system of equations of 
motion in the Cowell formulation. That is, y denotes position in iner-
tial Cartesian coordinates and f(t,y) denotes total acceleration with 
respect to these coordinates. 
Code 5 (Class I Special Formulation): Denotes integration of the first-
order equations 
y' = V 
(1-8) 
Vi = f(t,y,v) 
in the PECE* made. The s~e coordinate and acceleration definitions 
apply as for Code 4. Here, v denotes the velocity in this coordinate 
system. 
Code 6 (Class I/IISpecial Formulation): lenotes integration of the 




Vi = f(t,y,v) 
\~ " 
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using a Class II method for the first part and a Class I method for the 
second part. These are integrated in the PECE* mode. Again, y de-
notes pOsition in inertial Cartesian coordinates, and f and v denote 
acceleration and velocity, respectively, with respect to the inertial 
Cartesian coordinates system. 
Input 
I. Card Input 
Card input for the Analyzer is required in the following form 
and sequence: 
Items Format 
1. Algorithm code, class code, number of equations 315 
I 
The algorithm code is an integer from 1 to 8, representing algorithms 
of method combinations and/or basic formulations of differentialequa-
















Reserved for PECE 
1 
l/ECE* 
Class I special Cowell formulation 
Class 1/11 special Cowell formulation 
Reserved for VOP 
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1-9 
The class code is 1 or 2 for algorithms 1, 2 and 3, indicating 
the class of differential equations for integration and the class of the 
numerical method used • 
The Class code is ignored for the algorithm codes 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
The "number of equations" is the number of differential equations to be 
integrated. The input value of the "number of equatio!ls" is ignored for 
algorithm codes 4, 5 and 6. 
Next Item 
2. Step number 
3. last of predictor a's 
(k +1 values, punched on as many cards as necessary) 
, 4. last of predictor b's (as above) 
5. List of corrector a's (as above) 
6. List of corrector b's (as above) 
7· List of Class I predictor a's (as above) 
Items 7, 8, 9 and 10 apply only to algorithm 
code 6 (Class lin Special Cowell formulation), in 
which case, items 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the Class II 
coefficients. Otherwise, items 7 through 10 are 
!Omitted• 
8. .Ust of Class I predictor b's (as above) 
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1-10 
10. List of Class I corrector bls (as above) 
11. Desired step size for simulated integration 
12. Spectrum period, norm period, plot period, basic 
print period, meximum number of simulated steps 




The spectrum period is t~e number of simulated steps per computa-
tion of the spectrum of S 
n 
The norm period is the number of 
simulated steps per computation of the natural operator norm of E cor-
n 
responding to the Euclidean vector norm. The "maximum number of simulat-
ed steps" over-rides the full use of the tape, provided this input value 
is greater than zero and less than the number allowed, by the full use of 
the tape. 
If the "s~ctrum period" is zero, the spectrum is not computed. 
If the "norm period" is zero, the 'norm E is not computed. If the 
n 
"plot period" is zero, no plot is generated. And, if the "basic print 
period" is zero (or blank), 1tis reset to 1. 
II. Tape Input 
Binary tape input (file 1) for the Analyzer has the form: 
Record 1: 100 integer words of character-string information (5 cards 
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Record 2: Tape step-size (double precision), number of tape steps, 
(integex:) 
The tape step-size is the step-size for generating the tape. The number 
o~ tape steps is the total number of steps (records) written on the tape 
(following this record). 
, 
Remaining records (all double precision): 
a.) Type 1 format (for'algori thms 1, 2 and 4) : 
NEQ ordinate components, 
components, Y' or y" 
n n 
Jacobian matrix 
y; NEQ first or second-derivative 
n 
(depending on Class); the NEQ by NEQ 
lihelee y(j) = f(t,y) and where NEQ is the number of scalar 
. equations being integrated as a system. (NEQ is assumed = 3 
for algorithm 4.) 
1 




b) Type 2 format (for algorithms 5 and 6): ' \ t 
3 ordinate components, Y
n
;, 3 derivative components, y~; 
, second-derivative components, 
ed Jacobian matrix 
Y" n' followed by the extend-
i , 
J 'li. 
... ;. , . :.'J ~"! 
Output 
. : ...... 
", - ~ . '. -.. . 
.' .:; 
1=-12 
h (2) (t .) were y = f ,y,y. The row indices of the Jacobian ma-
trix are associated With the components of f, whereas, the 
components of y, then y. The Jacobian matrix is assumed 
to be written on tape, one column at a time. 
Output for the Analyzer includes the norm of b, the natural 
. n 
norm of E (using the Eculidean vector norm), the spectral radius of 
n 
,S (computed only when the spectrum of S is computed), and the norm 
n,' . n 
of the first three compOnents of e(O), the special solution with zero 
n 
initial error. Output also inc~udes the norms of T*, S*, T** and 
S**, assuming three components for each. Quantities not computed are 
prin; .. ed as zero. Card input item 12 defines print controls (see section 
on card input). 
Details of graphed output are g~ven later in this section, under 
the heading "Numerical Results of Multistep Analyzer." 
'Derivation of Error Equations 
In: thi3 section, we sketch the derivation of th~ error equations 
of the form (1-3'),disc:ussed in the.introduction. 
t = t + nh,where h is the step-size of 
nO. 
integrati.on and y is the true solution of the differential equation 





















~ Also, let y(j) = y(j)(t). We define the truncation error 
n n 
tor the predictor. and corrector, respectively: 
k k 
T* = I at Yn-1 + hj I b* y(j) n i n-i (1-11) i=0 i=l 
T** = t ai Yn- i + hj t b. y(j) n ~ n-i (1:-12) 
i=O i=O 
. 
In the mixed Class I/Class II case, where j = 2, we also inte-
grate Simultaneously 
Vi = t(t"y,v) (1-13) 
and we define the Class I truncation errorsf'or prediction and correc-
tion, respectively, as follows (c's and d's replace a's and b's 
to distinguish the Class I methods from the Class II metho,ds): 
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! . (1-15) 
i=O i=O 
Di££erence equations £or ~ctual numerical integration (assuming no round-
o££ error) are given as £ollows, 
c denotes predicted values and Yn 
starting with the PEe case where ~ 
n 
denotes corrected values: 
k k 
yp. 
= L a* c + hj L b* y(j!p n i Yn- i in-1 (1-16) 
1=1 i=l 
k k 
c L c + hj I b ";(j)p Yn = ai Yn- i i n-i 
i=1 i=O 
where y(jJp denotes the evaluation of f at (tn,y!)· USing the defi-n 
nit ions o£ T* and T** and eP = ~ - Y c c we obtain e =y -y, n n n n n' n n n 
k k 
eP L af eC + hj L b'!f" . o£ (tn-i'~_i)e~_i + T* (1-18 ) . - dY n n-i 1. n i=l i=l 
c t eC + h j ! bi or (tn-i'~_i)e~_i + T**. (1~19 ) e = ai dY n n-i n i=.O i=O 
The Y*' s are;pqints close to the :its. In the Analyzer we use the Jac-
obi an matrices, or/qy, evaluated at y 
n instead o£ ~. A similar con-n 
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f depends also on velocity (i.e., y(l) when j = 2) • 
Ai! 
. ThllS, for PEC we obtain the vector difference equation having 























eC T** + bOJ T* n"l n nn 





. . . .. . .... 
+ 
. ........... 
eP T* n-l n 
C D 0 
eP 
n-k 0 
T** and T* are column vectors whose number of n n 
components is equal to the number of differential equations integrated. 
Call this number NEQ. A, B, C, D 
A = 
all + ,bOJna! 
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The top entries above and the I's (identities) are submatrices of di-
























where I of course I A, B, C, D are matrices of the same size and 
FOr stmplicity, the 
hj already • 
b's 
• 
are assumed to be multiplied by 
. Exactly. similar conSiderations apply to the derivation of equa,-
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""'"* NEQ. zero entries 
Here fK is the Keplerian two-body acceleration and fp is the pertur-
.bation in acceleration • 
We note that the matrices K , 
n are computed in the 
Analyzer using the values of Yn and I
n 
read from the tape input. Kn 
is given by 




Y1Y3 r r 
K = 2! J!..I (1 2- 2 ~ 
r 5 Y1Y2 ; r31 2 Y2 ) r 5 Yi'3 r 
2! 2! 
- J!. (1 3 . 2 
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"There the index n has been dropped and r = I y I , and y l' Y 2 and 
Y3 are the three components of y (the position vector). 




















We note that for the Class I special formulation where the algorithm is 
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.- i .- y = v 
.. .. 
[ 1 ~ 1 · .. ·1 
" 1 v = f(t,y,v) 
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I 1 i So that the new K! s 'and P's (denoted by hats) are given as follows: 
\ 





arK [ 0 I J A (t_,y ,v' ) Kn = ~[y,v] = ........... n n n • K • 0 n 
of [ 0 0 ] A P ........................ P = o[y,v] = ofp n p dV (tn,yn,vn ) n 
and 
!2! PECE* Class IIII special formulatio1!: 
For this case we simultaneously integrate: 
(2) ) y = t(t,y,v 
, . 
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v' = f(t,y,v) 
by a Class I method. The error equation is given by the following (where 
eP = yP - y(i) eC = vo - y(l), and vP and vC: are, respectively, 
n n n' n n n n n 
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Dots on the top row indicate entries like the upper-left submatrix of A 
shown, except that the index 1 is' replaced by an index running up to k 
for subsequent submatrices. We note that, for simplicity of expression, 
the ~'s and b*'s have been multiplied by h2, whereas the d's and 
d*'s have been multiplied by h. 
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. . . 
The upper dots in B, C and D have the exactly similar meaning as for 
A. 
l~3 Numerical Results of Gen~~al Multistep Analyzer 
This section is designed tbexhibit the capabilities of the Analy-
zer program. Four trajectories have been used in computations with the 
Analyzer. 
Trajectory 1 1s a circular trajectory with a two hour period. (The 








































a similar Keplerian orbit, with a period of two hours, but with e = .01 • 
Initial conditions are omitted, as they are not relevant., Trajectory 3 
ro~ghly simulates, in shape, and AEC trajectory: a - 8,544 kms., e N 
.24, and o i = 45 , with drag characteristics similar to the GEOSB vehi-
cleo Geopotential coefficients are applied through 15th degree zonals 
and 15 order tesserals. Solar and linear gravitational effects are in-
eluded. Drag and solar radiation accelerations are defined by 
Drag Coefficient 
Satellite cross sections are 




= 1.23 meters 
= 4.5 x 10-6 newtons per meter2 
= 1.5 
Ephemeris requested from 610510. In the related computations, perigree 
occurs at approximately 1630 secs. Trajectory 4 is the same as Trajectory 
1 with J2 effects and solar and lunar gravitation applied. 
Figure 1-1 shows the norm of E (the compOSite error operator) 
n 
through one revolution, using Trajectories 1 and 2. Here, liE 1/2 = spectral 
n 
radius (E*E ) = square of maximum sca.1ing of any real vector in the unit 
n n 
ball of the relevant space. The combined algorithms of Cowell Class 11/ 
·Adams/PE are usedw.tth step-size h = 100 sees. and step number k of the 
integrator = 11. The graph shows that the norm is quite independent of 
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Cowell/Adams, cl. II/FE 
k = 11, h = 100 secs. 
n 
En = 1f Sj 
J=l 
IIEnll2 = Spectral * radius (En En) 
':': 
eccentricity = 0, .01 
. ..... ~. 
.~ ____________ L-____________ L-____________ L-
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Figure 1.-1 COMPARISON II En II , TRAJECTORIES 1 AND 2. 
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Figure 1-2 is the result of computation of the spectral radius of 
the composite error operator En through approximately one revoluation 
of Trajectory 4. The same formulation integrator - integrator algorithm 
-- is used here, as in Figure 1. This figure would remain essentially un-
changed if perturbations were omitted. The behavior,of the spectral rad-
ius is radically different from the norm of Figure 1. This behavior of 
the spectral radius suggested use of the norm described above for error 
growth measurement. The integration is numerically stable in the sense 
that, locally, the non-principal roots (of s ) 
n 
are well within the unit 
circle. These e~genvalues are quite independent of position (of n), be-
cause of the circularity of the trajectory. Because of the symmetry of 
the Jacobian matrix (Keplerian), it is apparent that E72 is approximate-
2 ly equal to E36• Equality holds on the unperturbed trajectory. Little 
can be inferred about the norm behavior if the computation were extended 
over several revolutions, 'except at the IIlidpoint and the end of the cycle. 
The spectral radius of E72, wi thc)Ut perturbations and with an 
exact two-hour period, is greater than one, because of a prinCipal root. 
This indicates both non-numerical instability and an asymptotic error 
growth which is}, 1Cponential. This is discussed in the subsection on 
asymptotic error. 
Figure 1-,3 compares local truncat.ion erl"Dr levels in computations 
.. of Trajectories 1 and 2, With the same integration configuration as Fig-
ure l~l: CoweJ"l, Class II/Adams/PE, and with the same step-number and 
1 
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Cowell/Adams, cl. II / PE 
k = 11, n =100 secs. 
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Cowell/Adams, c1. II / PE 
k = 11, h = 100 sees. 
en = Sn en_1 + b n 
eccentricity ~~.01 
-------
eccentricity = 0 
--------- v _---___ _ 
-
10-1 L..------t-----t-----I-----I-----t-___ t-___ "_+-_, __ --t 
0 900 1500 2700 3600 4500 5400 6300 7200 
time (secs) 
Figure 1-3 COr.'IPARISON OF LOCAL TRUNCATION ERROR, (Ibn/! 
TRAJECTORY 1 AND 2 
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step-size. It is seen that the local truncation error, in this case, de-
pends heavily on the eccentricity. The vector norm used throughout is the 
usual Euclidean length (the operator norm defined above is the natural one 
for this vector norm). 
In Figure 1-4, the propagated position error (partial norm of pro-
pagated error vector) is compared in the computation of Trajectories 1 and 
2 with the same computational framework. The initial error vector eO = 0:. 
throughout this report. In this case, the difference in the levels of pro-
pagated error, corresponding to the two eccentricities, is roughly equal 
-
to the difference in the,average levels of local truncation error. More-
over, a reasonable estimate of propagated error, in this case, can be ob-
tained as a product of the average le,vel of local error and the norm of the 
, error operator. The observations are made: Errors committed early in the 
computation are most important iIi the final propagated error. The trunca~ 
tion error level is relatively constant. Thus, early errors reflect this 
general level of local error. As time increases, only the composite error 
operator and the direction and magnitude of the early established error 
vector are important in the propagation. This method of crude approxima-
L~' tion apparently is not valid in Class I integration, where the norm is 
characteristically much larger (see FigUre 1-6). 
Figure 1:-5 shows propagated error and local truncation error in 
the computation of Trajectory i2 by Cowell, Class II/Adams, using integra-
tors with step-numberk == 4 and step-Size h = 100 sees. The integra-
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Cowell I Adams, c1. II I'PE 
k = 11, h = 100 secs. 
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Figure 1-4 COMPARISON OF PROPAGATED POSITION ERROR 
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'Cowell/Adams, cl. II/FE, FECE* 
k = 4, h = 100 secs. 
eccentricity = .01 
en = Sn en_l + bn 
'e = 0 o 
Propagated Position Error (PE) 
~ --------
Position Error (PECE*) 
rl'bnll ~ Local Error (PE; PECE*) 
2700 3600 4500 5400 6300 7200 
time (secs) 
Flgur~_1-5 COMPARISON LOCAL ERROR, PROPAGATED ERROR 
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The norms (not shown) o~ the two-operators, as functions of time, 
Approximate norm liEn II 
t ~secsl FE PECE* = PECE 
500 38 27 
1400 117 83 
2300 265 183 
3200 471 332 
4100 680 480 
5000 827 584 
5900 . 880 620 
It must be pointed out that t"Qe local error vector, b
n
, (~or 
.algorithm FECE* ), has components equal to the local predictor error and 
the local predictor-corrector error ~or each coordinate and for every 
time point in the di:r~erence equation. The predictor error apparently 
dominated, here, yielding approximately the same local error vector 
norms ~or both PE and PECE*. Although it is as yet unveri~ied, the 
conjecture is o~feredthat the propagated error is roughly approximated 
by the product o~ the average level o~ predictor-corrector error (a par-
tial norm o~ vector, b ) .. and the norm o~ the error operator • . ' . , n· 
Figure l-~ shows local and propagated error in the computation o~ 
Trajectory 2 with CoWell, Class I/Adams/FECE*== PECE configuration, with 
k = 4 and h= 100. The step-size used here islarge~or any except 
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1-34 
only error in the previous figure. It is again point out that the local 
error vector has as components the pure predictor error as well as pre-
dictor-corrector error. 
In Figure 1-7 we compared the norms of the error operator, E , 
n 
for Trajectory 2 with Class I and Class II integration. The Class I norm 
exceeds the Class II norm by a factor of roUghly 100. The factor may be 
exactly 100 and differences due to inaccuracies in the norm compu.tation, 






'-, '. 4500 
Approximate norm /IE II 
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Figure 1-8 is the result of the printer plot subroutine of the 
Analyzer Program. Parameters in the computational configuration are in-
dicated on the plot" The time scale is on' the ordinate axis. The 1-
curte is the norm of the composite error operator /lEn II. The 2-curve 
displays the propagated position error vector norm and the 3-curve is 
the local error veGtor norm (tot~ norm). It'is important to note 
that the three functions are individually normalized by dividing by 
their maximum vall,les in the indicated domain. The log scale, used in 
previous figures, i,s not employed in the printer-plot routine. 
1 
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Cowell/Adams, Cl.I and Cl.II/ PECE 
k = 4, h = 100 secs. 
e = .01 
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Figure 1-7- COMPARISON OF "En'" CL. I AND CL~ II INTEGRATION 
TRAJECTORY 2 
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The approximate individual normalization factors by which graphed 







.101 x 10 
.646 x 10-3 
.100 x 10-3 
The results of this integration are shown in different forms in Figures 
1-1, 1-3 and 1-4. The computation of liEn II is done infrequently, to 
reduce computing expense. The frequency is optional in the program. 
The remaining figures in this section are concerned with applica-
tion of the Analyzer to a partially simulated AEC trajectory ('l~rajectory 
3). The Cowell, Class land Class II equations are studied with Adams 
integrators of step number 4 and 11. Integrator algorithm PEC:E* is 
used throughout;.. The step-size, although capable of variation by simple 
change of an input parameter, was fixed throughout this experimental 
analysis at 100 sees. Graphed results include the effect of :perturba-
tive accelera.tions given above in the trajectory description, '\-lith the 
exception otthe ;first :figure (1-9:), where no drag was applied. Small 
arcs are studied, up to 3900 secs., which is about one-half a. cycle. 






Figure 1-9 is the printer-plot output of a Class I/Class II inte-
gration, k = 4, of the simulated AEC trajectory without drag. The 
curves 1, 2 and 3 have the meaning defined in the description of Fig-
ure 1-8. The 4-curve is the predictor error vector norm and the 5-curve 
is the predictor-corrector error vector norm. The vector norms represent-
ed by plots 4 and 5 are partial norms of the total local error vector 
b
n
, whose norm is the 3-plot. The pure corrector error does n(lt appear 
explicitly as components of the local error vector. 
The normalization facto::s associated with numbered curves (by 





The 5th scale factor does not appear directly as printed output of the 
Analyzer program. 
Figure 1-10 is the same AEC simulated computation as Figure 1-9, 
except that all above described forces are applied. Normalization fact-
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The 5th scale factor is not given. The remark given with reference 
to Figure 1-9 applies here. 
Corresl'Onding printer plots for remaining computational config-
uration are omitted. Rather, pertinent information is presented on 
semi-log 'plots. r 
Figure 1-11 compares propagated position error in the Cowell, 
Class I and Class I/Class II computation of the AEC trajectory, with fUll 
" forces with algorithm PECE* and Adams integration of step-number k = 4 
and step-size h = 100 secs. 
Figure 1-12 presents the same material on a short arc and for 
k = ll. 
The Euclidean norms of the total local error vectors for step-
n'UlIlber k = 4 aY'e compared; f'orClass I and Class I/Class II integration 
in Figure 1-13, while Figure 1-14 gives a comparison of these quantities 
with step-n'UlIlber k = 11. 
.' 
1 
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, : ~ . 
1.4 Asymptotic Error in the Orbit Problem 
. where 
Given the error equations 
e 
n = 
S ando~ vary,according with the algorithm and are de-II .. 
~ined in the description of the general multistep Analyzer in this sec-
tion. 
Let the step-size, h, divide the period: p = Nh. After one 
revolution 
, 
fi N fi eN = Si eO + I Sj b i i=1 i=l j=i 
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Then, after m revolutions 
-Dl -Dl-l m-2 ) 
= ,I!; eO + (,I!; + E + ••• + I b 
~o analyze the propagated error, e
mN , for large m, it is convenient 
to begin with the ana~ysis of FfI1 eO and to analyze ~ in cannonical 
form. This part of the analysis is taken, essentially, from [ 7 ]. 
Assume for the moment that E has all eigenvalues less than one 
in magnitude. For some non-singular matrix A, A-I FA = J is in block 





where Ai is an eigenvalue of E. Write J. = A. I + C, ,where C is 
J. J. 
of order N. 
J. 
and has ones on the superdiagona1 and zeros elsewhere. It 
is clear that the Cr ones on the th super-diagonal and zeros are as r 
e~sewhere. Thus 
•• _, _.'_ ._~., - ,_.d 
(1-24 ) 
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The last term in (1-24) dOminates. Thus 
(l.-25 ) 
Tpe definition of asymptotic equality requires the above assumption on 
the eigenvalues of E. Where the symbol means :9.symptotic equality [ 7 ]. 
N -1 C i 
i is a matrix With a one in the upper right-hand corner and zeros 
N. -l. 
elsewhere. C l. Xi is non-zero if and only if Xi has a non-vanishing 
N -1 last component. It is then easy to show [ 7 ] that C i X is an i 
eigenvector of J i and ~he only eigenvector up scalar multipl.es. 
It is clear that only the Jordan bl.ocks with Ai. equal. to the 
spectral radius and with order ' Ni, maximal, need. be considered in the 
-asymptotic behavior of 'A-l~A X. 
Since EA = AJ, there is exactly one column S. of S, corres-
l. 
ponding to each block J., which is an eigenvector of E,. Any vector ~ 
X can be decomposed uniquely in the directions of the col.umns of S. 
denote the one in the. direction of S .• 
l. 
of E belonging to Ai ~ It 1'ollows that 
W. is an eigenvector 
l. 
Ek X ( k )I i-No +1 ... "1 l. Wi • N'-l i (l.-26) 
; 
The sum is taken over all blocks with /Ai l ='5:: and Hi = N, where 
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This relationship is true for almost every X -- i.e., almost 
every eO. (Because of round-off error, the statement is probably trtle 
for every eo). 
The assumption on the eigenvalues of E can be removed. Let 
E be arbitrary and divide E by a real scalar So' The following can 
easily be obtained 
- ( k k (1-27 ) 
-N-l 
Relationship (1-27) .is a statement of error growth in terms of eigenvec-
tors of E. 
Application to the Growth of the solution to the Homogeneous Error 
Equation e~) = Ff1 eO 
In the periodic orbit problem, E (cowell) has been found to 
have one real principal eigenvalue, ~, with magnitucle greater than 
one, one eigen~lue ),.,2 = l/Al , and four princ:i.pal eigenvalues equal 
to one •. The principal eigenvalue in the case CO'iell./Stormer/PE, k = 11, 
h = 100 secs., 2-hr. circular orbit lis ~ =1.00008. The large princi-
pal root points out the L-instability of the equ.ation of. motion. Matrix 
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siderable round-off error in the product. Examples of these eigenvalues 
are given below. In numerically stable cases, all non-principal eigen-
values are less than one in magnitude. 
Applying the above anatysis, we have that N = 1 and that there 
is only one term in the sum in (1-27) with ~ ~ ~,. the large principal 
root 
-
It is clear that the asymptotic error growth is exponential. How-
ever, it is important to understand thaJe the large principal root is very 
close ·to The Situation closely approxirna(Ges one in which there are , .... 
six principal roots equal to one. ThuS, it is im)?Orte.nt, for subasymp-
totic error growth to knO~1 the size of the Jordan blocks assod.ated with 
all rpincipal eigenvalues. Assume that these Jordan blocks are of order 
one and two. The contribution to 'the error growth of a pair of eig~mval-
ues equal to one is roughly 
• 
With this assumption, in all practical computations, the exponential char-
aeter of the error growth is probably nqt apparent due to this considera-
tion. 
1 
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Next, it is important to consider the operator T = Ek + 
k k-l 
E + ••• + I. Only a sketch of the possible analysis of this oper-
ator will be given. Each Ej can be put into canonical form and., as 
before, consider a Jordan block -1, k j >N
i 
1 
xkI + ( : ) k-l +( 
k ) k-N +1 N-l 
= Ai C + ••• A i C i i 
N -1 i 
Ak-1 I +(k -1) (k - 1) k-N N -1 1 Ak- 1 C + ••• .~ i C i = + '. i 
N -1 i 





= A 1 I i (
N - 1) k-N (N - 1)' N.-l + i A i C + ••• + i C 1 
1 N -1 
i 
• • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . 
Assume ~i real, A1 > 1 and consider the operator 



















the last terms of each of the expansions given are dominant. 
( k ) )..k-N+1 
N -1 i 
'\ 





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The series given by the tQta1 'sum of the Ji (j ~ Ni -1) should 




k - i') k-N 
.. X i 
N -1 i 
+ ••• + 
given by the sum of dominant terms. If the total series is represent-
able by the sum of the limits given, we have, summing these limits,. 
1 + ••• + 1 k-N -1 A i 
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the case there is apparently no essential difference in the order of the 
asymptotic rate of error growth in the two solutions, 
~k-l k-2 ) (E""- + E + ••• + I b. Further analysis should proce.ed from this 
point. It is important to determine the order (Ni ) 
blocks associated with the six principal eigenvalues 
of the Jordan 
A., as well as to 
~ 
understand the convergence of the series given by the sum of the expan-
sions of the Jr. A suitable computer program for analysis of the eig-
envectors of an arbitrary real matrix is obtainable from AJ::'gonne Nation-
al Laboratory. 
tor 
The spectra of some error operators 
It had been conjectured that the eigenvalues of the error opera-
S, 'for small step-size and applied to a circular trajectory will 
n 
closely approximate the roots of the characteristic polynomial, as. gener-
ated by program Dl/Dl.5 if the eigenvalues ~/r3 and 'tl/r3 are' sub-
stituted into that polynomial. The reason behind this is that eigenval-
ues of J are constant on the circle and the J . appearing in the 
n n-~ 
error equations can be all apprOXimately diagonalized by the same trans-
formation. 
The conjecture was tested on a 2-hr. circular trajectory. The 
subroutine used to comPute the eigenvalues of S was obtained from 
n 
. . th Atomics International, North American Aviation Corp. The 11 order 
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waf; 11 x 2.x 3 = 66. The first and last factors are associated with the 
etep-n,unber of the integrator and the number of equations, r~lspectively, 
~. 
'p the i'actor of two results from the fact that both en and e'n are in-
volved in the propagation. 
The eigenvalues of S 
n are independent o'f 'n in the circular 
problem. It was shown in the Final Report 'for the last contract period 
[ 6, ], that the characteristic polynomial o'f the corrector-only algorithm 
is invariant under a Similarity transformation of-the constant J .• 
n-~ 
This fact undoubtedly holds 'for any algorithm and, moreover, it appears 
true that the characteristic polynomial of S (for any particular al-
n 
gorithm structure is identical with the characteristic polynomials as de-
rived in the abovementioned report. Program Dl/DI.5 [6] was used in 
checking out the program which constructs the matrices S • 
n 
A comparison of the eigenvalues of s , 
n Cowell, Class II algor-
ithm PEC, k = 11, Adams integration, .for the 2-hour circular problem 
h = 100 secs. is given below with the roots of the characteristic poly-
,nomials as generated by> Program Dl/Dl. 5 by substitution 
2 2 . 2h I:! !LJl: h = 
r3 
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?1 roots of zero 
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This last group of non-zero eigenvalues of S is r~~peated, due 
" ' n 
to the fact that. - ,,/,,;:3- is a. double root of J .• Thus. the form. of 
, n-l.' 
the ~haracteristic polynonua1is that deriVed in r 6 ]. The slight dif-
ferences in roots is computed from Sn and from Program Dl/Dl. 5, arise 
) prim9;I"i1y because I
n
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-1 
approximately, but not completely, diagonalizes T8
n 
T '. If 
the eccentricity, e f 0, then the differences are more marked, because 
not only are the J 
n-i not all diagonalized by the same transformation, 
but also, the eigenvalues of J . are a function of time. 8 has 
n-~ n 
twenty-seven roots of zero. 
Composite operators 
Examples are given below of the sets of principal roots of the 
composite' error operator. E = n 8i , ,the product taken over one com-
plete revolution of a Keplerian orbit. ~ne spectrum of E for the 








-8 All other eigenvalues are less than 11 in magnitude. E is a 33 x 33 
ma.trix. 
Tlie St;ectrum of E for the problem: Cowell, Class I, Adams inte-
grator, algorithmPECE* = FECE, k= 4, h = 100, 2-hr. Kep~erian or-
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All other eigenvalues are less than 10-12 in magnitude, E is 
a 148 x 48 matrix. 
The spectrum of E for the probleI,\: Cowell, Class II, Adams inte-
grators,algori thm PECE* F' PECE, k = 4, h = 100, 2-hr. Keplerian or-
bit, e = .01 (to five place accuracy) i~ 
a b 
.99460 0 






All other eigenvalue~ are less than 10-13 in magnitude, E is 
a 24 x 24 matrix. 










































2. Reduction of Pr0'Pagat(~d Error by Placement of 
Extraneous Roots 
2.1 Me~hod Definition and Coefficients 
Four types of corrector methods have been tested against the 
Adams' methods. These methods are: the W(r) methods" the RW( r 1 
methods, the WA (r ) methods and the WB (r ) methods. All methods are 
of Class II. 
The coefficients of these methods have been generated in Pro-
'gram A-B 'and used in'both the summed and 'unsummed two-body integrator. 
.. 
= f(t,y): Given a corrector for y 
,,' 
k ! L ai Yn-i + h2 bi Yn-i = 0, aO = -1 , (2-1) 
i=O i=O 
form the polynomial: 
k 
p(x) = L 
i=O 
p(x) = 0 has a double root of 1. The other roots are called extrane-
ous roots, arising from the fact that the second-order equation is re-
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Method (2-1) is strongly stable if the extraneous roots of 
p(x) = 0 are within the unit circle. 
Placement of the extraneous roots of p(x) was guided by re-
su1ts contained in Appendix B, resulting in the four types of methods 
mentioned above. These extraneous roots determine the ai • The bi 
are determined to yield the desired order (k + 1). 
The W( r ) method!, 
Inthe W(r) methods, the extraneous roots are restricte.d in an 
r, e arc, 900 ~ e ~ 2700 • The W(r) methods tested are of orders 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and r = .6, .7, .8, .2 and .3. 
The RW(~ ) methods 
In the RW(r) methods, the roots are restricted in the region 
of the unit circle with 1400 =:; e ~ 2200 • The RW(r) methods tested 
are of' orders 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and :r = .2, .3 and .4. 
The lolA (r) methods 
The roots of the WA(r) methods are the same as those of the 
W(r ) methods, of being two orders lower. 'Twoaddi tionaJ. zero roots are 
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order 12 with r = .3. 
The WB(r) method 
The roots of the WB(r) methods are the same as those of the 
W(r) methods, 'Of four orders lower, with four additional zero roots. 
The WE (r ) methods te sted are of order 13 with r = .3 and .. 5. 
Fo~ each method tested, all roots of p(x) are given, as well 
as coeff:1..cients a., .b. 
~ J. (of 2-1) in the following computer output. 
Roots are speci:f1ed by modulus and argument under the heading "PRELIM!-
NARY ROOT." Conjug9.tes must be added to the set of input complex roots. 
Coefficients appear in the usual order aO,al""'~ and b O' bl"'" bk 
as given in the description of the coefficient generator used, Program 
A-B (6 ) e Roots of the h = 0 characteristic polynomial p(x) are re-
computed and output in the form x:.to iy. 
1 
----:r- .. 
, .. ,' ,,' 
----------.:---~~~\--~ 
- -I: . '. 'l ,-t:~.\· .. , .")1" !.. . .\ • 
... 
--'-...-,.- '- . :",,~"-
. ., 
, , .:~v -.' - •. f:<7."""" .\ 
.• ,,,~.~t,."""';J'l-'~L.:~' ~. __ ...:;.~ .. i... ,',,:, 
INPUT 
STEP NUMaER K = & 
I1ETHJO CL.ASS J:: __ 2 
NUMBER OF PREOETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -4 
KR=-tNP~T NP :: ~. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = ~ 
I-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.L~JO~DOOQO~OUO~~0+OO 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ~OOT IS 1.LDOOOGOODGJOOOODO+OO 
-0. 
.. o •. 
\ 
METHOD W(. 7) 
ORDER 7 
3-TH PR£LI~INARY ROOT IS 7.0000QOOOJU~OOOOOO-Ol 
4-TH PRELIMINA~Y ROOT IS 7.0000~UOOOOJaOQOUO-01 
9.000DOOOOOOOOO~OOO.Ql 
1.J5000000~QOaOaOOD.02 
NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THET~ IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
a~sua~THETA IS AN AROITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 









1. ill 0 il5 il61t133 8> &7 SO+O 0'-1. 01:Z1752Z7 21b37870-0 ~ 
-4·.6 7.5Hl57 It 1.1 0 19Z,!t 60-0 3-- -2. ~o 100 Oil 0 000 Il CO 0 0 0- 0 1 
6.7602123354553634D-02 
4.158829982312&2460-01 






-4. 94974712087143910-G1 4.94974781574021J30-a1 
9-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.128470560-0J 
10-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT:: 7.613945180-03 
l1-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.392232auO-02 
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•• ...-A .... .:..~:.:.~..&' .~.!=:.':~: ... ,,,.~. ,~, ~ ' ... ~'''' 0'-'--';--_' •• "-~~-->-;.--.......<~ •. 4.""4A~. __ '_;_$~ ... ..:.~_ ':":!_4;~~~_'':' l,_ -' .,. :_,:'-~"'. 
"' 
'_...:... .. : .. :Jo..:Li,;..., •• ~....;,., 
INPUT 
STEP NUMBER K = 6 
METH~O CLASS J = 2 
NUM8:R OF PREDETERMlNE PARAMETERS NP = _It 
METHOD RW(.3) 
ORDER 7 
KR=-INPUT NP = 4. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 4 
l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.0~OOOOOOOOlDooaDo+o~ 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.~OOOOoooooooooooo.00 -0. 
-0.' 3-TH PRlLIHIN~RY ROOT IS 3.000000DOOOOOOOOOD-01 
4-TH PRELIHrNA~Y ROOT IS 3.LOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOO-01 1.4000000U009000000+02 1.&OJOOOoooooaooooo+02 
NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA: -0 
THET4 IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM-D. TO-O. , 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 





xx xxx X X XXX XXX XX xxxxx XXX xxxxxxxxxxx XXX xxxxxx XX xxxxx XXX xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxXXXXXxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx 
COEFFICIENTS ARE 
-1. !lO DO Ii 000 000000 0 OO .. t_OO 9.7&5.5780 & 80275&140-01 &.077397383 2817'+960-01 ';;Z.~37Z&i&-9,,"5237OJOO-Q1 
-2. &3025 0532 ~1J81J8860-01 -1.59097973 8775191t70-0 2 - 8.10 ooooa 0000000000-03 
6.784~8436361191320-D2 9.86702416&394688&0-01 8.4j9750717&8569150-D1 
4.593833350&6903070-02 3.59225103918530020-02 -2.66310471467465150-03 HETH)O IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 
5.83072567"23282760-01 
1.0QODilOIiOOOilOI/OD1iO+OO . o~~ 9.999999999999991100-01 0."" 
-2.81901717&99819620-01 "....1.02&U6066449610380-d1_2. 81907777699819670- 0 1 1.02&060&6449870"ZO-01 
-2. 29fi13Jid 696743470-01 1.928362996345493 uO-O 1 -2.29813318898142250-0 1 -1.92~3629963451t753D-01 9-TH TRU~CATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.638718;10-03 
10-TH T~UNCATION-COEFfICIENT = 6.901133740-03 
l1-TH T~UNCATION-COEfFICIENT = 1.56523aZ60-~2 
THEn = -D. B-SUB-TH~TA = -0. 
,. _RO ••••• 0 
.~~-
~·h·. ~:.t.:.:j;.y~:.?'~' ,~ ....... "":~ .. ' 
,--::\ 







--r - ---- ~- ----
" 
:~. 
!",: ... ,", . ~-" 
~ .. " .:-;~. 
":- '/4, ':'",J:;.i! 
~ 
, .. 
i'- ,~~. ';'~,~,:,-!~,+~.'(~~ ""~~;~~;~~~' ~~:~-:._..:~.:: 
INPUT 
STEP NUM~ER K = 7 
'HETHJD CLASS J-= 2 
... NUMBER OF PREOETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -5 
METHOD W ( .7) 
,.., 
" . KR=-INPUT NP = 5. N~ IS RESET TO K-Z = 5 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.~OBOOOOOOOaQOOooo+OO 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ~OOT IS 1.ooooo00d~OJOOOOOO+OD -0. !!',o. 
- o. 
ORDER 8 
3--THPRELH1INARY ROOT IS -7.liilOIJOOOOilOOtlOOOOD-01 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.~O~OOoo~oOaaUOOI0-01 
S-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.U~OOODOOOOaOoOOOO-01 9.0000000000000~OOD+Cl 1.3jOOOOOOOOOOOOlOD+02 
NUMB;R O~ ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA '~SAN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. ~-SUB-THET~ IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUiS STEP 






COEFF IC IENTS ARE 
-1.00 DO 0 000 OLIHI 0 0 0 DOtU 3.10D5~6413385671t90-01 7.0693423111 .. 275610-01 1t.8lt90Itlt71,+_09lJ312D-01 
8. 95331 &44625644130-02 -J.. 7983 9~!) 030 .. 2698 90-iH-- -2 f It:; 5'1263 0 1]20 1171350- 0 1 -1.66070000 0 ~ 0 Oil 0000-01 
ft. 391137233&96452890-02 1. 059u3416495172500+il 0 
1.043_679~061673450+00 6~444209§911624U4920-Ql 
HETHJO IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 
1.0auooaaOO~Goao~uo~co o. 
-b.~99q99q996713696D-01 o. , -4.~4974712051855590-~1 -4.94i7476155il002170-01 
3.2756427&334619130-06 6.99999999999999230-0J 
10-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.407777440-~3 
l1-TH TRUNCATION-COEfFICIENT = 9.1211071560-03 
1Z-TH TRUNC~TION-COEFFICIENT = 1.607799430-U2 
-THETA = 
~ >., ....... " w_" ... 
IV 
, 
-a.' :~ fl-SUB-THCT A = 
'r 
1.lt72238J7913994360+00 1.80454302Z45076460+00 








~~~.~' '- !""~~",, .":,--... :,~,",~,,,:,~~~ .,:-i~·v";.:;.,,,...i:, ",';i,)_"_, ~ ; ... _.~ .. ;~ .. 
. .,~ ";"'·~-f~>·~ 
, ' 
f ' V 
~ ~=;~ ~--~ --


















-~ --, J':.' ':"' 
INPUT 
STEP NUMBER K = 7 
. MElUO 0 CLAS.S J = 2 
NUMB~R OF P,~EOETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -; 
KR=-I NPUT NP =5. Nfl IS RESET TO K-2 = 5 
1-TH PRELII1.£NARY ROOT IS ·1.uOOOOOOOOO'liltl0030+00 
Z-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -3.00~OOO~OaDOOOODOQ-01 
:'-TH PRELIIiINARY ROOT IS 3.00uOOOQOOO:lJQOHJO-01 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.u~OOOOuOauJ~OOOOO-01 
NUHB;R OF.ARI31 TRARY PARAMETERS NA = .-0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO - O. 
B~SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAHETE~ WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
...... 
. .J t -, -t' 
... 
.-., ........ 
~_.;J.t-..t,-_~:,.".: .: __ ,_."".4. ;, . ~ ._ 











xxxx~ l()( XXXXXX X XXXXXX}(XlO(XXXXXXxxX XXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXX XX XXXX -XXlCXXXX XX XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlCX XXXXICXXXXXXX 
~_~C:!J::fF1C1ENTS ARE 
-1.00000 aou a 0 G DO 0 0 (lO+OD 6.16557606802756140-01 9.00701080369001810-0 1';;if.494077 29539178130-02 
-3.34203861626519950-01 -1 •. 5 48 .. 173133 749'146_0.0~OL_ d.1I6 7Z939Z163Z55840-0Z-2.430uOOODDOO 00 0 000-03 
. 
&.~~185a95b76506550-0Z 1.033069ct08Z081al90tO~ 1.06854878132677180tOO 9.5632&7813~325019D-01 
1.a079841134~276450-01 1.21741025877498110-01 -1.589869a074998088D-02 2.631~02653866u81JD-03 
HETHJO. IS STAOlE 
ROOTS ARE 
1.0QOOOOOODOOOOODUD+ao D. 9.999992~9299999100-0~ o. 
-2i-9999999999999997D-Ol O. -2.81907771699879620-01 -1.026~6066449870J80-Dl 
-2.61Y07717699379670-a1 1.0260606644987~420-01 -2.29813318&987~3470-01 1.92836299634549300-01 
-Z.29613318898742250-01 -1.92836299634547530-01 
1D-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICI~NT = 2.204023130-03 
l1-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8~557260160-03 
12-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.7Z4865~70-02 




•• Jilh'~'~"'II"' __ ~'~;.";_~.C.'!Ni.'Jl,.;~",,;:;, .#. 
" 




. .:..~...:~.--:~-- --~- --"c-----
~':> 


















~ .' ' ............. "':..., it.,,, t. ,_t""t! :J¥i;&i"hii~~$:';";;;'=,~:1.- \, ",~-.~~_ .. ,._.r.,,_,,";';';·j;;;;;';;;~..;,""'"':i';'_., --.. ;."" ,c~:. ~';:~i':;~~b.~;,;~!.'i$" ,.10/1" f-~ 








It4PUT METHOD W( .6) 
STEP NUMaERI( = 8 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUHEiP. OF PREOETE:~MINE PARA"IETERS NP = -5 
KR=-INPUT NP = 5. NP IS RESET TO K-Z = 5 
l-TH PRELIMIN'RY ROGT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
2-TH PRELIHINQRY ROOT IS 1.00000DOOOOOOOOOOO+00 
I., ORDER 9 
, . 
-0. 
- o. J-TH PREll/UNARY RaPTIS 6.00000000000000000_01 
4-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 6.000000000000000oo_or 
5-TH PRELI~INARY ROOT IS 6.00000000000000000_Dl 




'HETA IS AN 'RBIT~ARY PARAM~TER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -D. TO -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 








3. b 07E.9683248 3613 0 D-01-5~7"9ZiSJ028 9209760-01 




"ETHOO IS STABLE 
1.07454925100704430.00 1.36133629788475260+00 1.97211993244779520.00 
3.29562635192807660_01 1.4S~0146470132238D_Ol 7.94670748301959340_02 
ROOTS, ARE 
1. 000000000000 a 0000+00 O. 9. 9999~99999~192ZDO_01 -2.99999967579S3~~3a-01-5.196152609b8582410_01 -~.196152186&99Bla50-al 
-2.999999b75795438SD_Ol 5.19515260986620140_0~ --S~19615216d65623190_01 z.a0169~S5025599950_0B 5.999999999~999876D_Dl 2.60769379715387630_08 
11-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.82620156Q-03 
12-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 6.062761560-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.845365~60-02 
o. 
-3.000000lt0524996150-01 




B-Sua-THETA = -0. 
;~"-" 
. 



















. : , .~ _ -, .... -
• <- "'" ,~> 
r.mTHOD W ( .7) .~ . 
INPUT , .. ~ .. ..,\::.----- .............. ---.;' .......... ----.. - .. ~ -""'" ..... ,. - .. 
STEP NUMBER ~: e 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUMaER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -5 
KR=-INPUT NP = 5. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = & 
l-TH PRELI~INARY ROOT IS 1.aOOOOcoOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
2-TH PRELIMrNARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
3-TH PR~LIMINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000~OOOOO-01 
~-TH P~ELIHINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELIHINARY ROOT IS 7.000000000000DOOOO-Ol 
NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMET£RS NA: -0 
THE~ IS AN ARBIT~ARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
F~OM -0. TO -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
















6. 75&1+&3045"6"-Z15150-0""25. 0&16609860 13 .. 2680 .. 0 1 8.50781304876415610-01 
-6.103179110.29'096180-02 -3.35"628 0938 3222620~01 -2.23877732227,+131.90-01 
6.095'9203879673800-02 1.09&95126958109900+00 1.64473146551558530+00 
1.5J686542350&91660+00 1.35455300655835610+00 3.9165658365364657D-01 
I 1t.739066150;9CJS(!120-03 
"ETHOn IS STABLE 
. ROOTS ARE 
1.00000~GOOOOOOOOOO+00 O. 
-3. 4q99 9%211'+929300-01 -6.·0 &2176041+8701+ 896 0-01 
-3.~9999962176134530-01 6.062178041+86123500-01 
3.2755'+2e25293S4960-08 6.Q999999999999S5&O-01 
I1-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.658966170-03 
12-TH TRUNC~TION-COEFFICIENT = 7.431288990-03 





THtTA = -0. B-SUD-THETA = -0. 
I 
I· 





















'", :,'0 .> ,:" ,.' 
" 
~. 
• ,>," .,.~...;-.. "'-:i .r,_' . 
:, ." . 
~~~~f;/~I~~~u;n,· ... ",;~ ___ ~ .. ·:-*.~L.~'~7~,~:,~'~(~ .. ~~.:- ;!. . " . 
:...; .... ,~ ... -.::.;.~."' •. >~.,;.;.., ... .-...-; ... 








STEP NUMBER K: 8 
HETHOO CLASS J = 2 
. ..-_, 
NUMt3~R OF PREOETE'RIHNE PARA"'ETERS NP = -5 
KR=-INPUT NP = 5. NP IS RESET TO K-Z = & 
. 1-TH PRELIMIN~RY ROOT IS 1.00riooooooOOOOOOOO+OO 
i Z-TH PRtLIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
.. 




3-TH PRELIMI~ARY ~OOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 
~-TH P~ELIHINARY ROUT IS 8.~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD-Ol 




NUMBER OF AROIT~ARY PARAMETERS ~A = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAM~rER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FRO,", -0. TO -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEF 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
DY -D. 
BY -0. 
XX XXXKXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXX XXX)( XXX X XXXX xx XXXXX X XXX X XXX XXXXXX)(X XXXXXXX'X XX)l~XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
COEFFICIENTS ARE 
-1.000 U 0000000000000+00 -1.3564 04 Z233S~t82 70-0.t._ ~! 4.216_8.6&.117 9_3_6U.30-011. 0737&426705472310+00 





1.12024075465521230+00 1.93106610808359670+00 3.26567798823089260+00 
2.16697528034416490+00 8.10522518003Z17220-o13.343985051040Z2~10-D1 
METHOD IS ST AOl!:": 
Roars ARE 
1.00000000000000000.00 o. 9.99999999850597970-01 
-3. ')9999956775:132630-.01. .. "!6 .• ~262o:J47985-S138 50-0 1 ·-6.92820291826642470-01 
-3.q999995~7727Z517D-Ol 6.92d20347904626650-01 -6.92820291820830920-01 
3. 743591[)0034'!20 010-08 7.99999999999995350-01 3.74359172953850440-08 
I1-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.368639880-03 
12-TH TRUt~CAnON-coEFF'ICIENT = 6.3470230 io-o 3 






tHETA = -0. . "'" B-SUB-THETA. -0 • 
. ""'-.: 
w 
"I~"II""';''-' II •• tid .. '_t",,*,"lfll~_""H~'\< ...... ~. . n; . .,..,-!IIIL~ _______ ~,"" ___ ~....-, 









~ .- . 
.; 
I· 















.. -... :i:~:=c'-:_.~c·~=~~~L:~~~~._-=,.~~~~:_~~::: "",.:~ .... : ,,~ .. ":;;~\ ~~--, - . -~..-;. ~~_ ,t wPt ... til ';"~, ... ,~,>-" .• '~. ,/ ., 
,; 
":.:;","J;.~~):-:It'~,i.?t~~:.;~ .. ~r~ ~ ~;, ''''N: 
,.. - '- '~,.. . ~~, " ~, .... , ... "" .' 
INPUT 
/ . 
STEP NUHBER'-K~ 8 
METHOD CL ASS J = .Z 
NUMe::R OF PREDETe:'i~MINE PARAMI!,TF.RS NP = -5. 
KR=-INPULNP,.. -;-5. NP IS RiESET TO t('!!Z = 6 
1-TH PRELI~IN~RY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
Z-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.0DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO+00 
3-TH PRELIMI~ARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 
,5~TH PRELIMI~ARY ROOT IS 2.0000QOOOOOOOOOOOO-01 
NUMOE~ OF A~BITRARY PARAHfTERS NA = -0 
THtTA IS AN ARBIrRARY FARAHE:TER WIiOSE VA&.UES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WIiOSE'VALU~S STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
... ,~ ......... ~.- .......... _ ..... ' .----.<-,~-;-.~-.... ....- ... ,-_ ........... _ .. 
'. - .......... - . .. .. ..... '" METHOD RW( .2} 
. ~ - ........... .. 
ORDER 9 , " .. t. 
, ••• ~ .. ~_ ... , .o.--c •• _. 









. . ...-. .......... -"-~"-" ~~-










9. 426~~.0_;t9&0 OO-'.UO-U. ~ 6.23672967311264650-01 -Z.0344041t2252374490-01 
-9.01119022867976410-02 -1.6309&101210210700-02 -1.56351103366399280-03 
1.02634404096830090+00 
2.32296326566380360-01 7.5745e361886254390-01 -6.Z91020843537~5340-02 8.5137203505034&890-0i 2.11~£77612~8483610-02 




1.0bOOOOOOoooo~00no+oo O. 1.00000000000000000+00 
-1.5 320 88792.65828160~01 -1.Z8SS 7533009698350-01- --1.797588022396"7590-01 
- .1. 95629516511t60 3680-01 -I .. 1582 H525198 0 341 0-0 2. -1.95629516514453110- 01 -1.79758802163152970~01 8.76742.43750ItlQ1510-D2 -1.5320&8792&5828170-01 
II-TH TRUNCATI~N-COEFFICIENT = 2.019797860-03 
l?-TH TRUNCATION-COEFi'"ICIC:NT = 8.863393860-03 





















t .. , 
.. 
~.- .. ~--.---.- -. ~~-








-_. __ .. ---- .~-~-
.'-....-----
" ...... ~~. ..T- -.~'~"'.';'''';'' -,-
"'" 
__ ..; ... _i. ... 
~ ".t~i;e;~.~~z~":.~-,-~4.-".....,,.~~_ '" 
" 
f 
INPUT •. -.-. --, .... -.. - .... • _ .• ,,-·METHOD, .RW.(. 3 ) ... -.~ -- - • _,. __ ..... _.",.u~._ 
STEP NUMBER K: 8 
METHOD CL ASS . J .:11 2 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -5 
KR=~ItWUT NP : 5. NP IS 'RESE.T TO K-2 = 6 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS" 1. uOOOOOOOOOOO!]COOO+OO 
2-TH PRELIHI~ARY ROOT IS 1.000000ooooooaoooo+oO 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.0000000000000000D-O[ 
~-TH PRELIMINA~Y ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 






I _~ ... ~~... ."._ ••. _ •• ___ • 
-.,.. •.. - ... - NUHBE:R. OF AR!HTRARY PARAH'E TERS NA = -0 
THETII IS AN ARlJtr~ARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
. " .FROM -0. TO -0 .•.. ~ __ H~ __ ' B:'.SUa-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER wHOSE VALUES STEP 







... ·.,...· ...... !u<,· 






~. 1420 BIt05940006110;';01' 1. Db 74'fz6275253522D+O 0 












11~TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.877927040-03 
"12-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.250398140-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.874920150-02 
. tH~TA = 
i 













































.' . " .} 
'" .. 
"---:"~~L-~.=~~.,~W~~I:~_:: ~ ~. ~ 
, .'" .'. 





---- .. - ..... J 
, 




" ," ~~.~.-~-~. ." , ~'- -' < - • ." ,":. _.- : --- ~ --~- '.:' ,,' '\ 











STEP NUMBER K= 8 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF PREDETE~MINf PARAMETERS NP = -5 
KR=-INPUT NP = ,5. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 6 
1-TH P~ELIHINA~Y ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 




. q~DER 9 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT I~ 4.0000aooooooOOOOOO-01 
• i ~-TH PkELIMIN~RY R~OT IS 4.nOOOUooOOCOOOOOOO-01 




,NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETE~S NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARaI'~ARY PARAMET~R WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FRO,", -0. " TO -0., 
O-SUe-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAHETER WHOSE VALUES 







-2.3~01a8431711!~320-0t -1.14388192019991050-01 1. 2&59143~532501&SD+~ D 7. a99164f0055U6&050-01 
-It. 4 7~333680667320 70-0 1-2.098974 08859089"350-01 . -4. 593635~0772477710-02 . 
-4.09&00000000000000-03 
&. 0 5Z~45a 0 0 3 490042.0 -02 
1.73323C47596935300-01 
-1.77326A63553012550-03 
METHOD IS STAOlE 
1.11474074594696660+00 1.79106763683247840.00 
5.2B5~2104469448650-01 -2.43951563164688990-03 
ROOTS ARE •. ' 
1.0000000~00QCOOOOO.00 O. 
! -3.595176~4520722420-01 -1.75346487522192820-01 
-3.91259033029047040-01 8.316~710~037665460~12 
-~i64177585315563~O-01 2.5711506&179396710-01 
11-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.749129820-03 
lZ-TH lR0NCATION-COlFFICIENT = 7.694626620-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.750920210-02 














































INPUT .. _--. -----.- ... ...;---.: ... - ···--·:piIETHOD -vI. ( .. 6) 
STEP NUHBE~ K ~ 9 
METHoD CL ASS J = 2 
NU~BER OF PREDETERHINE PARAMETERS NP & _& 
KR=-INPUT NP = O. NPI S RESET TO K-2 = 7 
l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.0000000oonooooooO+00 
Z-TH P~ELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
l-TH'PRf.LIMINARY ROOT IS -5.ilOOOOOOOOOOOOO:000-01 
4-TH PR.£LIHINARY ROOT IS 6.000000000000·00'000-01 
5-TH P~ELIHIN~RY ROOT IS 5.0aOOOGOOOOOOOOOOO-01 
6-TH PRE~IHINARY ROOT IS 6.0000000000000000U-OI 
NUMBER OF AR~ITRARVPARAMiTfRS NA = -0 
ARBIlRARY PARAMt:TER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
I TO -0. IS'~N ARBITRARY PARAH~T£RWHOSE VALUES 
TO -0. 
THETA IS AN 
FROM -0. 
R-SUB- THE TA 


















HE~HOO IS STABL~ 
-2.39230316751638700-01· 7 .9138434 OZn'2'ZTiS"O;';'019~3Z55JGf,.'802'929(j~D-OI 















lZ-TH TRUNCATION-c6EFFICIENT = 1.597568800-03 
IJ-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.806923690-03 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.969962730-02 









_IUUI"I~"';J r if,.,. Iff .iUlli~i4Mnl;;4iii.-iirr~li!I';;;~~m'~;;;;:;;i:·'::;'.!-":;"";;-';; .:'-'~' .. ",,:C'"-:: .11"; 









\-\ ~ .. - - .. 
\ 
· .. ··1 
i' ': .. ~ .:.1':':, 
.: 
~ ...... ,..", 
' . 
.' .. 
STABLE '. ,. 
I" 
' .. " 
-\ 
~c-
.'" ~ ~ c :"~..< ' ~4" :+ +,~, '",;~'7:~-'~-~' ·~-"~~~·~·;:,~-:w~,~;'.:~~~~:;-i·~;:':>~~,-t;·· -~;+\'~~-:---




", '. \ 
..;, .... 
I 
f ~ .., ....... - , •• ~. __ •. _._ ...... ___ ... _ ._. ___ ....... _. _____ , ..• __ ..... __ ,~ ....... _ ... ,~ ______ * __ .. __ ...... _.~ .. _ .• _ ... __ ~ ____ M_ .~ .. ~ ... __ .. _._~_ 
... ,,,:. , ... - .- .. -
.INPUT 
_, .. _ .~_, ___ . ______ " _____ ,_. ___ .. _ ME~~<?D. ~ ( .7) 
, 
: ORDER 10 
STEP NUI1BERr.. = 9 
HETHJO CLASS J = 2 
, ~ 
...... ",' ... ,,~ ......... --_ .. - ~ , .... ,-_.,- ... -.. -- '", -.. -~ ~ .. -..... 
NUMBER OF PREOETERMIN~ PARAMETERS NP: -& 
I<R=-INPUT NP = 6. 'NP IS RESET TO K-2 I: 1 
. l-TH PRE:LIMI~ARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00. -0. 
2-TH P~ELIMI~ARY ROOT 13 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -7.00000000000000000-01 -D. 
~-1H PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000DOOOOO-Ol 9. DO 0000 DODD 00000 00+01" ;_._- _. '-"'-'''- - -. '-'-"'-' 








&-TH ~KELI~INARY ROOT IS 7.00000000010000000-01 
i . , 
1.S0000000000000000+02 
.. :, .', ; •... 
NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMt:.TERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -D. -BY -D. 
e-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 























J' 3.Z7564Z7633~o18970-08 -0.99999999999999230-01 
12-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.600933240-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.775173720-03 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.951850180-02 
J 
.THETA = -0. B-SUB-THETA = 















-,V .. ~~. c :"'!'"",.,.,., 





















.. i -~N • :..;:- " ~ " 
•• <~I""" -
'''.>"'. ::.,p<--' --", -,,~- .-'." .~~:.o, >-,"":",-L~....k'"'_""'t.-",,_ ':'-'_-","' 
---~ \ 
'--.-.:--~~.,...~:..-~,' : .... ~_!i~:o,~~~;;::-:;:::;:,. _~_i, .·~5~~._;·--=-- i~~", __ ,: -':"_ ... __ :... -\-
'~ 
.. ,· ... ·~.f.'.; .. 
, 
h ~ ~ • .-_~, •• -.- ,..- ,··-~",,,,,,_.,,_·· __ ·_,.4 .. ___ ...... _____ ... 
-----___ ..... J _". __ ..... _."~,, I 
l 
i 
:INPUr .- ... ~ ~ ...... , ...... ~ .~ .... -- ._ .... "'- ..•. --~ .. .., .... _.- ..... -.. ---_ .... -_.- .,,,_ ... _~_ . .r.mTHO~)" W( .8). 
:STEP NUMBER K = 9 ~ ORDER 10 
METHOD CL ASS.J = 2 • ,"'<u_. ----_. __ ••.. "" ............ _____ .• ___ ....... ____ ._._ ... '" ... ~u._ ...... ~._ 
NUMBER OF PREOETERMI~E PARAH~rERS NP = -6 . 
KR~-INPUT NP= 6. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 1 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000.00 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000.00 




~-TH' P~ELIMIN4RY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELIrlIN4RY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY RdOT!S 6.00000000000000000-01. 
'NUI1BER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE.VALU~S STEP 
'FROM -0. , TO -0. 
B-SU6-THE:TA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAI1ETER WHOSE VALUES STt.P 


























. 1.9425632331094&110-01" '1.3'4797'921599821160.00 













1Z-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.705878320-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFrCIENT = 8.159707190-03 









.. :THHA = -0. B-SUB-THETA = -0. 
- ~-.--- .-.~... -.-.. -~-,....-... -- .. ~--... "'.~ ..... -.-.... ---- .... - .... ---























- ~ ", 'n' • ,'-. . . .• 4 .•••. , '.' . -, 
.~. 
,~. 
,- . __ ._---._-.. ....... ~ --.... -.-.- ............. ~- .... --.--- .... -.----.. --..,.--~.- ..... -... -.---- ........ --.--... ~ .... - -, ................ --
::::' i< 
j 
- ;INPUr .. -.. -... - .. -:-----. -.- ... -... -1---.----. ---::--,-----'-MET1l0D Rw·h-2i·······- ,,_ .. -. 
i -, STEP NUMBER K = 9 
METHOD CLASS· J = 2 .. " . .. 
._ ........ ___ ... _, .. _ .... ORDER.lO 
,NUMB::R OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP. -& , . 
KR=-INPUT NP = 6. NP'IS KESET TO K-2 = 7 
: 1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000.0. I 2-TH PR£LIHINA~Y ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000.00 




. i 4-TH ~~LLIHINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH9RELIHINARY ROOT IS 2.0COOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-01 
1.40000000000000000.02' 
1.54000000000000000+02 
&-TH ~RELIHINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 1. 68'000D 0 0 00 00000 00.02 .. ___ . 
'NUH'BER OF ~[{~p.J.tARY PARAM";TERS NA = "0 
THETA IS AN ARBIHARY FARAMErC:R HHQSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -i0. 
a-sUa-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUESSTE'P 









• Ii ,-1.000D!LQ.000000DOOOO+00 
~ " -2.95617111+087885830-01 
7. 426 O!i {lJ! 3 9~ 0 0 044 S 0-_01. 8 .122.3 "_'-0.81.& .. 3.2.&5.5_ .. 0."'_0.1 .. '!'.7 .• _87.0S.8.!t.lt11812.15 590- 0 2 
-1.41109727414280030-01 -3.43319905783805990-02 -It.82543305186820&90-03 
-3.7670220&73279d570-0~ 
-- .... __ .,.- ' .. '; . -1.2dOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-OS 
~.04097~33359a34180-02 
-3.053978t930J457740-01 
-1.9876125o .. 5~194190-02 
1.05272lt55804613990~00 ~.75d71922386101820-01 1.20&45933&04649420.00 
5.0343 .. 005617688540-01 -2.40046567740994910-01 9.16220021315662170-02 
1.955341+51+655206320-03 .. 




f' 1.00000000000000000.00 O. 1.00000000000000580.00 
· -1.99999999999~99600-01 G~ -1.~32D88792&582B160~01 
-1.'97588D22J9&~759D-01 ~8.76742437S13309a40-02 -1.95&29516511+808660-01 
· -1.95629~15~1 .. 453110-01 4.15823552518404060-n~ ~1.797568021&315297D-01 
• -1.~320687926582817D-01 1.26557533089698350-01 
12-TH TRUNCATION-COeFFICIENT ~ 1.748962030-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.554942830-03 I 14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.162991080-02 




















, ." . . . 
I; . , I' 
I . 
I ~ • .. 












, ' i 
._"' ___ ."_ ... __ . ____ . ____ . __ ,.J_ME~HOD,_..Rw.L3j. ____ ,_ ..... _'. 
;INPUT 
i . , 
STEP NUHaER:K = 9 'ORDER 10 
.METHOO CLASS· J = 2 
NUMB~R OF PREOETE~MIN~ PARAMETERS NP = -& 









l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
Z-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS l~ooobooooooOOOOOOO.OO 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -3~oooaDoooooooaOOOO-01 
4-TH PRELIMINA~Y ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOf IS 3.00000tiooooooOOOOO-01 
&-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
NUMBER OF AR9ITRARY PARA~ETER$ NA = -0 
THETA IS AN AR8IrR~RY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0.-
B-SUS-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSf VALUES STEP 












-1.00000000000000000+00 1.14206_059~0006710-01 1.191735149307354Z0+00 5.111~9Z27636198970-01 
-2. a42 01103731209110-01--3. It 75139994195700 a 0-01 -1.1t 791't25625u405390-0 1 -3.3709&499008095070- 02 






1.11Zb3462308438450+00 1o~96458886236371aO.DO 1.986190~0043405730+00 
6.671096556~2568790-01 -1.72907760058530_90-01 9.05876345348156690-Q2 
1.81479859543790650-03 -
1.0QOOOOOOOOOOOilODO+00. o. _.------- 9.99999999999946950-01 O. 
-2.999999999821+13860-01 00_ -2.09638203359473810-0 1-1.J151U6!)62698875D-01 
-2.93441+274771764740-01 -6.23735328778243020-02 -2.93~44274771785280-01 &.23735326778249100-02 
-2.69638203359361740-01 1.J151136562.179630-~1 -2.29813318898742250-01 1.92836299634547530-01 
-2.29813318898742250-01 -1.92636299634547530-01 
12-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.617571450-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.92~619590-03 
1~-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.004727360-02 
THETA = 
i 
-D. B-SUB-THETA = -0. 
I 
I -... -- .. ---- -----_.--.... - .... --~--.-.-.-.---.- .... -----, .. -.... -",_ .. , _ .. - ....... _ .. -
. $~':\ 
.,~ w 





















~ ----,.,-- - - --~-- - ~~ ----
.;"" J ' .. ~ •. ~>.~. -'.'~-, -,.;- ""~ r _~ ': ' , T .... 
,,-
--~~....-------=.,.~ ... ~~;~~· .. <"hU-·--!tl',...lb_n ., '4M::JIitd.'P.~.~~"~~~",,'~/"~'#~~~~~, '. T--=-
.... --,-,. 
. J .. _ 
_ ... ---_ .. __ ._--
. ...-..... 
, __ 1l 
~ ............ -~ .... ,.~ .... ,.~.",,~ .. ." ,~~-~. -'''1- .... -. , .. -" ... •• -------...... -~ •• -_ ..... - ....... _-_____ .. _ ....... ·• __ h. _____ ..-. ___ ,. 
1 
I ; 
INPUT .. "-"" ..... ~_ .. _. ____ .•. ___ :.... __ .-.-:_11E~_HOD.)~WLd.2.._ 
. STEP NUHBER K a 9. 
_.--<,.. .METHOO CLASS J': . 2 
NUHEER OF PREDETERMINE PARAHET-.t:RS NP = -& 
KR=-INflUT NP = 6. ~IP.l S RE~SET TO 1(-2 = 7 
! l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00DOOOOODOOOODOOO+OO -0. I,: l-TH P~ELIfIINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -4.00000000000000000-01 -D. 
ORDER 10 
# •••• ~~ .. __ .... ....... • ~.~- ....... -.~ ... ~ .. , ...... -._ ..... -
.. -.-._._._~ ...... __ "'" .... _ .. _,.._0 ___ •• ..._ 
It-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4 •. 00000000000000000-01' 1.4000000000000DDDO+02 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 1.54000000000000000.0Z 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.0000000 DODO OOOOOO-D1 1.68000000000000000.:02,._ .. _ ... ___ .• i 
l 
. lNUMBER OF ARBITRA~' PARAHET~RS NA = -0 
TH~TA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FRO~ -0. TO -O~ 
B-SUO-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PA~AMETER WHOSE VALUES 







-1.0.0 0 00000000000000.00 -5 .1438iS792019991050-0 1 :.;j."A-ZZ'U5'S'SIfS'lfg-nlfUOn-O' I~Z-9&28Zi .. r.f.ef1 Cj670.00-~· -. " 
a...1337.11&1t492841020..-02 -5. 41064905~97 201t99P-0 1 ·~3.,a8ai 0756094582180-0 1 -;1.298953'1&&20863510.-01 
-2.24705412308991060-02 -1.63840000000000000-03 . 
5.807;6762595~4623D-02 
1.33738~96359942140.QO 
'-. ..... -1.363052421111571960-02 
HET~OD IS STABLE 
1.1b0989564845511GOtOO 2.1488D77941t3147000.DO 3.10364076135748350.00 





1.00000000000000000 +0 0 Jt! 13 .9999999999.7912 020 .... 0 1 
-3.999Y99999g999778D-~1 O. -3.~951760452072242D-01 
-J.912590j3029046JZO-01 -8.31647105&37657360-02 "~3.912590330290~7040-oi 
-3.59517604479148980-01 1.7~348467~98906100-a1 -3.06417758531656340-01 
-3.06~17758531b56J~O-OI -2.~7115066179J9671D-01 
1Z-TH TRUNCATION-COlFFICIENT = 1.502069240-03 
13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.309866220-03 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.864973090-02 






























. '.' ~ "~' .... :"'';:; -.f. 
--~-- .~,,:--,-.. -.,--,~---~: . .,.-... ~ .. -.-. -.' .~-~~~-f;-~:~f'~~~'~.---_~'-:-· ~ ~~~O~_ ,~~' ~-- ~7·-·~:~~~~ ~~r-.~~:, _. ' . 
;w.'(},";t->.f:hI:~"'.i!I •• bJ l"~'f I, .... 1:1 t .,.n ')$0 .11~"". ~"""I'>"'-~""~""~~"'_J~.!'h~~JotY-~,.~~;.,~.v,."", . 
--~.~~--~~~ --
, . ' ~, .--"'>"~~~"-J~~~_~~~::= __ ~~'-~:~=:~~:=.'.~.~~.=~.=~~; 









STEP NUHSER K = :10 
HEiH~D CLASS J =' 2 
NUMGf.R OF 'PREOETERfiINEPARAH£TERS NP = -& 
KR=-INPUT NP = 6. NP IS ~ESET TO K-2 = S 
1-TH PRELIMI~jH!Y ,ROOT IS' 1.00000000000000000+00 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ~OOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 6.0000ijOOOOODOO~OOD-01 
~-TH~RELIHINA~Y ROOT IS 6.0000COaOODOOO~DOO-Dl 
~-TH PRELIMINARY RCOT IS 6.~0000000000000DOO-01 
6-TH PR.ELIHINARY ROOT IS &.OOOOOOooooOOaOOOD-01 
NUHBER OF AR8nRA~Y PARAMnERS WI = -0 
THt:TA·IS:AN AR,13ITF<:ARY PARAM£Tt::R WHOSE 'I.ALUES STEP fROM ~O~ TO -0. 
~-SUB~T~E1A IS AN ftRBITRARY PAR~H~TER WHOSE VALUeS STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 



















. .- .. 
! -1 •. 00.00000000 iJD 0 00.00+00 -!j. 855060 33~02151J 90-U --6 .1h7017678 2277170·-n 1.200-6033I,n67a-GTO+DQ 
b. O~21031+ 1630111+ 9;)0-01. 7. 4e .. ao3~b9~t;3~9550-0 2 -3.6543236_9052067210-01 -3.9_77.UlO.61.8414lt840-0l 




1.1794223191061+6260+00 2.205747~8942236160+00 4.05165272904419400+00 
3.06564247tl87981510+00 6.96082560157892460-01- 7.6011816~19234S160-01 
4.16S427519~777039U-02 -6.49901873249932690-04 




-4. 59b2 66J 77 t971t Ii It 4 00- C1 -3. 8~o 7259':12€;90 9491 O-ill 
2.80765~b62a2534340-08 -6.00000000000404950-01 
2.60769379715536290-03 5.99999999999999340-01 
13-Trl TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.351336640-03 
1~-T~ TRUNCATION-COfFFICIENT = 7.325603220-03 









































' .... < 
!" ~'; '. ~ it!;·; :. . 
~-r ,."-.~ . ----- - ~-.r '. -3=---.. ' .... ..; ~.a(',~ 
.- ..... ..:.-" ----=-..~ 
, . 









STEP NUHBER ~. 10 
'HETHOD CLASS J = '2 
NUHBER OF PREDETERMINe: FARAMETERS NP = -6 
K~=-ItlPUT NP = 6. NP IS RESET TO K-~ = ,~ 
1-TII PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
2-THPRELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.000000000000()OOOO+00 
" 3-TH, PRELlHIN~RY ROOT IS 7.DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-D1 
4-TH-PRELIHINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELI"INARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.000000000000JOOOO-Ol 
f :,. 
NUHBER OF ARBIT~ARY: PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARM1ETE~ WHOSE VALU,ES STEP 
FROM -0. TO - 0:. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAHETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROH -0. TO -0. 
_"_ ._.METHOD .W(.7. ) ... 
ORDER 11 





1.15000000000000001).02 .. -~, -'-'" 
1.40000000000000000+02 
1.65000000000000000+02 
BY "0. ' 
BY -0. 
,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 







-1.0 1&1t2ltOS635843JO+QO .. --1.i'1'91'391t29726Z830--0-1 1.38121324t~61t9lt113D+00 
.6. 5 02482876&9995710~01-2 .447169~6&8ltb12670-D 1-6. 21·53It1ltelt9839351D-0 1 
-2. 395632i2544351330-01 -5.76460100000000000-02 
., . 
, 
.- ."_.--. .. ,, ... " 


























13-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.252519760-03 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 6.829152200-03 









;THETA = -0. a-sua-THETA = -0. 
. 


































I -" ........ _.- --_. ~ .. -~- ........... ----.---I 
i 
'INPUl. 
fSTEP NUMBER K: 10 
.•• -~ - ...• HEl.HOO CLASS. J =. 2 .; 
NUMb::R OF PREOElE&HnE. PARAMETERS NP = -6 
,KR=-INPUT NP = 6. NF IS RE SE.T TO K-Z = 8 
-- i l-TH PRELHHNARY ROOT IS 1. oooooucruacooOOOOO+OO -0. 
-0. 
~--
-" '11' 'j 
" ,'1<,... 
-.. -~ .. "' .. --- ...... --:--::-::::~ ..... -. 
METHOD. W.( .8) 
ORDER 11 
.. - T-_'~·_'-h"." 
I 2-TH PRELININARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 ,~.~_" ... l J-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS i3.00000000000000000-01 





NUMBER OF AR13ITRARY PARAHcr::RS', NA = -0 THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PJ4RAHETER WHOSE VALUES STEP FROM -0. TO -0. BY 
- o. B-SUB-1HETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP ,. FROM: -0. TO -0. BY -D. 
xx X XXX XXXXX XXXX XXX X XX X XXXX xxxx X XXX XX XXXX X X X XX X X XX XXXX X XXXXXXXX XXX X XXX X)(XXX X )(XXX XXX XXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxx 
.COEFFICIENTS ARE 








3.18453743640126490+00 6.784680910&7226950.00 4.451980230644&7880.00 2.97041951322523920.00 7.50897104328521170-03 METHOO IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 
1 •• 0000000000000000+00 O. 9.99999999999996840-01 ~7.1274D6~326784895D-Ol -2.0705,J02375947090-01 -6.1ZB3~5170&3l11520-01 






:THETA = -0. a-sue-THETA = -0. 
~ ' ...... ,-
·t....,) 
.. ~ .. , .~;;k-..,'-'"··U.,..,..r-h.~:>-~l.,.""r·"'~ ;;;."'l'f;::<-~' W-~~~4''' 7'-- :<ot':'!.~V·'-{1';:;;:-'''~1~>~!;:'' .,....to·". -:;: .... " _-'Y~ ;,;.,:t',.,-•• r:-~':,..,,";; .~: 



















, . ... ' 
- " Oi --'-".-.-.'"..; '.f.._- - '"=;.~!. -,",r 
.. 
, 'A •• .: •• !.. ___ ."",,,~~::.'~ 
---.~-." --.-.~- -"--- - ---_.- --~ - -----~--






I .. ~- .,-, -'-- ... -~ ...... ~--"" .. -.-_ -----•• --._~, ........ _ .... ~ ....... _ ... ~ .. M 
. I ~. -.... ~,.,.. :INPur ... -- -.. :;-_ .... _-.. __ .. -____ ... _ ... _~ .. _'_ ... _J1~T.HOJL;~W.1 !2 2 
I 
I 
~,TEP NUHe~R IC~, ,10 ORDER 11 
METHOD CLASS J 22 
NUMDER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -6 
'KR:-INPUT tlP = &. NP IS Ra; SET TO K-2 = 8 
1-TH f'RELItfHIARY ROOT IS 1.aaoaooooaOOODOOOD.OO-~O. 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 
3-TH PR~LIMINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 1.'0000000000000000+02 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS .2.00000000000000000-01 1.SGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO+02 
5-TH PRELI~INARY ROOT IS 2.000~OOOOOOOOOGOOO-01 1.6UOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO+02 
6~TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS ~.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-01 1.70000000000000000.~2 
-! 
NUHeE~ OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN A~BITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
B-s0a-THETA IS A~ ARBITRARY PARAHETER WHOSE VALUES STEP BY -0. 
FROM -0. TO -D. BV -0. 
~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ! 









_ ... i .. _!-1. 26727940847491650-03 
S.173719635S43't~5"'D-;;n-- -9.;n1.9&199&78837610-01 6.18029330315889660-02 








HEntOo IS STAOl!;: 
1.Q93r73il&32905640+Q~ 9.605616&5513353720-01 1.602114'5229473080+00 





';;'1.73205072957737170-01 -1. (j 0000013508522780-01' 
-1.959&1547532581240-01 3w4729S529 .. 2S9b154U-02 
-1.13205072957737770-01 1.00000013~oa5227dO-D1 
IJ-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.539590280-~~ 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.320943950-03 











THETA = -D. B-SUB-THETA = -0. 
.~~ .. .- ........... --.......-.- .. - ... -- --. ....-._- .. -~ ... -............ -
i 
-.. - ....... -_ .. - .. -...... - -.~ _ .... ,._-------.---_ ... .,. _ ....... -"-~-.p---
1II1~ .·t>'l"I~~-;.,-<~;"-J;..~·.>:;I··-.~l, , t"~'{ji 
~- ...... -















" • Je . ,.-',,:.,j~,.: ""'" ":" ';-:""". <' -:r . 







~TEP NUMBER K = 10 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
,-- ~ ~. ~ ....... - -,. •••• < .. - .. -.",~..,~.---.~-. ~, .--. 4 ----. __ .~ __ ""_--,,,,,,_ --..-------' ____________ .. _ ..... _W~.~ ~_ ••• ___ ._......... ~.... ••• _. ..... 
.... , .-.. ,--- .. - .. -- .~.-.~.- ~- - -.-.~- MRTHOD. R~r ( •. 3.) . 
ORDER 11 
,NUMBER OF" PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = .& 
KR=-INPUT NP = 6. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = d 
_._----) I-TH PRt:LI:1IN~RY RCOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
; 2-TH PRElIHINAR~ ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 .;. o. 
·0. . 
• 3-TH PRELIMINARY ROGT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
·· .. _·_··1 ft-'fH P~ELIllINARY ROOT IS 3.;00000000000000000-01 1.~OOOOOOOOOOODOOOO+02 1.500 OD 00000000 Oil 00".02'-- -.. _.-.- .. "--
; 5-TH PRcLHIINARY ROOT IS 3.01l000000000000000-01' 
.. , ~ __ I 6-TH PRELIHHH\RY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 1.50000000000000000+02 1.70000000000000000+02 
f ,- .- .. _.... .... .... - ~- .. 
NUMEER OF ARBITRARY PARAMET£RS NA = .0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAM~TER WHOSE VALUES STEP --'"~-FROI1 . .;O~- TO -0. BY 
BY 
- o. 
..- ..;..;. .;..:..--,;..- --~-.,. .~ -. -. ~ 
> .~ .~.... " 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMeTER WHOSE VALUES StEP 
" 





i -1.00000000030000000+00 i -1.41014037760777970-01 
i -1.36622711735907120-02 




I: 5.71825085278238790-02 3.71609173351557890-01 j . 
j -8.59185100379226~50-02 











1.00000000000000000+DO O • 




13-TH T~UNCATION-CO~FFICIENT = 1.4205449bO-OJ 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.664557220-03 
15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.138426720-02 















































',-~ J,~ '·-,,;: .... 4 .:' ," ~~ ..~... ~ '. ~~:'-
. .' ... '.' .:.. "'" . .~=~-~;~ :.: ,:' ... ,' (:::.., " -r .,~tl.t.~~~~~~-:-~,: :::~ ~~-':~ j~~Z~~:]Z:L::~C:~:~;~~>.,~. .. ~ . .' 4 '.' " 
//~ .... o 
" ........ _~_ ...... _. ".p~ ..... ""-' ...... _._ ..... :--_,w.> ....... _ .•. _ .'" >0. • •• __ .~ ......... _ •• 
_ ....... _'. ... • .... ~ .~, __ . _. __ ~ .. __ . , __ .. ~ ___ ~ __ .. _._. __ ..J.1E_~ROJLflJLC!-4J .. _ ..... _ 
'INPUT 
ORDER 11 STEP NUMBER K ~ 10 " 
'METHOO' CLASSJ = 2 




- o. -,~~- . - ,_.. ~.,.... ..... '~"-'-'-~----'--- ---.. -. ~ '--- .. _~_ .. - - .. ~-.' KR=-INP:JT NP = 6. NF ISR~SET TO K-2 = a-
! 1-TH PRELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.000000000DOOOODOOtDO 
I 2-THPRiLIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
.. 3-t~PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 
4-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.000000000000aOOOO-Ol 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROoT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 
, 
'NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAM:::Tt:R WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -'0. .0 -0. 
D-SUS-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 













-1.00Dao~ooooooooooo+00 -8.45256072691312920-01 1.02347265293272460+00 
5~ 4466 086347 3777570-01 -1i~921037 0 0395496120-0 1 ';5;7392901&870436170-0 i 
• 7.1223233267H313360-02- ,-1.0343448d745626180-02 -6.55360000000000000-04 






















13-TH TKUNCATION-CO~FFICI£NT = 1.315664690-03 
14-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.123352730-03 






THETA = -0. 
,RUN COHPLi;:T£D 






















:. . ~ . 
" .. " 











- --\---- ---- -
- J. '. "( ,,:: .. : 
-:; .. ---,- '. . )~ 
<::-_ ... :,,-.~, __ ..... {!. ;}_.: ~".i~:,,- "',-,' ..:. __ "'..- '~'t~> .'4. .... :_t ,;;; ~ 
n 
-r-
"1 -·_-....,-;"I~,. .... _-~~.r . .:;......:-.:;::~::·:-,1~,:J"..i 
.'-
_,.,:.:..,.\ i.~.: .... t. ~~~?--," 
r .:. ",~ 
I 
. ~i----f ., -............. ----...... -.---.-.-~----... --------- -"--"-' --.---_._---.,-------
-·--IINPuf~·-·-"~·-'·--·----------·------. --~-
_~_".·STEP NUMBER _1(:= __ ... _11 •• ', __ : ... ___ ._. __________ . ________________ . ______ .•. __ • METHOD CLASS J:: 2 
'NUMBER OF PREDETERHINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
___ •. KR=-ItIPUT '~P =7. -- NP IS RE.SEJ TO .1<-2 .. = __ _9 •. _._. __ i 1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS loOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOO+OO -0. I 2-TH PRELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 





I ~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 6.00000000000000000-01 9.00000000000000000+01 S-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 6.00000000000000000-01 1.15000000000000000+02 
i. 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 6.0!l000000000000000-01 1.650000000000000(0+02 I 
.. , 
'. 
II .... 6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT 15 .. _ .... 5. DOOOOOOOOOOOIJOOOD-0~_1 •. "QOOOIl.QOOPOQ90000+.02 ________ --------- ---J 
'NUM8ER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
::,: 
-----THETA IS AN ARl1ITR.ARy PARA 'MET ER-WHOS EVAL UES --STEP .. "---·----.. -----·-------~--· 
.----... --". 'FRO~I -0. TO -0. 
. BY --0. 
I '. 
_____ B-SUB-THETA.IS_ Atl,AP.BITRA.!n'_ ~A.RAH£TER wJ:!0~e:._Y_A4I:JEL~tE~:... ______ , 
_____ -_____ . _______ • _______ -... 
FROM -D. TO -D. BY -0. 
". ';. '.' Ixx XX)()(X XX XXXXXXXXXX X)()(XXXXXXXX XXXX XX XXXXX X XXX XXXXXXXXl<XXX XXXXXXXX XXXX~ X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX')()( 
." .' .'. " . 
- .. ---... ~, .. , _ .. ~. . -. ,." . .,.,.~,.. .-. ---~---.-~ _ ....... ~ - ...... -. ... ~-.-----,,-----.... ----,.- ""-"'---.. - _ ... -_... *---_.- --_ .. _-,. ---- ........ - ........ ---.. ------... --- -------- . ',. ! ~ I ~ ~CO~FFICIENTS ARE ~ "' .. -----1 .. .,.------. ..------.... ----------... -.---....... --.. --.,---.- -" ... ---,------~--~~ .. ----. -'--0'\ --------
-1.000000,000 a 0 a 00000+00 -1.1855060 331t0 ?15HO+0 0 2·,601665:167409663100- 0 1 1.5& l71t5A216-ItG11t 6~0+0 0 
.; 
" 
1.52273463098218300 .. 00 5.561787'396 77 3 039 3 0-01 - 3.205231882310 586230-01 -6.17 0327 2b 2153851£:0- 0 1 ------1·· ';;" . .155180310028519870-01---';;2. 2914 ':lit 794692305 5'o';;of--:':'& .<iO~838 9696f,It6~550-oi' . -1.0077695000 !l00 00 00- 02 .-.. ------ -- .. - ... --.,-.-----.. 1 . 5.~38697893413761t90-02 1.237135314507~2250 .. 00 2.79~1t83356556389ao+00 .5.731851t1S558715930+00 ~ -. --.-. r .. it.1891768964095 0 5/00 +00'-- "5. 54756512b22 7 801 in +0 ii - -f. 536560 0-0311504620+ a 0 -- 1.69127 344626617730+ OO'·-·~------· ------ - .-r I 1.51329527/065952390-01 1.918088006896886100-01 5.77138378246402490-04 1.77219750D22912100-03 'METHOD IS STABLE 
STABLE -'----_., I i 
,ROOTS AR:E 
----·-1" -1.0!l000000000'000000+oO'-· --O~ -
-- ..... --.• - "9.99999999999982690-01 O. • - -. ----.--.-----... --.... ----.---.-. ! -S.99999999919544580-01 O. 




-r-' i~:~~ ~~~~g!i~g~:gg~~~ig~~~ ~ i: ~~~~~~~~~:~i-"-------"-'--------------- .-...... -... -----,----,.-- - -- - .. -. -----------------... ------
. , 16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.119937780-02 =-=-~-.~.~~~A" -0.'······ 
- . B-sua-THETA= .-.. -:~-:-.. - -~--.-.. - --_ ..• ----.... - ... 
1 
, ___ .,,_1..- .~. __ "'-.. ____ ... __ ~ ____ . -_ .. - .. --.-. 
--.,i ~) ,.. __ ~ ____ " _, ~-......-_. __ • __ a ___ ~_~_ ... ___ • __ .. _ •• _ •. ~ • .__ •• _ •• _ ..... ______ .. ________ • ________________ .. _. ______ '"' ..... ~. 
I~" '~" 
., 
~ .. " • N ..: " • " ,I .. ~..; "J "0-:.,:' O-'~'"""," 






" , " " " 
, .:-:~"':""''''':-7,"''''--'''':.- ~ .. - ... -. 





---,-~-rNPUT .' -~-~-----. ~.------.-
____ .STEP NIJMBER.~ .:&~ __ .u . __ .... __ >_. ____ L _____ - .. _. 
,HETHOO'CLASS . J = 2 
:'J 
_ MEJ'HOD W(. 7) 
ORDIm 12 
NUMSER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP: -7 
KR=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-Z = 9 
--1-TI1 PRELIMINARY RooT is'.... 1 ~ 0000000 0 ~iio·Orliio-o6+o 0 - O. 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0 • 
• -'-_1_._ 3.-TH PRELIHItJARY ROOT .... IS._-T. OOOOOCOOOOOOOOIlOD-O.1_..:..h. __ .. ___ ..• __ ........ _.,_. 
It-Ttl PRElVlINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 9.00000000000000000+01 
. 5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 1.15000000000000000+02 
---~'ll .. -- 6-. TH PRtLII1INA.RY ROOT IS .. ,, __ 7.00000000 000 0 000 OQ.:-.0_~_!.!400000qoooOOOOOOD. 02_. __ _ 
. 7-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 7.00000000000000000-01 1.650000000DOOOOOOO+02 
NUHOER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
---- ,THETA IS, AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE -VALUES ·STEp .. ----------·----------·-------- --. 
FROM -0. • TO -0. BY -0. .' 
U-SUS-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
--. ,--t:::xxx::::xxx~x~XX~~ :~~Xx'~~~-x-x-X ::X xx':: :x~ x~':x-x-x :-;xxxx x-x-x -xx-x-'::'"": XXI(:::I( xx x :I(.XXXXX I(XXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX I( X ;- . ":'-" 
~ ~~.--I' -. -- ---.-._- -'---'.~'-~---- .. --.- -----.... --.------... --.---.... --------. ---... ----... ---- .... ---. ...... -·-t------: 
~ .. F9~:~:::::::o:::o; ;;~~~-O--~·:; ~~~·;~~~~-;5&~;;~-~0-D-----.-5-. ~;~d~ 99& .. 7827 .. 7~=;~--1 ~-;~2754021E>571t9530+ 00 -----.. ~ ... ri 2 •• 3853S099887975~0+00 1.6eO~104572233b700+00. 2.104~46~4634301t33D-01 ·7.92837418177622430-01 
~. --_. . -9.1t62316l613573191:10-0f-~5 ;97393&180751508 70-01--':2.25356256781 045930-0 1-:"~. 035360700 0 0000 000-02 -----.--- .. --:~--
5> 
~.37529672299700200-02 1.27341670443525880+00 3.42D250!3~71196640+00 7.533470950409776aJ+OO 
I 7. 40 15 30 778 51,956 770+00--" 9.027226697890 95190i-0'0--4 ~'5744656 888 a 026670+ Ii D----j~ 61, 717 22 .. 00 13(J 0 8 00+0 0 9.94~59198893706900-01 4.26059523403521440-01 4.6&550482829001240-02 3.22465461012440200-03 
---_._--
METHOD IS STABL~ STABLE 
-_or' -.-- ...... -.----- ---- ---.-- ... -.. --.--------------.. --.--.-----... --.--.-.--.---.------- ---.--.----.--- '--'--'--
OOTS ARE 
,-. - 1.0Jooooooaaaoooooo+oo· .. ·~·b-~·· . "'-' .- '.'.-- ·---9;c;~999999999995220.;0i.-·-o~-· .. 
1
- -6.99999999999270130-01 O. -6.7614!~62859323000-01 -1.81173389579639290-01 
-5.36231017430397580-01 4.49951365813944390-01 ·5.36231077430398470-01 -4.49951365813944060-01 
----1·--2.95 a 32745284292830 - 0 1--:'6. ":3 44154 6861506991 0:';"01-'3;'27 ~5 97 3399 &311 0 i 0;'0 e-";j ~ 00000000000472450-01------· 
. -2.95832745284581430-01 6. 34,+1546d614525360-01 3.2756~276334791940-08 6.99999999999999230-01 
-0.7&1480628593&85&0-01 1.61173389576942820-01 
-'---r'" IIt-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT ='-i.151016750~O·j---------
15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 6.787955250-03 
______ .16-TH TRUNG,AT,I 0!'l.:CO~E~!C}~~!_-=--?..!~~~51!~~.q,:~ 2 
___ t:~~~,~ __ -0. B-SUB-THETA = ·0 • 
. ____ l ___ ., _ . 









--r-~-~ -~-~-. ~ /. '. '", 'I, '~-h,;'''2' "~'.- "~"-r-- : __ .. _' • 
~ 
. 












_____ -=Mc=:::E='THOD w( .s) 
'STEI'NUHBER K = 11 . ORDER 12 
-. ----METHOD CLASS . :r~-""- .. i .-- ... ---.. ---.-------.---. 
+NUt1BER OF PREO£TERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
_, ___ • __ , __ :I(R=~IUPUT NP = 7. _ .. NP .IS. RESET .TO K~2. = .•.• 9 __ , ...... ____ ._. __ ._ .. _____ • ___ ._____ _ 
! I-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.0000000.0000000000'+00 -0. 2-TH PRElHfINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000"00 -0. 
___ ~_.t_ l-TH PRE.LII1INARY. ROOT. IS. __ =8.1)0 GOOOO 0000 0 OOOOO=01._-:"0~,,_ "" ..•.. , __ ... _____ _ ~-TH PRElII1INARY ROOT IS 8.0000000oo000aOOOD-Ol 9.00000000000000000+01 S-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 1.1~OnOOODOOODDOOOO"D2 
... ---------; 
_____ &-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT. IS _ .. '_ 8. 00 00000 a aGO a 000 00-0 1 __ h400 000 a 00000000 o q ... 0 2_.! ___ . I 7-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 8.00000000000DOOOOO-Ol 1.65000000000000000.02 ---~------- -_ .. _- t. ----------- l. 
~ - .. 
~UHeER OF ARBITRARY PARAHETERS NA = -0 
r 
',_ 
--~ .. :THETA IS .AN AR8ITRARY' PARAMETER·WHOSE\iALUES .. STfp· .. - .. -----· .---, :FROM -0. TO -0. OY -D. 
._------ ... -_._-----_._-------.. ~-(, 
______ . __ a-SUB-THETA. :rS_.A~._Af\ll,ITRARL.f.ARAMETER J:IHQ!?E. ICALUf;S.:.§!'E.P __ ._. __________ . FROH -0. 
.TO -0. BY -0. I 
IXXXXX XXX X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXX x xxxxx XXXXXXXXXX xxx XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXX x XXXXXX rv' .•. 
~"""--'---I"" .... '''- ...... -. -"'" ... -.. ~ .. -.. " .......... --.......... ---.. -... -...... --.--... -.. -.......... -.......... -........... -. -.-..... ~ .... -.~ ,,: 
Ii, --. _.- ,co::~ :::::.:: D:::OO'~'o~~ ~~-0-~2':-2:; ~~~'~;~~~~5-~~;0~~ ~·----1~·~~·~~~·~8·1-;7'~-6~2S50-~ ~·0-··-;.62 ;~~'~'517995~~J ~~~~1 ------.. OJ .•.• -... -.1 . .3.237957401565~6i70.00 3.35643199407297910"OD 1.52366927162981690+00 -5.84402140361151900-01 ~ -"'-. -- - -1.5726 2572881271560+00 ·-~1. 330 036935810 38090"00"-:;6 ;22296~9 D528165150- 0 1·-~1. 34 217728 0 0 0 00 00 CO-Ol -- -- ..... -.- ... - .... - ----- , i'l I 11_.~ __ ... J. 5.321566150 1511+8 OoO-O~ ..... 1 ~ 3 0618613388 225190~ 00 ___ .4.07163271376236240+00 _ . 9.65 J08 0987 869b 0080 .. 00 ______ ~ _____________ _ ~ I l.t7154975452919530+01 1.43702131270282120"01 9.90408812010234390.00 7.1779439538945891D+00 F> . I 2.92414137185423600+1]0 1. 04686375617253980toO 1.82382697438838520-01 7.950026095696674':i0-D3 ____ .. HETHOO IS STABLE .. " ..... _ .. ___ ... " __ " _ ... , 
__ •. _ 
._._. ...... . .. ____ ~. 
. ..... _____ ..• _. ___ .. .:;!~.~~!:.. _ 
' ... ~. 
:0-';<" 
.'. 
_____ ._!~~OTS ARE .' . __ . .. . ... ". _ ............ _______ ._. .. 
__ . 
r 
1.000000000'00000000"00 o. 9.99999999999822090-01 O. 
-7.99999999a9S139310-01 &~. -7.727406~3267848950-01 -2.D70553023759~7090-01 -6.128355170&3311520-01 5.14230132358793590-01 -6.12835517063312530-01 -5.1~230132358793210-Cl ----r -3.3809 /t56&039191 B 00-01 "-7. 2501t6249d457 94190-01""" 3. 7~3539B 171 a 019740-08 -8.000000 00 00 05399/t0-0 1 -. ---.-... --.. -.-- ...•.. - .. ----. I -3.38094566039521630-01 7.2~046249845171850-01 3.74359172954048010-08' 7.99999999999999120-01 -7.72740643267649780-01 2.070553D2375934650-01 I ------r· 14-TIl TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = . 1.185404240-03·---·--.. - .... ---·--- --.. --.. -- ... -- .. -- .... - .. -.~. - ...... - .. -.--... -.-.------.->-.-----
--.-----1- ~~:~~ i~~~g~ ~~g~:gg~~~:g~~~.; _. t ~~~i~~~ ~~:~:_ ._ ... __ .... _~ __ .. _ .... _. _ . __ ." .. ___. _... . ....... _ .... _. __ . _ .. _ .. _ .... _. ___ _ 
;THETA = -0. a-SUB-THETA = -0. 
-----.. ~I .. --·-.. ~·-··- .. - ....... - ... --.. -.--------.... -.------- ... - .. - .. -------- .. ------ .. -.---
1 : 
0-__ _.-.. ~ "'r'----i 
_ .. ---_ ..... ~ ----. 
. ......-( 
i 








'# " ?"' :'1. ",!~' '1,0.'. ;f .... 
---- ( ~4= ,::t:,~;" ,~7; .... ·,,:' .'l.'. :O~·r,"",,~ ... · . J' "'.>~ .. "~_~ .-.~ •• ~~""".~ ... '~'-'l~"""·.~.," 
.j. "."_~ • ......... ,-J_ .•.. ',.. ,.~.~.~~_" .. "'-~~.i£."'-'!::.b~_: ..  __ ._~~ __ 
-r---
' . o \ 
..• 
, 
-~--·-I·----" -'--~ .. ,-~.-" .. - ... -------------, 
."J . 
________ fi1ET;LQ_~m(( o_2=.-) __ 
,INPUT'" -. "-~ --." .... ~-.. ---~-----
~TEP NUMBER K = 11 
--'"'HETliOO CLASS' J'=. ---. ··2----· .. ··-··-.. ·····- ----------. 
ORD.:5R 12 
r·~ 
~UHBER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 . 
,KR=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-Z ': q l~: 
----1 . l-TH PRELIHINARY--ROOT IS" . i~·ooo-oooooooiiooao·oo+(jo-:o;---·---~"-
... 2-W PRELIHINARY ROOT IS t.OOOOOOOOOOODOODOO+OO -0. 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -Z.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO-01 -0. 
--'-'r "'-/t-TH PRELIHINAR,Y ROOT" IS .-.-2. 0000000 0 000 0 oooilo~oi-"1~~'iioooiiii'oODOiJiJiiroD+0'2 
5-TH PRElI~INARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 1.50000000000000000+02 
6-TH 'PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 1.60000000000000000+02 
't, " .. l-TH PRELIHINARY ROOT:'IS '--" 2.0000 001l 0 000 0 000 ori-01---i;-ioo~DO 000000000 OO+OZ------------
4UHOER OF ARBITRARY ,PARAMETERS NA: -0. 
----·)HETA IS AN ARBITRA~Y PARA METER ·wHcise·VALuES--STEP-------------·--· .. 
FROM -0. TO -0. BY -0. 
• B-SUB-THc:TA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
,. 








------ FROM' -0.- .. . ....... -... -.,. "TO' ':'0. . - ·--,,··-------BY--;-O. il': 
~I( xxx xxxx X x xxx x xxx x xxx xxxx xx~ x x xxx xx )(~XXX x xxx x x x x xx xx X XX)(X)(XX XXXX X x xx xx xx x x xx xx XXXXXX XXXXXXXX l( XXXXXl( .~ ': 11," ,'. . i -----.---\ ... '. ,"-'" .- .. »_ .... -.- .... _ .. -_ ........ -.. --.-- ........ ----. ------. - -----.----.... ---- .... -- - .... ----.--. ---- ---"! 




-. --I -1. 000000000'0 o~; ~~~.~~; O--~''- ;~-~; l~'~-~'~;~" 34~~ 0- 0 1--~~4 397 O-~ 9Zl a 9 706 30+ 00 Z. 4 ~~~;~ ;;~~"7;;~ ~~:~~ --.------, .'. 
-2.92D79?37388222420~Dl ~2.52225263469570930-01 -9.7&545620529313700-02 -2.300041134172056EO-02 ... 
... - -3.51147294406707 800-03-:;'3 ~433bi+076 0275 05310;'0"---1';97456388655 044 030';;05-;;5 ~'120 0 0 0 00 0 000000 00;" 07'··-----
5.6525~2~9465910690-02 1.1250702947285~300.~O 1.07756353006852680+00 2.099065701529325~0+OO 
---------------~. '-8.17558374988545100-01-1. 7179432743225679 0+oli~f-'Z4344401941265490. 0 0--7. 895'+44S55269t:8 420-0 f -3.~165778583'+393640-01 1.01396165267673770-01 -1.8223080667/t563530-02 1.50461'+11608505050-03 ETHOO IS STABLE STABLE 
----I' .. ....... ~ .... -----.... -- .---~--.-- -.... ----.. ---.-.- ... ".--.----... --... - _ .... _._._ ... -.-.. ------- ------,:---: 
rOOTS ARE 
- ~ . 1. oa oa 00"" DO 00 .mr... .. _. --........ --"------'9';999999999999&3890;'; or--o .... -. --" - .. - ... -"" -----
-1.99999999999&68210-01 o. -1.9b961547532675850-01 -3.47296529/t28863530-02 
. _ .. -1. 6793 8518qG656bJJO-01._.~6. 8404 04429991106 OO-:~ 2_.....:J_ •. 73.205 07.295 7737770-.0 1_~1.! 00000013506522760-01 
-1.53208879265828170-01 -1.26557533089698350-01 -1.969615/t75326812~0-01 3.47296529/t28961540-02 
-1.87938518464158300-01 6.84040442655722930-02 -1.73205072957737770-01 1.000G00135085227eO-01 
. -1.53208879265828170-01 1.28557533069698350-01 
------, 
----l"" .1ct-TH TRUNCATION-COI:.FFICIENT :' "'1. 363433160-03;----------·----------- ~ 
_______ ~~:~~ i~~~!g:i~.g;;g~~fH~~~~! ~.~~_;.~::;;~~;.~;.~; ._. _________ _ 
I HETA = -a. B-SUB-THETA = -0. 
---'[.~---' .---:---_. -, . .----------.---~- --_. 






-;- .-,~: ' ~. : ," 
.. " .....;.. ... -~ . ....:c..:.::,~<:." . .,",~::_.~, ":' .... - .• . 
-~tc-,--~ --
.~. 





_______ .'1._ __""" __ ._. __ ,, ____ ..... _ ~ ____ , 
J , I 
"'---II '._--[INPUT 
_~ __ ,. STEP NUMBER :·K.= ...•. _ 1.a. ._ .. _. ___ • ________ . ___ ,, __________ . ___ _ 
._--------
-----------
. __________ =M=ET=HOD RVl ( • 3.
L
) ________ -'--. 
ORDER 12 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
__ . _, __ .KR=-INPUT NP = 7.,. NP,IS RESET. TO K~2 .. =._ ..... __ <) ___ • _________ , 
i 1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 
I 2-TH PRELIt1INAR'f ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0 • . , 3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS -3.00001000000000000-01 -0. 
--····jf' ..... ft-HI PRELIMINARY' ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000:01'--1'. i.'Dooo·o-aooii·ooooooo.'i'2 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3~00000000000000000-01 1.50000QOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
____ ._l .6-Ttl PRELIMINARY ROOT IS ... _.3.00 OP090 a 000 0 ODO.OO~Ol __ ,1.600000 000000000 OO~02 __________________ . ______ . _____ -: I 7-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.~00bDOOOOOOOOOOOO-01 1.70000000000000000+02 . 
I 
_._' ____ ;NU~BER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS .,NA ;: .. -0 . _ . __________ .. _______ . ____ .. ____ ._. _____ .__________ ._____ ,.' 
iTHETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARA METER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
,FROM -0. , TO -0. BY -0. • '. 
~ ______ '!3-SUiJ-THETA.IS._AN.ARf}IT~A.Bv.:J~ARAMETE~ !I,I:IOS~ _VAL.U~L~u:P ______ ._: __ .. __ •.. _____ . ____ ,, _______ . _________ • _____ . 
,FROM ,-0. TO -0. BY -0. 
I . ~KXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
~ --, --'1 . ., ... ..... ._ ... -- " .... -..... " ............ , .. -- ....... -- ... , -... -... -- .. ----........ -... -...... " ... "-' -.' -.. .-.. -- _... . ........ --". ..----.. --------.rp----.-..  
n .. ____ .. ,c0E.FFICIENTS ARE ... ,'" - - ---~ .. -- ... ,...... .'.. ..- .... --~ ... --~~-- .. - •• - .... ~~--- ... -----------•. -, ..... ..... -.---------- --~ ... _,--"... ~ .. 
~l I -1.000oooooaoooooooo+oo -~.339~205~668ft84690-01 1.1&~9917i820835450+00 1.17ft85507097181920.00 • t 1.029767360159&&800-01 -ft.57207329&&5166920-01 -3.537610&51243&4960-01 -1.4596250261~109520-01 . ._--( - ;3. 591ft9 0968 672792&O-02~~5. 5 231 0510993 0538 90-'0 3--:;ft. 92937127355997600-04 -:·:1.968300 DO 0 0 DODD 0 oo-oc; ----- - -- . ---'-' --;--
W I 5.5335g0a08105~2380-02 1.16492547061191540+00 1.925676289&1197770+00 3.424070162ft4527650.00 . : ~ ----1' 5 ... &533631142077&&0-01 - 2.22720385338873540+06---:'''6.98888356589236140-01 7.739974&1102482350-01 -------- -.-...... --.. 
~ I -3.0304~85820&539470-01 9.34126477801766190-02 -1.&596777ft757579840-02 1.3760B18185~947030-0J 
:t1ETHOO IS STABLE 
--I .... , ........ --... ---
ReOTS ARE 
STABLE 
i 1. 00000000000000000+00--'·'0 ..... - .. -,. .. ..' .... .. ·····--.. --~i~ 99999999996846700-0 1 O~'- ------------... ----.-------2.99999999965138100-01 O. -Z.95442321299U13770-01 -5.2094479ftlft3325420-02 ___ 1 
~~~_ .... l 
\ 
---~'I 
- 2. 61f30 777769987 9S0 0- D 1 -1. 02&060 &64ft98665 9 0-01 -2.59807609436606650-01 -1.50000020 2627.8ft 160- 0 1 
-2.2961331.8893742250-0 1 -1.92836299634547530-01"'-:'2:95442321299021870-01 5 .ZO 94ft 7941ft 3~'+2 310-02---·-----.. · ..• -- .. ----_.-.-
-2.61907777696237460-01 1.02606066428358440-01 -2.59807609436606650-01 1.5000002026278ft170-01 
-2.29813318893742250-01 1.92836299634547530-01 ' 
11t-TH TRUtJCA rrON-COEFF I CIENT = 1~ 253572900-0 3------ ---"-------.-----.,----.--. - ... --- ---.- .... -- --. -... -------.. ---.,,----... --
15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.416503780-03 
16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT_= 2.252283160-02 
~HElA = -0. , B-SUB-THETA = -0. 
i 
__ ... ~_ ... I • ......,. ~ ......... ~ , .. ___ .. ~ ..... f<o .. " ...... _ ..... _ ... ~ ... _ _ •• __ .. _ ........ _ -.. ___ .... _ ... __ •••• _ • _____ .... _. __ .---.. ___ . __________ • , .... ___ .... ~. __ ._ .. _ .. 4' •• .-._._ ....... __ • __ .. _.,_-<_ ... _ ........ __ ..... ____ ._ 
I. 
t 1 
~--·I---------- .. ".----~--~ ---------- ....... _-_ .... -.. --.. -. --.- .. -----------.. ---,---------------- .----.. ----. -..... ---------- -c:;---- -------
. ·:Fh"<"'ili!',~.1.1kl<ir~;'i~"b :' :"":.'r.h,i, ;';u;: 

















. :INPUT .---- ------------- . METHOD RW{ .'" \ " __ ... ____ .~LtL _____________ _ 
~TEP NUMBER K = If f1ETHOO CLASS"Y;---'-" 2- ._ .... -. __ ... --,,-" 
~Ut1OER OF PREOEnRI1INE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
«R=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 9 
------'--r - 1-TH PRELIMINARY -ROOr' IS' ~, '1~'00 00 DODD 000 o'oolfifo+"o 0-:.-0;----------' 
OR:JER 12 
2-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 -0. 
3-TH PR~LIftINARY ROOT IS -4.00000000000000000-01 -0. 
4-TH PRElIHHIARY ROOT IS---4. 00000000000000 0 oo~o 1'--f~'4'ii ifo"lfo oifooooiioo 00i02' 
5~TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 1.50000000000000000+02' 
fI,:TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 1.60000000000000000+02 
··7-TH PRELIMINARY' Roor'IS It. 0 000000 0000 0 OOOOO-ili--1~ rooooo 00000'000000.'02 
\ UMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
~HETA' I~ AN ARBITRA~Y PARA~ETER'WHOSE"VALuES ~TEP ----,,---------,---------
fRSM -0. . TO -D. 
'a-SUa-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
BY -0. 
---;fROH . '-0 ~.- .,- ~---'-'----'--'T(f" ';';Ii;'~ ---------"---8Y -0. 
,~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXX~KXXXXXXXXXX ______ _ 
i ~-:: . _l~E ;F~~IE ~T~ ~_RE=_::=--~~~~_-~=~-~:_ .. ~._:~_~ ______ . ____ ,~._.--- --.--~~- ..... --.. :-:=_~::".-,-,._.~:=" .~_::-
1 .1' -1.0000.0000000000 ilOO+OO -1 ..• 2"525607289.131290+00 6.8537022.:5.776199.440-01 .2.105501158399938 DDt 00 
1~2231059423645168o.00 -2;74239355005985090-01 -7.70770497028634620-01 -5.0030696808166496o-01 
----·~-;.1. 79517 38580 1316 030';:01---;j~ 8 83274'i18169555 2o";ir2~4;1927 395498 2512il0~if3'-;"2 .62144000000000000-0,.----
5."2393011186~~7500-02 1.24279695058055480.00 2.62394312761168060+00 5.36386536935815030+00 
~ 
3.0225300'.699809850+00 -, ... 3. 79411t527151663310t-Olf~2 .06 827256438686990- 0 3--9. 67764 26571252 7650";01' 
-2.22937115967239240-01 9.297483349796147~D-02 -1.47046707869611020-02 1.27421569018940000-03 






---,_. kOOTS ARE'-·· _ ..,..-----------"-,--.---"---"---------------------------.- -.----.-.-.. ~ .... -..... .-------~---
-'-·"1.00000000000000000+00 - '0 ;------- .. '-·------------9;99999999862'023640:.-0 f--O-." -- ... - .... --_ .... ,-- .. ------- .. 
-3.9<)9999<:19999745250-01 O. -3.93923095065400360-01 -6. 9lt593 058863J1 9680-02 
f -3.75877036933172660-01 -1.36808086599822120-01 -3.46410145915475530-01 -2.00000027017045550-01 
--I· .... -.3. 06Itl.7758531&5631.O-0 c·-~z. 571150. 6&1793.9.· 671 0:...-0-.1 ';;"3 "93"92·309 50& 53&2';'90-0-1-,&'.'94593 05885192 3 080~OZ---
-3.75877036926316610-01 1.3660606H57114459D-Ol -3.46410145915415530-01 2.00000027011045550-01 . 
-3.06417758531&56340-01 2.5711506617~39&710-01 
-----('--1,.-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT~--=-"'1~15774()r.40--03 --.---.---------
I 15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 6.854517290-03 ____ . _ 16-TH TRUNC.~T_~O~_:_~O€~FICI~t!T.-=--_~~_8~2,2'!.5~_~_:!~ ___ _ 
~HETA = -0. 
RUN COMPL ETEo 
----'j' '.--. ... . "._--- B-SUB-THETA :: -0. 












---- ,( ~ -r---
_~r'. . ,! /, • ~4'~ -"-,..;" :,.;~' •. ' 
.:.L .•... _~~;~~.,;.;;.:~;".;;~=,',=,~_""-__ :,~Z..:~,~~~.; ___ c~_:~~,: .. ·~.···"···:~" 
INPUT 
STEP NUMOE~ K:' 12 
METHODCLAS~' J = 2 
NUM8E~ OF P~EDETER"INE PARA~ETERS NP = -7 
KR=-IN?UT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = lcr 
t-TH P~ELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000010000+00 




IJJETHOD W ( .1) 
ORDER 13 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS I.DOpOOGOOCQoaaOOOO-OI 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS l.aOOOOOQO~OOOOaQOD-OI 
S-TH P~ELIHI~ARY ROpT IS 1.00000Joo.oonaoOOOO-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.000o0~DbOOOOJOOCD-OI 






NUMBER OF ARBITRA~Y PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS A~ ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -u. BY -0. '. 
~-SU9-THETA IS AN AR9ITRAR~ PARAMETER WHOSE VALCES-STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. BY -D. 















4.543014 06 39~3 0321(}-01 
HETHOr) IS Sl ABLE 
ROOTS ARC' 
1.00000763203939010.00 o. 





15-TH T~UNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.391446680-03 
16-TH TqUNCATION~COEFFICIENT = 8.918837630-03 
l1-TH T~UNCATION-COEFFICIENT ~ 2.928683470-02 
THETA = -0. B-SUIl-THETA = 































~""';~'- II" < __ ' ~. 







-~----'--"'~~; ,-'., , ... \---
, \ 
. -~:.--: ~,:" . "-:" -
.' . \ 
-. -' .. ~ 
.. : , .. ~ 
. .' 
.'''; ........... 
.' .' ~ 
\ ", 
.:-












STEP HUMBER K= lZ 
METHOD CLASS J= ? 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 I(R=-INPUT tIP = 7. NP IS RESET TO I(-~ ~ 10, I-TM PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 !-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.0000Ccooocoooaooo+oo 




METHOD w( .2) 
ORDER 13 



























-1. 9021129 ~ 0 5 327 9 .. 60-01 &.180341"6966~21520~02 
-1.1755703ge58473110-01 -1.&18034C65764960CO-Ol 9.35B890790489529JO-09 -2.00000000000132630-01 -6.18033e~193~874e30-Q2 1.90211306729~30730-01 15-TH TRUNC~TION-COEFFICIENT = 1.317499920-03 16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.448999160-03 17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT: 2.77583089D-02 
THETA 'I: 






































... ~' . ~--~., --~, ".. .- '\--







.I"<!'" : .. :' : .. : .. ~.,.:.;,... 4 _ '.-:-. 
I . 
INPUT 
STEP NUMBERK = ' 12 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF FREOETERHINE PARAMETERS NP = -1 
K~=-JNPUr NP'= 7. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 1~ 
l-TH PRELIMINARY Roor IS 1.0000000DOCDoaOODO+OO 




JI'IETHOD 'II ( .3) 
ORDER 13 
3-1H PRELI~INA~Y RboT IS 3.000000000COOOOOOO-Ol 
~-TH PRElIHINA~Y ROOT IS 1.00000COOOOOOOOOOO-Ol 
5-TH ~RELIHINARY ROOT IS 3.00000COCOOOOOOOOO-Ol 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000DOOOOOO)0000-01 






NUM8f.R OF ARBITRARY PARAI1e:TERS NA = -0 
THETA IS, AN AfHIITRARY PARA~HER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO-O • BY-D. 
"-SU9-THETA IS AN AR~ITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP . 





4.05e7~o79540131090-01 8.2763Z833368~8S71t-~! 3.3~127aOOlle5375~D-OI 
-2.'18156620259530650-01 -1.425630148262800012- 0 1 ~6.10 5086618 775186 00-0 2 







4.05581708054380290-01 , -1.06833693067443330-01 
~1.J72822D4971766n50-03 








15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.250639200-03 
16-TH T~UNCArION-COEFFICIENT = 8.023639400-03 










































. .. ~ 
-' 
.:'. . " . s ~. ~ 
' ..... -, 
--:,,-,..-" --..........-,-"-~- - _ ..,. !----';"'": 
., ll·,,,, 
'~;:~~',-':----.~,-~---
-"- - ... "~"'~~ ... !.: '~~'" '. ,,''-~~h ... " ..... ;..--, ... -_".~.H),;,~~%,;i, .. st .. :'..:.'$:.~4...~;:M~'t~".~ ... f~~_~ ~~ ,Y" "-, 






STEP NUMBER K: 12 
METHOD CLASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF P~EOETERHnIE PARAMETERS NP = j-7 
~R=-lNPUT NP = 7~ NP IS RESET TO K-2 ~ 10 
. l-TH PR~lIHI~ARY ROOT IS 1.0000000CCOOOOOOOO+CO 
Z-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.000COaooooooaoooo+oO 
-a. 
-0. 
MEfHOD w( .4) 
ORDER 13 
3-TH p~ELrMINARY ROOT IS 4.000QOOOOOOOOO~OOO-01 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.000000aCCQO~~0000-Ol 
5~TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000cnoooOaOOOOD-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 4.00000COOOOOOOOOOO-Ol 






NUHEER OF ARIIlTRAR,( PARAr1t;:TERSNA = ~O 
THETA IS AN A~BITRARY PAR!\METER WHOSE VlIlUES STEP 
FROM -0. . . TO -0. 
R-SUB-THETA IS AN ARaHRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 







• -1.0000 0 O~ I) 0 0 0 QI) 0 001)+_0 D~_I. 2550 04272790 25210-01 
Z.~~40174517930276D-Ol -1.A8591942796018950-01 ~e.8238987Z042149550-02 -l.96362060C49005150-02 
















15-TH T~UNCATIO~-CO~FFrCIENT = 1.1e9850830-03 
1G-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.6J70453eO-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.511367360-02 
































, ..... " • _': "..... __ .!~ .:. •.•. ~. ,01 . 


















~'o. ~ ~ 
--'\~--. 
'--~""-~""; -~ .. -'-- . 
.. 
---~----~ '\ 
' "'-", ~-" '" , <~ ... ~ 
• ':~-.: __ ~.1'>~"' -~~.i:'~~~;~~t:~"'''; .. tl..!'~~ .• ".~,:~~ "Jh -. "b 
.-.... -~--~ •• ~,..;....:: •• - .. ~~ ... , '-.H- t~,:;';'~";:W'::,_:.~;tt "-. ~~~':,~{., .• ;o'; ~.li~.~""U~.~~t.' .. _.1\I-k,~~v:. ~~~ 
INPUT 
STEP- "'U~1BER I< = 12 
METHOO CLASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE PARA"ETERS NP = -7 
KR=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-2 = 10 
L-TH PRELIMIN~RY ROOT IS 1.00000COOOCOO~OOOD+OQ 
Z-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.000~Oooocoooao(}oo+QO - O. 
- D. 
METHOD ~,(. 5) 
> ORDER 13 
3-TH PR~LIMINARY ROOT IS 5.00000DOOOOOOOOOCO-01 
~-TH PRELI~INARY ROOT IS 5.00000COOOD~oaOOCO-Ol 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 5.G~OCCaooocOOOOOOD-01 
6-1H PRELtHINA~Y ROOT IS 5.00000000000000000-01 







BY -0 • 
PlUMBER OF ARBIT~I\~Y PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROH -;0. TO -0. 
r-SU3-THETA IS AN A~BITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 




































- ROOTS ARE 
~. 
1.0~OOOOOOOO~OOOOOO+00 o. 
-4.755232,+'5133 t '38630- Q 1 -1.545085372416 C5390-0 1 
-2.93B9259Qb4573115D-Ol -4.Q4508516'41215620-01 
2.3398 3/l P.'J9411+S911f)- 08 -5.0 CO 00 a a ° co 126525 0-0 1 
-2.93892S9964573~250-01 4.04508516,41217250-ul 
2.~3974512567683700-08 5.000D0000000000660-01 
15-TH T~UNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.133867020-03 
16-TH TRUNCATION-C05FFICIENT = 7.261002200-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.395387160-02 






















. -~. ~,; ~~S~~~'~~i~!:~~~~~~~~~~:~t~~~-~"'~~~:~{~ \' ~;f -'~;;~"~,'7.~_~·;.~:~:, .7·~f~-
- --~~ 
-
.. ../,' _.~.- 1 .'-!. rJt'l.-_'·t.st<~l._<.:· '.;-t.-""jI"'- ~.:...,. .I~" - '". ,~ "" ;:1:~:::""~~~; ,::~~~i¥I~::';D~;~ .'/~t.~~~~;;: ~~:;:~~.q;-. iiI$U itll ".".IIt • ~,'$;:.,.~ 





STEP NUMBER K = 12 
I1EntOO CLASS J = 2 
NIJHBER OF PREOET~RHINt:: PARAMETERS ~p = -7 KR=-INPUT NP = 7. ~P IS RESET TO K-2 = 10 





. IvIETHODW( .. 6)-
QRDElJ.13 __ , .. _ .• 






NU'''1BER OF etTRARY PARAM£TERS NA = -0 THtTA ISAk "RI3ITRAR,Y PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP FROM -D. TO -0. BY -0. a-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY ~ARAHETC:R WHOSE VALUES STEP FROM -0. TO -0. DY -0. 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 




-1.1832506"0918537 80+D G -6. 596994-g303i3Z5lt60-02 1.360631863303497/t0+00 9.680417 3900 1252710-0 1 - 3.58926991371071190-02-5.82394575127586440-01 










"~THJO IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 
! 1. 0 0 0 0 0 !l 0 0 0 000 0 0 0'0 rlt 00 0 • 
. -: -5. 7.G6~389415g516390-01 1.854102446eS€J66720-01 
-3.52671119574877380-01 4.65410219729458740-01.-2.807796347297~4530-08 6.000000000Dl~18300-01 
-3.52671119574376290-01 -".85410219729460700-Jl 2.90769415031219910-08 -6.00000000000000~OD-Ol lS-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.079374600-03 16-Til nWNCATION-COf.FFICIENT = 6.936805&50-03 17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.283882390-02 








- ... a5410170219673970-01 
-1.85410164~81493080-01 
-4.35410170219182330-01 


























t . ... 
'r '., 













/ ~- - ',I ,,",--,,~ ~,- ,-:\ 
.. 
._,'.I;i' '.' '";~,,.; t' .\.~ .. '" 'w 'i;; . _ok .4Ifti~"......ui.,~"'''4fi:_~~~.4:::-::-;'£~ i- ,0:; _ ._¥., ..... -<-_,_~*'¢t_.f~> ... ~~.~~_:~~-:~_~...,.,~* ~:~~::..-=~=~- " .,,~-: ~ ~ ~""'-'." _ ", -- .-\ 
INPUT 
STEP NU~BER K = 12 
METHOD CL ASS J;' 2 
NUMBE~ OF PREDETE~HINE PARAHETERS NP = -7 KR=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS RESET TO K-Z: 10 l-TH pRElIMIN~RY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 Z-TH PRELIMIN.ARY ROOT 1$ 1.00000000000000000"00 
-0. 
- O. 
•• 1 ... ~_ 
., ..... --,-.~ 
-:MET10D' W-(-.7}-· 
ORDER .13.; __ . 
















METHOD IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 








1.09000000000000000"00 O. 9.99999999999885990-01 
-6.657395431b6478060-01-?l&31195213d247520-01 -5.6&311865256519630-01 '-4.11449639504023E10-01 -5.66311923017701870~~1--2.1631185e678~08&OO-01 3.~7;762~0518a~151D-08 -7.000000000017]1350-01 -5.&6J1186525641272D-Ol -4.11449&3950~0223~0-G1 5.6631192301770~150-01 -2.16JI1858679~31210-01 3.275643175947~6260-08 7.00000000000000930-01 -6.65739543186478D70-01 15-TH TRUNCATION-CO FFICIENT = 1.01~94050D-03 16-TH TRU~CATrON-CO FFICIENT = 6.540425170-03 17-TH TRUNCATION-CO FFICIENT = 2.158324680-02 
T/1ET4 = -0. 8-SUB-THETA = -0. 
"'-'f 





















f·· .. ·: 
.' . 
: , 
... ~ . 
'. 
~-- . -. - . - - --~-
" .... •••• • -..1- _ t • • '~'4.. ";' __ ~,-"r .t ,:' -", ':.- .~", 
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INPUT • r , .... ,.- ...... "'" -- "flTETHOD-Yl (- .8) !' 
, 
~TE~ NUH9ER K = 12 
METHOD CLASS· J. = 2 
, . 
;, .. _., .. ORDER-13 
, .. 
;:~ 
NU/1BER .OF PREDE1::rUtINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
KR=-INPUT NP = 7. NP IS R~SET TO K-2 = 10 





2-TH ~RELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000QOOOOO.00 -0. 
3~TH~RELt~INARY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 
It-TH P'<C:lHUNA~Y ROOT IS 6.0000aoOOOOOODOOOO-01 
5-TH PRelIMINARY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 
6.-TH PR£LIllINARY ROOT IS 8.00000000000000000-01 






NUMBER OF ~RBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THeTA IS AN ARdITRARY PARAMET~R WHOSE VALUES STEP 
F~OM -0. TO -0. BY -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARIIMETER .WHOS.E VALUES 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
-- ' ... , -.. ~.- ...... STEP BY -D. 
XXXXXXXXX x X'XXXXXXX X XXXXXX x xxx xx xxx XXXXXXX XXXX x xxx XXXXX.XXX xx xxx xxx Xl(XXXXXXl(XXXXXXXXX)(XXX)(XXXXXJ<X)(XXXX 















I'IETHOO IS STABLE 
ROOTS ARE 
1.00000000000000000+00 O. 





15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 9.043652590-04 
1o-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 5.B89959350-0J 
I1-TH TRUNCATIO~-CO~FFICIENT= 1.960542960-02 
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.... ~ . 
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STEP NUMBER ~ = 12 
METHOD CLASS ,J,:: Z 
NUMBE~ QF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP:: -7 
K1{=-INPU'T 'N? = 7. NPISRESET TO K-Z:: 10 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00QOOCOOOoooaOOOOtOO 
l-TH PRELIM1NA~Y, ROOT IS 1.000COOOOOOOOOOOOOt-OO 
- 0._ 
- D. 
r,' 1-'lETHOJ) RW ( .1) 
. ORDER 13 
J-TH PRELIMtNARY RODT IS 1.00000COOOOOOJOOOO-Ol 
4-TH PRELIMINARY, ROOT IS 1. OOOOOGOOOOOOOOOQO-Ol ' 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000GOOOOOOOOOOO-Ol 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000-01 






NUMOER OF ARBITRARY PARA~ETERS N~ = -0 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
F~OM -9. . TO -O~ 8Y -0. 
A-SUD-THETA IS AN ~RBITRARY PA~AHETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 





1.10416&47898220960 +00 It. 213127851!f5828-a 20- 0 1 -2. "-8118122 812553geO:"OI 
-6.34566318308666860-02 -1.21330191552687930- 02 -1.55.619412435339070-03· 









METHOD IS STA8LE 
ROOTS ARE· 
t.COOC06466C5937940toa - o. 





IS-TIl TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.338390&30-0:3 
16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.581655530-03 






THETA -= -0. 
RUN COMPLETED 























' ........ ,. 
~" : .. 
': .... 
", : .~. 
>'. ~ •• 
'. :~.;' . :. '. , 
" 












. -t -, I" (.:' J .. , ~; ~ .. ~~ ,-. ~ ;'''' - ~-
~ • .!-:':,,..: •. ~;~_.t ,t. <,!"" - "'~ .~":..:~;. :!' :' ;", _ .. ~._ -;,. .' '. ,,- _~o\.. .::: ... 
'v •• "";'; 
INPUT METHoD- WIT ( • 2') . 
STEP NUM9ER K= 12 
HETH3D CLASS J: 2 ORDER.13 ." ... --.... 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE 'PARAMETERS NP = -7 
K~=-IN?UT NP= ,7.t-/P IS f{ESET TO K-~2= 10 
I-TH PR£LIHIN~RY ROOT-IS 1.00000COOOOOOOOOOD+00 -0. 
2-TH PRELIMIN~R' ROOT 1S 1.0000~OOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
- O. 
3-TH PRELIMIN4RY ROOT IS 2.0aOOOoooOOOOOOOOO-01 
4-TH PPElIMINARY ROOT IS 2.000~000ooooooaOOO-01 
5-TH PR2LI~INARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 2.00000000000000000-01 






NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA IS AN AR9ITRARY FARA~~TER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROI't -~. TO -0. BY -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBIT~ARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 




























































*' ~ ~ f 15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.22243358D-03 
'4 i 16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7. 8~464371D-D 3 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.579104640-D2 


























~ . . 
~,:".,,-,' '., ~ ' .. ~.;'" 
INPUT 
STEP NU~BER X = 12 
METHOD CLAS$~J = 2 
NUI18E~ OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP;: -7 




. 1-TH PP~lIHIN~~Y ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
Z-TH PRELIHINA~Y Robl IS 1.0DOOOOOOODOOOOOOD+00 
3-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.000000000000~000D-01 
5-TH PR~lIMI~ARY ROOT~IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
&-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
7-TH PRelIMINARY ROOT IS 3.0uOOOOOOOODODOOOO-01 
NUMBER OF AReITRA~Y PARAMETERS NA = -0 
f~·J • 
-~ ----- ~ -.-.----------------------r" -







1.72 0 000 0 000000'0000+ 0 2 
\ 
·METHOD RW( .3}· 
;.~ _ ~RDER 13 
I ' 
~-~-.- .. THETA .IS AN ARBIHARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM' -0. . TO -0. BY -D. 
B~SU9~THETA IS AN ARBI1RARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. . TO -0. BY -0. 





-6.B75005&30533701t60-01 1.0lt1812811t18897750+00 1.46806194081695250+00 
-4.19917/1 8831502'+430- 01 ·-4.81386037630231910-01 . -2. '+ 3 7 &4900285741670- 0 1 






HETliOO IS ST A9L~ 
ROOTS ARE 
~1. 21777470704173320+00 2.12347673379898170+00 
3.63792465729443150+00 -1.7705~663729936220+00 
3.626867,+2372082740-01 -9.66141713589316280-02 
1.00000000000000000+00 O. 9.99999999982843830-01 
-2.74063627513799120-01 -1.2202 10 151e189_5_4 .. 60_~01_-2 •. 8837 850 17 30358280-01 
-2.970~041688648B~io-Ol -4.17519568557263030-02 -2.970e041~6e6556S20-01 
. -2.833785~173D357460-01 8.26312313353~69090-02 -2.74063627395266670-01 
. -2.5~414416025S55490-01 1.50975798650619050-01 -2.29613318898742250-01 
-2.S4~1~416611311900-01 -1.58975798652552660-01 -2.29813318898742250-01 
. 15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.122268170-03 
i 15-TH T~UNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 7.207067510-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COlFFICIENT = 2.371291150-02 
THETA = -0. a-SUB-THETA = -0. 
'''I. 
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'.'- .... :,~,::;-.-... -. _ • .,.,'" "--;~..-..,# 
\--
~"-~'~",~7~-·'-~~7":.";:~:·~,7;~~~"-"~: '-!'<.,\~ ,.,*l' , ".:".~. "- ~. ~ ~,'- "~ 
"() 
INPUT 
~TEP NUMBER K = 12 
METHOD CL ASS J = 2 
NUMBER OF PREDETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -7 
I<R=-INPUT NP = 7. r~PIS RESET TO K-2 = 10 
l"TH PRELIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
2-TH ~RElIHINARY ROOT IS 1.0000000000000000Q+OO 
; 3-TH p~ELIMr~~RY RUOT IS ~.OOOOOOODOOOOOOOOO-01 
I· ~-TH PRELtHINARY ROOT IS 4.00000000000000000-01 
5-TH p~€liHINARY ROOT IS ~.000oooooooooaOOOO-01 
!i-TH P,<EUMIN~RY ROOT IS ~.OOO.oOOO!lOOODI10000-01 
7-TH PREvtHINARY ROOT IS ~.00000000000000000-01 
J , .. 
NUHfER OF AR8ITRARY PARAMETERS NA = ~O 
THETA IS .N ARBI'~AR' PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -O~ TO -O~ 
B-SUB-THeTA [S AN ARBITRARY PARAHETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. ' TO ~O. 
. , 










... -ORDER 10 ' 
,,~ -'-"~.--
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
. - I 
COEFFICIENTS ARE 
-1.00000000000000000+00 -1~5e3JJ408407116060.00 2.41Q00058066297290-01 
1. 9585119b4270 77920+00 1.60167-637692558960-01 -8 ... 9668111189118820-01 





. ~ -1.11bl0437362()39120-03 












1 1.QOOOoooQooaOGOOOOtOO O. 9.999999999994303~D-Ol D. 
I -3.96.10722252.311 0790-0.1- -S.-5,6692l58116Jl90H 1)-0 2. 




15-TH TRUHCATION-CO~FFICIE~T = 1.035081~80-03 
16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 6.651520420-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.190013710-02 





THETA = -0. 
RUN COMPLETED 
B-SUD-THETA = '-0. 






















. -. ~ . 
:'~ ~ ... 




---.-~- -_ . ...,...----------~ 
";r .. • '4'1·'-.·::"~ . ",-',,", ~-~. 
.*'''. 
;. -
;-'~·~49ME~-~-::~·~~~;"l$Ici:~.:"'..i,..~~.<. ........ .." .. ,_,-~,2~.---'· ,.. ;'.::-\ ~ 
INPUT 
STEP NUPfBEP. K = 12 
METHOD CLASS- J :" ~ 
NUMBER OF PREOETE~HINE PA~AHETERS NP = -8 
KR=-INPUT NP = S. NP IS RESEi TO K-2 = 10 
l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS O. 
2-TH PRELIMINAR~ ROOT IS O. 
3-1H P~CLIHINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 







~"1ETHOD l'fA ( .30 
ORDER 13 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
6-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
7-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3,00000000000000000-01 






NUMBER OF ARlHT~ARY PARAMETERS NA = -0 
THETA I~AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM ~O. TO -D. BY -D. 
B-SUS-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 







6.9562056089664\990-01 -7-;0428624'+26 79711t 30- 02 
-7 .G2 0 136 078 28355.8.9.0-02 . ~2."'019Jog64'+068lt710-02" 






HETHOO IS STA9lE 
ROOTS ARE 
1.11662826310679880+00 6.65377704620375200-01 
2.89161,.432640 'is!. 20+ DO -2.60485218666092520+00 
4.17428374973280030-01 -1.12478966204255380-01 
1.00000onoooonooooofoo o.~- 9.99999999999960460-01 
-2.89777741225443670-01 -7.76457383909754890-02 -2.298i331889874182D-01 
-2.2961J31889~742200-01 -1.92836299634547450-01 -~1.26785462264696930-01 
1.40382743141783020-06 -3.00000000000202480-01 -1.267854622&4820610-01 
1.4038468985777475D-08 2.99999999999999670-01 -2.89777741225443&70-01 
15-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.287633250-03 
16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.259127200-03 
17-T" TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT" 2.714023610-02 
THETA = -0. B-SUB-THET A .. -0. 
~; 
2.15949257032141800+00 
























• I • .; ,..' • ' "" • J . ~ ;., _ _""': .;:. ~_~ 
. . . . - -~., ""..... , 
-- -------- - ~-- - - -~--- { ~
-, l.:-':,=.=:, . .,,=:~,,::; • .:~-~-~~~~:.::~;~~~ ~-=~~';"~~~'i:~:.q,;~.-~~~:~<rr~~~I!~~III~;f~U;;~;~~I~g;~'3~~~·_~~';'~::~~:·:-. --
t~·~ 
r J 
~ .. ,.r 
INPUT 
STEP NUMBER K ~ 12 
METHOD CLASS ~ = 2 
NUMBER OF PREOETER'1ItIE PA~Al1ETERS NP.:: -8 
.kR=-INPUT NP = 6. NP IS RESET TO K-2:: 10 
1-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS O. 
2-TH PREl~MINARY ROOT IS O. 
J-TH PRELi"INARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 4-T~ pkELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 
5-Hf P~ELIMINARY ROOT IS 5.00000000000000000-0.1 
6-TH PRELIMINA~Y ROOT IS 5.00000000000000000-01 
7-TH P~EL1MINARY ROCTrS 5.00000000000000000-01 
a-TH pp,ELII1INARY ROOT. IS 5.0000000000000'0000-01 
NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS NA = ~o 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. 
B-SUB-THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARA~ETER ~HOSE VALUES STEP 
































-i '. < 
-1.0.0.00.00000001).0 0 .0110+.00 -I. 5'+5e 8361168459490-0 1 8. J12726:tZ04J845640 ... 0.1_ -8_.6.05656.3471352.0_680-01 







3.6138148.09463.05610+00 -1.90540168611077850 • .00 
3.87632854765471250-01 -1 • .02725721723285070-.01 
~ETHOO IS STAOLE 
ROOTS ARE 
1.000.000000.0.00.0.00.00+.00 D. 




l~-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.186442230-03 
16-1H TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT a 7.615329670-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.504285250-02 















" . ' 
'. -,.. 
STABLE 
.,.,,~,-',. ;'';;41'> ~~j""':~' ~-~
~.--.--. 
... 
* .'~ . 
t. f ~ '--:n~-;.f:·..t •. -:-::s-~·-- ··~·T.--:::--_,- :;.-<-i~~;'- -1,:" <.--:--\~ ,~ --




STEP NUM3ER K = 12 
METHOD CLASS J = .2 
NUMBER OF PR.EOETERMINE PARAMETERS NP = -9 
K~=-INPUT NP = 9. NP IS RESET TO K-Z = 10 
l-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS O. 
2-TH PRFLIt'4INARY ROOT IS O. 
3~TM PRELIMINARY ROOT IS O. 
~-TH PRFLIHINARY ROOT IS O. 
5-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 1.00000000000000000+00 









7-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT IS 3.00000000000000000-01 
8-TH PR~LIMINARY kOOT IS "3.0000000nOOOODOOOO-01 





NUM1JER-OF ARBITRARY PARA'1ETERS NA = -0 
TH~J:A IS AN ARBITRARY PA~A"1ETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. BY 
-0. 
B-SUR-THETA IS AN ARBITRA'RY PARAH"ETER WHOSE VALUES STEP- , 




-1. DO Il 0 0 0 000 0 00000 OOtOO. 1.1 eo 3 8~ 8416ZUe060tO 02..133.4.5790.9,. IHZ17 90~Ol ... 1.15316830 e 996722 00- 0 1 
-1.6Q1526848640600an-Ol -7.75103922690977680-02 -2.57808417566262~90-D2 -5.1808627J26~'t13670-D3 















1.00000000000000000+00 O. 9.99999999999222660-01 
-2.5980760943S606290-01 -1.5000002026278~~20-01 -1.49999983791994170-01 
1.40364 613859132 ~4f,O-06 -2.99999999999999570-·01-1.49999963790035520-01 
1.~037B962833145eSO-08 3.00000000000136720-01 -2.59807609436606650-01 
t5-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 1.35Z1B~56D-D3 
16-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.669352140-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.847501460-02 




























---~-. - ~-- --~~----
". ,"' .. ".' ···l··· .. ·, .. " I . ',. 'I <O~, •• :~! 
-
.. -) 
'~, ... ,F 
INPUT 
STEP NUMBER K" 12 
METHOD CLASS J" 2 
.NUM8fR OF pp,t;[JI;JERHINE PA~AMETERS NP. -9 
KR~·INPUT Np = 9. NP IS RESET TO K-~. 10 
1-tH PRElIMIN~RY ROOT IS b. 
2-1H PRELrMI~~RY Roor IS fit 
3-THPRr::LIMINARY ROOT IS o. 
~-TH PRELIMINARY ROOT I~ o. 
.. 
5-TH PRELIMINARY Roor IS f.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO+OO 
6-TH PRELtMI~ARY ROOT IS 1.IOOOOOUOOOOOOOOOO+00 
7-TH PRELIMINA~Y ROOT IS. 5.00000000000000000-01 
1\ _-"-" 8-TH P~ELIt1INARY Roor IS "1.00000000000000000-01 
''O,,,,:~,,'' 9-TH P~ELIMINAR.Y ROOT IS~.oooooonooooooOOOO-Ol 
- . - - . 
~ :...:.:~ $ .. ~>~ . ..!..' ,;;...0. .0' .. ," ...... . 










JllliTHO D vlB ( • 5 ) 




NUMBER OF ARBITRARY PARAMETERS ~A ~ -0 
~. ~ . 
THETA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER ~HOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. BY -0. 
9-sua-TH~TA IS AN ARBITRARY PARAMETER WHOSE VALUES STEP 
FROM -0. TO -0. BY -0. 
XKXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXY.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
COEFFICIENTS ARE 
-1.00000000000000000+00 6.339747J6040J~108D-01 5.49037956242961970-01 3.169872&7676104870-01 
-2,.12741]4'1116140 89150-01 ~1. 76882904876331190-0 1 -1;4ii62~98492t.T~&-&00-01 "'5.41265789974811820-02 









HETHOO IS STABLE 
ROOfS ARE 
1600000000000000000+00 o. 
-2.4999997296 71+34830-01 -4.3301:2717475566210-01 
-2.499999729829532JO-01 4.3301271749051&780-01 
Z.J39744875213337Do-oe 4.9999999999999d97D-Ol 
15-TH TRUNCATION-CQFFFICIENT = 1.283055970-03 
16-TH TR.UNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 8.229766570-03 
17-TH TRUNCATION-COEFFICIENT = 2.704377050-02 
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2-48 
2.2 Comparison of Me'thods on Circular Trajectory 
Traditional Two Body Integrator 
6 All tests were made on a circul~r orbit, with radius of 8 x 10 
meters and period s1ight1y less than· two hours. Stormer predictors of 
the same order as the corrector were used in each case. Length of the 
pOSition error vector was recorded after 84 revolutions (approximate-
1y one week). Results are shown in the follOwing table: 










" " " 








































COMPARISONS OF PROPAGATED ERROR 
Step-size H Maximum Absolute Algorithm (seconds) Po.s1 tion Error (meters) 
PEC 40 ~OO328 ~ 
" 6t:J ~OO207 <, 
. " 80 unstable 
PECE 180 .14961 
II 
,240 4~47l45 
II 300 39.75582 
, 
, 
PEC 60 ' .00224 
" 80 ~OO167 
" 100 Unst.able 
PECE" 180 '.88490 
" 24(1 J 35.81414 
II 300 , i ; 604~96493 
PEC 100 , .01548 
" 'l20 . ; I .• 12669 
PECE 180 i 8.32973 
" 240 l64 •. 60818 I 
" 300 I , ,1399.27667 
. ! 
PEC 100 .06671 
" 120 .52421 
PECE 180 34.99581 
" 240 823.07395 
















Method - Order 
Adams - order 9 






" " " 
Adams - order 8 
" " " 
Adams - order 7 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
II 
" " 
w( .7) - order 13 





We.7) - order 12 






W(;7) - ordel" 11 
" " " 

















We.7) - order 9 
" " 
' " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
.'". >.~. ,. , " ". ' •• 1 
. -~' .,;.. 
2-49 
TABLE 2-1 (cont'd) 
'-Algorithm Step-size H Maximum Absolute (secondsl Position Error (meters) 
PEe 100 2.78891 
" 120 14.83160 
PEeE 180 460.42099 
" 240 4670.17085 
" 300 36581.38435 
PEe 100 7·53231 
" 120 41.92423 
PEe 100 476.78478 
" 120 1766.14615 
PEeE 180 26082.05203 
" 2~,0 189349.40678 
II 300 : 853255.62623 
PEe 40 .10153 
" I 60 .00105 
" 80, Unstable i i I 
PEeE 180 Unstable i 
I PEe 60 '. .00066 
" 80 .05213 
" 100 Unstable 
. PECE 180 Unstable 
PEC 100 .00251 
" 120 .02488 
PEeE '1180 .f!9679 
" 240 6.49083 
" 300 I 64.60674 , 
I 
PEG 100 I .01416 i 
" 120 ; .13316 
PEeE 180 i .49238 
" 240 
i 13.19697 , i 
" 300 : 1qa.69498 
i 
i 
PEC 100 : .51177 , 
" 120 :3.23379 
PECE 180 40.37668 
" 240 531.32660 





TABLE 2-1 (cont'd) 
. Step-size H Maximum Absolute Method - Order Algorithm (seconds) Position Error (meters) 








W(.7 ) - order 7 PEe 100 124.40579 
" " " " 120 510·2719:; 
" 
II 
" PEeE 180 5015.92314 
" " " " 240 37134.49313 -
" " " " 300 168840.18203 
.-
:we .6) - order 11 PEe 100 .00159 
.; 
" " " " 120 .02616 
w( .6) - order 10 PEe 100 .01581 
" " " " 120 .13899 
w( .6) - order 9 PEC 100 .61817 
" " " " 120 3.78216 
w( .8) - order 11 PEe 100 .00265 
" " " " 
, 120 .02362 
w( .8) - order 10 PEe 100 .01~5 
" " " " 120 .13074 
, 
i· 
w( .8) - order 9 PEC 100 .4~97 
" " " " 120 2.80941 
w( • 2) - order 13 PECE 180 .05462 
" " " " 240 1.72194 
" " " 
I' 300 26.70266 
w ( .3) - order 13 PECE 180 .03113 
" " " " 240 1.0181!j. 
" " " " 300 Unstable 
" " " PEC 100 Unstable 
! 
RW(.3) - order 12 ! PEC 60 .00580 
" " " " 
I 80 .00426 
" " " PECE 180 .04427 
" " " " 240 Unstable 
. 










Method - Order 
RW(.3) - order 11 
. " " " 
" " " 
" " 
II 
" " " 
RW( .3) - order 10 
" " 
II 





RW ( • 3) - order 9 
" " " 
" " " 
" " " 
" " 
II 
RW(.3)'" order 8 
" " " 






" " " 
" " " 




" " " 








~W( .4) - order 10 
" " " 
" " " II II 
" 
, ~ .~. . '::., 
".' '., 
. .... '.. . .. .' ",'. ,~ " .~ 
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~BLE 2-1 (cont'd) 




" 120 .03055 
PECE 180 1.05460 
" 240 22.79531 
" 300 221.71056 




PECE 180 2.93285 
" 240 73.61465 
" 300 861.82434 
PEC 100 .78742 
" 120 4.64361 
PECE 180 92.96631 
II 240 1193.15883 
" 300 8060.42573 
PEe 100 2.10032 
" 120 13.89388 
PEC 100 187.16553 
! 
" 120 734.67982 
PECE 180 8818.52277 
" 240 65087.05119 
" 300 297633.04892 , 
PECE 180 .06844 
II 240 2.08295 
" 300 , 23.66179 
, 
~O2674 PEC 100 ! 
" 120 ~20109 i 
PEC 100. 1~11480 
" 120 6~314a3 
I 
I 
PEe 100 lO1548 
" 120 6.22581 
" 100 .59986 






















,.~ffi;'. ,£,:-e ' " ,.' 
. " 
Method - Order 
WA( .3) - order 13 
" " " 
" " " 
WA( .3) - order 12 
" " " 
" " " 
\o,'B( .3) - order 13 
" " " 
" " " 
." ' 
. :" . " ." 
.' ", '" 
."" 
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TABLE 2-1 (cont'd) 
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3. r,Tinimiza.tion of Truncu.tion Error 
The purpose of this research is to reduce the propagated truncation 
error in" the integration of perturbed sateili te orbits by balancing the 
local truncation error aga.inst stability. The approach taken was to min-
imize the constants in the local truncation error expansion, Ci ' sub-
ject to conditions on the extraneous roots, 




r.. The analysis applies 
1. 
= 0 • 
As a first look at the problem, the coefficients a. of 12 back-
1. 
point, order il, methods were chosen to place' the extraneous roots r i at 
reasonable places, as in methods W( .7) and RW(. 3). Most of the coeffi-
cients bi were used to solve the order equations parametrically in terms 
of bO' b1 and bO and b1 were chosen to minimi~e same function, 1', 
of the first few non-zero C." To decide what l' should be, consider the 
1. 
ideal ,situation where the parametric order equation solutions, linear in 
are algebraically substituted into the expressions for C." 
l. 
The Ci are, then, linear in bO and bl " The local truncation error, 
T, can be expressed as the sum of the Ci' times the higher derivatives 
of the differential equation, times the powers of h. T is, therefore, 
,linear, inbO and b1 • 
ConSidering constant step-size h, at a fixed place in the orbit, 
in a particular coordinate direction, T is ,.I. plane in :R3 Which is not 
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Therefore, there is a line in the bo-bl plane where T::; 0, Le'., 
there is absolutely no truncation error. However, since the errors in 
all three directions are important, we must add their absolute values, 
making T nonlinear in bO and bl • Also, the higher derivatives 
change in magnitude and sign through the orbit, so we must at least take 
the sum of the absolute values of the terms, making T nonlinear. For 
the latter reason we must also assume all the higher derivatives equal 
if we wish to derive a method good for the whole orbit. Three expres-
sions for f were used: 
f = 
The weights, ~Ti' were chosen to be proportional to J?Owers of h. For 
2 
example, W13 ::; 100, W14 = 100, W15 = 1 for h = 100 seconds. 
Since these are complicated nonlinear f'unctions, no explicit ex-
pressions were derived. The next section ~dll describe the optimization 
algorithm. The fO.l101dng table summarizes the results of optimization. 
The integration error are given in another section of this report. The 
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, ,.~', 
The' Ci starting values were those obtained with the original 
order 13 lv( .7) coefficients. It appears that more experimentation 
with l' = i E Wi ICi I will yield better 'results than ohtained so far. 
Since part of the reason for the successful optimization of the 
cyclic methods is due to allowing the r. 
1. 
to vary inside the unit cir-
cle, it was felt that a similar approach might yield more significant re-
sults for traditional methods [see the midyear report for NASA - Cal. 
State Fullerton Grant, Dr. S. Pierce]. An effort was begun in this di-
rection. 
In addition to these computational considerations, there are an-
alytical formulations of the problem which may yield improved methods. 
For example, a detailed study of the higher derivatives (for circles, el-
lipses, ••• ) could lead to improved weights and an expression for the 
propagated truncation error (for circles, ellipses, 
mized. The latter approach would involve the C. , 
1. 
••• ) could be opti-
the r i , and products 
of the coefficients of the algorithm arising from the propagation process 
and would probably take the form of a constrained optimization problem • 
3.1 Algorithm Description 
The basic optimization algorithm is the conjugate gradient method 
(Polak, Computing Methods in Optimization, Academic Press~ N. Y. (1971)] 
with fitting of quadratic polynomials to search for the minimum. The al-
gorithm allows for functions whichmus~ be computed numerica.lly and whose 
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3-4 
derivatives must be computed numerically. The algorithm was specialized to 
optimize traditional methods by modifying the input, output and function 
subroutine. 
The main program reads in the number of backpoints (K = 12), the 
number of nonzero Ci to be minimized (NC = 2,3,4 or 5), the number 
of parameters used for optimization (N = 2), the ",eights (Wi)' and 
the "a" coefficients chosen for normalization and positioning of roots 
W(.1) or RW(.3). Values and derivatives of the object fUnction, f, 
are computed which determine the direction and length of the oPtimizing 
step to be taken in the parameter space. 
The function subroutine uses the present values of Po and b1 
and the given ai to solve the order equations C2 = ••• = C12 = 0 for 
and computed b. are substituted into the expres-
~ 
SiOl:S for C13'C14' ••• 'C12iNC• These are combined with the Wi to com-
pute f • 
We worked with 12 step, order 11 methods using b,O parameters 
to minimize 1'. At each iteration, the program prints the function val-
ue, the Ci' and the present values ofbO, and bl • At the end of the 
run the final values of all the ai' bi and Ci are printed. 
Two methods resulting from this analysis have 'been tested in 
./ 
the integration of the usual circular trajectory with two-hour period 
(one week arc). These methods are optimized versions of W(.V), order 
13. They are the second and third methods appearing in Table 3-1 below. 
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PEe and P,ECE. In all computstj.ons, optimized methods showed a consist-
ent, but limited, error reduction when compared with the basic W(.]) 
method. For example, the position errors (meters) in computations with 
the third method of Table 3-1 were compared with w( .7) 
(algori thm PECE). The; .' ~or reduction at h = 100 secs. was seven per-
cent and at h = 140 secs. fifteen percent. The order 13 stormer 
predictor was used throughout. Little change in stability regions was 
observable. 
Interesting, although basic, research problems suggest'them-
selves as a result of this experiment. It is believed that Significant 
improvement in efficiency can probably be obtained by deriving several 
methods, depending on orbit type, orbit plane orientation and vehicle 
poSition, and by conSidering variable method algorithms. 
It is to be noted that the first three non-vanishing error coef-
ficients of method W( .7)', order 11, are: 
C13 
::- 1.25 X 10-3 




= 1.91 X 10 
These coefficients can be compared with those of the (11th 
ods given in Tabie 3-1. 
," . 
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TABLE 3-1 
















! ' ~ 
f W13 
2 
I: Wi Ci 1 
2 
E. Wi Ci 100
2 
2 
I: Wi 0i 100
3 
I: 2 Wi 0i 10
4 
2 
E Wi Ci 
54 
..[I: Wi Cf 1 
I: wiloil 1 
I: Wi IciL 10
2 
i I: Wi ICi' 1 
2 
I: Wi Ci 1 
2 
I: Wi Ci 10
2 
2 
I: Wi Ci 100
2 
Starting Values 















W16 W17 C13 C14 
0 0 2.6E-5 4.lE-6 . 
0 0 1.5E-6 9.4E-6 
1 0 1·7E- 6 1.1E-5 
10 1 5.6E-5 3.6E-4 
5 1 l.OE-3 3.1E-3 
0 0 2.6E-5 4.1E-:6 
0 0 3.2E-10 
0 0 1.0E-12 1.7E-4. 
0 0 1.4E-ll 1.4E-I0 
0 0 5.5E-4 8.6E-5 
0 0 1.0E-4 8.5E-4 
0 0 1.9E-4 2.4E-3 
9.8E-l1 I 6.2E-10 
C15 C16 C17 
9.8E-4 
9.8E-4 6.5E-3 
1.8E-4 3.9E-3 1.7E-2. 
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4. Traditional Methods in Summed Coordinate Form 
This section describes the general mathemat:i.cal procedure and 
programming for converting the coefficients of the coordinate form of 
the difference equation to the summed coordinate form. 
4 .• 1 Mathematical Procedure 
The coordinate form of the Class II difference equation is de-
fined as 
k 
I = 0 
i=O 
The difference form of a corrector difference equation is de-
fined as 
= 0 • 
Given coefftcientsai , b i , i = 0.,1; ... ,k, of the coordinate 
form of the difference equation, we can find coefficients (Xi' 13i , 
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It turns out that 0'0 = ~ = O. Since the fUnctions y = 1, 
Y = x, both satisf'y the coordinates form of the difference equation, it 
follows that they also satisfy the difference form. For y = 1, 
~(y) - 0, i > 0 .. and y - 0 
Therefore, we have 
A similar Simple argument shows that 0'1 = 0 also. 
We have: 






I I , 
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4-3 
Reconverting Equation (4-1) partially, to the coordinate form, we get: 
k-2 
I k-2 I (4-2) 
1=0 1=0 
= 0 
Equation (4-2) 1s called the summed form. 
The Predictor 
The summed form of the predictor equation is: 
k-2 
I = 0 • 
i=O 
The coefficients ai' f3i , 1 = O,l, ••• ,k - 2, are obtained from convert-
ing coefficients a., b. I 
~ ::t. 
following steps: 
i .= 0,1, ••• ,k, 
b! 
~ 
of the coordinate form by the 
i = O,l, ••• ,k 
2) ai' f3i , i = O, ••• ,k are computed as: 
c = A yT 
D. = B yT 
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where 
and Y is a matrix, the Pascal Triangle of the proper dimen-
sion. (The program now permits conversion of a method with 
k $ 16.) The entries of the Pascal Triangle are obtained 
from the equation a. j = B.. 1 j - B.. 1 . l' i being the 1, 1- , 1- ,J-
row index and j the column index. The entries of the first 
row and column of the matrix are: 
a1,l = 1 for all i 
a1,j = 0 for j ~ 2 
, 
a l = a. 2' ~' = ~1+2' 1 1+ 1 1 =O,1, ••• ,k 
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The summed form of the corrector equation is: 
k-2 k:'2 
I ai Y • + h2 I t3 •• + h2(t30 -v- 2 + t3l -V-1)Yn ° i Yn- i = • n-~ i=O i=O 
The coefficients ai' t3i , i = O,1, ••• ,k-2, are obtained by convert-
ing coefficients ai' bi , i = O,l, ••• ,k, of the coordinate form by 
the following steps: 
1) ai' t3i , i =·O,l, ••• ,k are computed 
where 
and Y 
2) a' = i 
3) (li' t3i 
D 
C = (aO,a:l ,· •• ,~), D = (t30 ,t3l ,···, t3k ), 
A = (aO,a1 ,··· '~)J B = (bO"bl,···,bk ), 
is the Pascal Triangle matrix. 
ai +2 , 13' = i 
are computed 
t3i +2, i =O,l, ••• ,k 
E = C' yT 
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The Backward Difference Operator 
The backward difference operators vJ, j ~ 0, of Equation (4-1) 
are defined in the usual manner. 
thus, 
The Sl,llllS -1 
" 
-2 
and" are defined by 
-1 
" y . n 
"-1,, = I 
~-2 -.2 
v V- = I • 
and ,,-2 yare uniquely defined, up to an addi ti ve con-n 
stant and linear function, respectively. 
-1 -2 
The ini1;~al. _" . Yn- and " Yn of ~q1,lat~on (4-2) are ,computed 
by the following method: 
Given the following data: 
The initial sums -1 
" y n 
... 
.... .. 
Yn Yn-l Yn- 2 ... 
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C1i Y (n-l)-i + h
2 I 
i=O 




C1. Y . 
1. n-1. 
From (4-3) we have: 
= 
. 




= - A , 
:: ... B 
App1yi,ng the recursion formulas (which are derived. from the definitions 
o:r.f and ?-i ): ' 
-1 .. 
? y.,' = 









,,>, , ' 
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to (4-4) we have 
-2 .. -1 .. ~O ~ Yn-l + ~l ~ Yn- l 
Subtracting these t"ro equations 
= B-A 
-1 .. Finally, solving for ~ y 1 
n-
-1 .. ~ Yn- l = 
= 
-2 .• 
and \l Y l' n- we have 






= - A , 
'l'he ~1 •. -2 .. -1 .. sums ~ Y and "V Y . are computed from the initial "VY
n
_
l - n n 
-'2 •• 
"V Y using the recursion formulas. The recursion formulas n-l 'and 
are used, also, to t,jlatethe operators -1 •. -2 .. ~ y. and "V y. 
n. n for every 
•• 
computed. 
4.2 Program GENRTE 
Program GENRTE converts coeffiCients a., b i , ,J. i =O,l, ••• ,k of 
.';',,'/:2/ <~"":,,' >-~ "'~:;;' ", '-,- ~:, ~~:~'l ~';,'t: }<",:. ." 1~: 
............ '.' .•.•• c, •• \ ... _.• ;~.~.~_'; •.. __ '_'_\_. __________________ ~~ __ ~~ 
-t 1 
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the corrdinate form of the difference equation into coefficients ai' t3
i
, 
i = O, ••• ,k of the summed form of the difference equation. The program 
consists of the main. program and a subroutine CONVRT. 
Input coefficients are determined as predictors or correctors 
and are converted by calling subroutine CONVRT, which performs the oper-
ation 
and Y being the Pascal Triangle matrix. 
Program GENRTE is coded in FORTRAN double precisi?n and coded to 
operate on the CDC 6000 series machines, i.e.: 
Item Format 
1. K I5 K is the step number 
2. J = 1 or J = 2, I5 J = 1 if method is a preo.ictor, 
J = 2 if method is a corrector. 
3. a. , 
1. 
i = O, ••• ,k 3D25.0 
4. bi , i =0, ••• ,k 3D25.0 
The printed output for each case consists of K, the step-number; 
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summed coe:fficients, under the heading "A-B COEFFICIENTS;" the ai' f3i , 
i = O,l, ••• ,k (dif:ference :form) coe:f:ficients under the heading "ALPHA-
BErA COEFFICIENTS:" and the ai' f3i ,i = O, ••• ,k (sununed ordinate :form) 
coe:fficients under the heading "ALPHA-BEl'A-BAR COEFFICIENTS." The punch-
ed output consists o:f ai' f3i ,' i = 0, ••• ,k - 2, with :format o:f (3D25.16) 
and f30, f3l with the :format of (2D25 .16). , 
Program GENRTE is also written in as part o:f a program, the 
St)MMED TWO-BODY INTEGRATOR, whi'ch has not been documented. In this pro-
gram, the coefficients of the coordinate form of the difference equation 
are converted to the summed coordinate form and used directly in the pro-
gram. The SUMMED TWO-BODY INTEGRATOR is designed to be run on the IBM 360. 
Coe~ficients in the summed coordinate form have been generated for 
several methods. The coefficient generator GENRTE accepts card output 
from program A-B. The program was validated by comparing coefficients 
generated by GENRTE with those given in the GSFC document [1] for var-
ious Adams C.lass II methods. GENRTE output is given below. 
The methods were tes,tedagainst the unsUmmed methods on the 2-hr. 
oi.rcular. orbit ,-lith algorithm PEC, step-sizes h= 60 sees., and 100 
sees.; and with algorithm PECE, h = 180 sees. and 300 sees. The arc 
lengths varied from 1 rev. to 84 revs. In all cases, the position 
error in the summed method, e(s), was smaller than in the unsummed 
method e(u), and 
.48 < ~.s ..eruJ < .84 
The summed Stormer predictor ';las used with summed methods. 
1 
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rmTHOD: ADAMS 
J == 2 
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I METHOD '\f( .7) 
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. O~DER ,J C 10 
A-8 COEFFICIENTS ARE 
,'. 
METHOD: .ADM·1S 
J ,= 1 
~1. 00000(10000000 OOOD+OO 2.0000000-0000000000+00 ,,",t ~,OM,nOOOOooooooono+oo-o ,-
-0. -0, -0. -0, . 
-0. -0, -0, 
1.58'0197861552028D+OO -3.tO~06922~ge589010tO~ 
1.6/1519(15313051' 46D+O 1 ··--1. 355882385311155~ODtO 1 
6.3375964S06l72A400-01 -6.31uOa3209a765Q32n-02 















9.99QQQQq9999999b70-0! 6.8800000000358630D-16 8.333J3333333332480-02 
7. 91 bb6bb"bb6b7S6f3D~02---.7. 1.19c,1Q9Q999Q9Q9732D-02 7.13458994708995120-02 
6,51.1957561728395120-02 6.314043209876S"320-02 O. 
ft,3333333333332388D-02 
6.6204365079-365052D-02 
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ORDER • io 




J = 2 
-1.00000000000000000+0~ 2.0000000000000000D+00 -':OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO -0, 
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~ .. "'I 
ORDER ~ .. II to 
A-9 COEFFICIENTS ARE 
-1.0000000000000000D+OO 
8.8Q05 4 1112192896530-01 
























. lVIETHOD: W ( .7 ) 







1.49911~825RaqqOl?O+01 -S.ubR596aa79h725080+01 9.06423672246299670+01 -9.05045814059254310+01 
5.9766S10b5ql7750~D+Ol~2.6829333590716370D+OI 8.053208709t~82715D+OO ·1.51~98228154379nqo+oo 
1.~q9345728Ub71U7SD-OI -6.t37622796~67R421D-03 
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O'rd:er = 11 
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5. Cyclic Methods 
The investigation of the five and six backpoint qyclic 
methods derived under contract NAS-5ll87 was-divided into five 
tasks. Each task includes analysis, computer programming and 
the running of computer programs. The first two tasks were 
funded by this contract, the last three by l~~SA grant NGR 
05-071-005 at California St~te Universi.ty, Fullerton under 
Dr. Sam Pierce. 
1. Local correction error (algorithm) • 
2. ' Local truncation error (order). 
3. Eigenvalues (stability) • 
4. Comparisons (computations). 
5. Analysis and conclusions. 
1. Loca~ correction error (algorithm). Iterating to 
convergence on elliptical orbits implied that the predictors 
used caused instability in some cases. Correcting twice re-
moved this instabili t;}r • However, correcting. more than twice 
did not significantly improve the computed solution which 
remains poor. 
2 i, Local truncation error (order). The order equations vlere 
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in the local truncation error expansion, 'Ci , are comparable to 
Om-1ell ' s • For example, for the k=5, order 7, cyclic methods [ 6 J . 






-.0003 -.0007 -.0009 
-.0007 -.002 -.002 
3. Eigenvalues (stability). The remaining tasks considered 
the equation y" = y. Since the behavior of the cyclic methodS 
on this equation is similar to that on orbit equations it viaS 
felt that improvements on this equation would be reflected on 
orbit equations. This work should be extended to y" = -y. 
From equation 2.4(2) in [ 2 J. Let 
This "stability matrix" describes the error propagation proper-
ties of the cyclic method ap]?lied to the above equation. The 
eigenvalues ,.,ere computed using computer program RESSEN (supplied 
. ) -6 -4 -2 by Dr.Velez for h = 0, 10 , 10 , and 10 • All methods 
!Showed excessive error in computations at h = 10-1~ The h = 0 
eigenvalues were not computed as accuJ;'ately as the others 
since the Oo1'lell and cyclic matrices were ill-conditioned, 
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the Jordan canonical form was not diagonal. 
(r, i) r is the real part, i the complex. 
Cowell K=5. Order 6 
h\root .~ 1 2 3 Tt , 
0 1 1 _5XlO-23 
10-6 1.000005 0.999995 lXl0-28 
~0-4 1.0005 0.9995 lXlO-18 
10-2 1.05 0.95 2X10-ll 
Qyclic, K=5 Order 2 
h\root # 1 2' 3 
0 1 1 -1:X:lO-4 
10-6 1.000005 0.999995 2xlO-6 
10-4 
, 
lxlO-4 1.0005 0.9995 
10-2 
.. 








(-2, _4)10-18 (-2, +4)10 -18 
(-l, -2) 10-11 (-1, +2)10-1l 
_. 
- 4 5 
(.7,1)10-4 (.7,-1)10-4 
(-1,2)10 -6 ) -6 (-1:,-2 10 
-lxlO-5 -9xlO-5 
-lxlO-5 -5xlO-J 
Theprlnciple eigenvalues of ,the cyclic method behave the 
same as the Cowell. The Cowell extraneous values remain well 
within the unit circle when error becomes excessive in compu-
.. -1 tations at h = 10 • One might say Cowell is irover-stabl~". 
. ! 
I 
The cyclic extraneous values exit the unit circle at the same 
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the cyclic method is not "over-stable" it may improve if the 
extraneous root behavior with h is improved. 
4. Comparisons (computations). In solving y"=y without 
using a predictor the Cowell and cyclic method blew up at h=lO-l. 
The relative behavior of theCowell and cyclic K=5 methods at 
-6 -4 
-2 h=lO . ,10 ,and 10 was the same and is quali tati vely 




10-:10 H H 
CI> 
10-15 
) 2 10 20' 30 40 
cycle number 
The Cowell curve illustrates a stable method. The cyclic curve 
implies a stable method in the third cycle and beyond,' in fact 
slightly more stable than Cowell since the scope is slightly 
smaller. 
5. Analysis and conclusions. Tasks 1 thru 4 imply there 
Is'onlyone thing wrong with the cyclic methods: the error 
jump in the f1rst cycl.es. This is not a stabili ty problem since 
the latter would be a long range effect. What is the cause of 
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5-5 
are degenerate at h=O but not at h~O (since eigenvalues are 
unequal) this cannot be the cause as was originally e~pected. 
Since the first cycle error equals A times the initial error, 
it must be that norm (A) is too large. In fact the elements 
of the cyclic A are'as large as 7000 while Cowell's are less than 
6. There are two ways to look at it: 
1. The coefficients of the cyclic method are too large. 
2. Since A = PJP-l , P = the normalized eigenvectors, and J = 
the eigenvalues then p-l is too large, P is ill-conditioned, 
and the eigenvectors are nearly dependent. 
Methods of correcting this problem must be discovered 
and analyzed and computer programs written and implemented. 
Once corrected, the many degrees of freedom available with 
cyclic methods can be used to improve them above Cowell's. For 
example, minimizing the first f~w non-zero Ci , improving the root 
behavior at h~O, extending these improvements to other equations 
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Off-Grid Algori thIns with Higher Step Number 
~arious off-grid difference equations of the form (Class II) 
k 
I k I = 0 
i=O i::O 
(6-1) 
have been examined for h = 0 stability by use of Program A-B on the 
qSFC 360/95 computer. In all computations e and be were varied as 
.follows: 
e : - .8 (.2) .8 
Methods are then specified by giving step-numb~r k and the coefficients 
ai' bi set equal to zero, in the solution of order equations [ lO ] for 
the remaining coefficients. 
Cases studied are listed below. Indices listed in the table be-
low are those of the coefficient 
this purpose, we define 
Ci = ai' 
ck+i +l = b. , l. 
c i arbitrarily set equal to zero. 
i = 1,2, ••• ,k; 
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The order of the method is 2k + 1, minus the number of c
i 
set equal 
to zero. The indices specifying methods are: 
k = '7 
k= 8 































































Of the cases examined, stability was encountered only for k;;:: 9 
and the sets of indices (3,4,5,6,7,8,9), (4,5,6,1,8,9,12J and 
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course, stable for all be' since the stability polynomial is 
x
7
. The remaining groups are stable for some pairs e, be. Label the 
groups, Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3, respectively. 
Group 1. 
The extraneous roots are all zero. The magnitudes of the pri-
mary error coefficients Cl2 are in the approximate ~ang~ 
Group 2. 
Stable configurations were found for the pairs, e, be' as 
follows: 
e = 0 be 
, 
= - .5 
e = 0 be = .5 
e = .2 bi = .5 e 
I 
e = .6 b i = .5 e 
I 
e = .8 I be - - .5 
e = .8 be = .5 • 
The magnitudes of the coefficients for these methods were 



















.0007 ~ • 
The largest extraneous root in these cases satisfied 
Group 3. 
Stable configurations were found for the pairs e, be' as 
follows: 
e = .8 
The primary error coefficient is C12 =.0003 and the extraneous root 
with largest magnitude is re = - .93. 
Program GENCOB was used in a search for stable 7-step methods. 
As described in [ 2], coefficients in the off-grid Class II difference 
equation (6-1) are determined by the second-derivative of quasi-Hermite 
interpolating polynomial P, evaluated at t = k - e. This polynomial is 
explicitly computed by requiring certain conditions, C(i), on P and 
P, at points of our interpolating set. A definition of the conditions, 
with their indexing, will describe what methods have been examined for 
stability. 
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the step-number of the method. A sufficiently differentiable fUnction, 
yet), is here being interpolated on the set. The conditions C(i) 
are defined as: 
C(i) : = y(tn- i ) , i = 1,2, ••• ,k ; 
C(i) : 
Methods are then determined by speci~Jing k and the conditions omitted 
from the 2k +l possible ones. The polynomial degree of the method is 
2k +1, diminished by the number of conditions omittl':!d. Indexing of 
conditions corresponds to the indexing of coefficiertt3 explained above. 
Program GENCOB is capable of deriving methods in which be is 
essentially determined by order equations.- Such methods cannot be ob-
tained by Program A-b. For this reason, the following methods were de-
rived by GENCOB. Stability was examined for values of e: .2 (.05) .5 
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C (10), C (11 ) 
C (10), C (12 ) 
C(10), C(13) 
C(ll), C(12) 
C ( 11), C ( 13 ) 
C (12), C (13) 
c(8), C(9), C(10) 
'C(8), c(g), Cell) 
c(8), C(9), C(12) 
c(8), C(9), C(13) 
C(7), C(9), C(14) 
c(8), C(lO), C(ll) 
c(8), C(lO), C(12) 
c(8), C(lO), C(13) 
c(8), C(ll), C(12) 
. c(8), C(11), C(13) 
C(7), c(8), C(9) 
C(7), c(8), C(10) 
C(7), c(8), Cell) 
C(7), C(9), C(lO) 
C(7), C(9), Cell) 
.. 
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Of these methods, stability at h = 0 were found in the follow'-
ing instances. The approximate range of e is also given • 
Approximate Stable Magnitude of Primary Error Method Range of e Coefficient a = .3 
C(9), C(10) 
.25 < e < .35 1.7 x 10-3 
C (10), C(ll) 
.20 < e < .35 7.5 x 10 -4 
The following methods may be found to be stable if examined with 
a finer a-grid. 
C(9), C(ll) 
c(9), C (12) 
C(9), C(13) 
Plots of the magnj.tude of the largest extraneous root in the dif-
ference equation (6-1), as a function of e, 1'lere made at GSFC for var-
ious configurations of conditions imposed on, the corresponding interpo-
l@ting polynomial. These plots display many stable Class I and Class II 
methods. Programs GENCOA and GENCOB were used for this purpose. These 
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7. Methods Using Third Derivative Values and Repeated Off-
Grid Accelerations 
7.1 Notivation 
The usefulness of methods derived by previous coefficient gen-
erators GENCOA, GENCOB and Program A-B, have motivated the extension 
of the latter pro~~am to include the capability of generating methods 
which use more than one off-grid derivative value y and also, 
n-9-i 
methods which use tihird deri vati ve values at grid points. 
The original off-grid methods use a single off-grid derivative 
value y" = f("r4- ':r4- t) where the starred quantities are predict-
n-9 Jri-O'Jri-9" 
ed values. Since'this derivative value is never reused, it need not be 
corrected. Presently investigated methods use the derivative value in 
subsequen:t c~mputations (as n increases) and the off-grid point is cor-
rected once. The new coefficient generator is designed to produce off-
grid correctors and. all necessary predictors. Use of more ofT-grid 
points permits methods of mu?h higher order for the same step-number in 
comparison with the original off-grind method. 
Methods using third derivative values are suggested by the 
availability of this derivative in some modes of operation of the sys-
tem, e.g., if the equations of motion are y = F(y,y,t), the partial 
derivatives 'OF/?!:! 'and df/dY a~e available when variational equa-
tions are being solved, permitting immediate computation of the third 
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examined. Use of the third derivative extends the scope of this task. 
The coefficient generator ABX 
The coefficient generator ABX is designed to compute the 
coefficients in a method of the general form 
i=O 
A grid for e can be specified, if deSired, or a grid for the pair, ej 
dO' can be specified.. This capability was found useful in Program A-B 
in searching for stable ,methods. The grids can consist of a single 
point, or a single pair. 
The order equation~ are produced and solved in a manner similar 
to that of the parent progI"aJIl, Program A..;,b. Stability at h = 0 is 
I 
examined and the first three .:error co.efficients are computed. The mag-
nitude of the largest non-principle root is printed. 
In addition to the above capabilities, ,stable methods found 
are automatically evaluated by integration of a circlJlar trajectory 
for a speci!'ied interval and the error printed. In ,connection w'i th the 
integration, it is necessary to use appropriate auxiliary difference 
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used an on-grid predictor, an off-grid predictor and an off-grid correct-
or. For third derivative methods, the off-grid corrector is not used. 
As a standard of comparison, the old off-grid method, e = .21, is pro-
cessed along with the new methods. Because the integration procedure is 
different for third derivative methods, there exist separate programs: 
ProgramABXMO generates and tests methods which need no third derivative 
information and use more than one off-grid point, while Program ABXJRK 
handles methods using only a single off-grid and mayor may not require 
third derivatives. A few mixed cases have been generated which involve 
more than one off-grid acceleration as well as third derivative values. 
These have been run in Porgram ABXJRK. Methods tested by Program ABXMO 
should be compared with each other. The same is true of methods tested 
wi th ABXJRK. Methods from one group should not be compared to those of 
the other. Methods from ABXMO are integrated with a correction of the 
off-grid acceleration. ABXJRK does no correction of the off-grid accel-
eration. A description of computer programs is found in 7.4. 
Methods Generated and Tested 
. 
Methods processed are given below. In case the method is stable 
aa integration is performed as described above. The additional preci-
sion of the CDC 6400 was needed in the computation of difference equa-
·tion coefficients. In view of this fact, all computations, including 
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7-4 
Generated methods are de£ined below. In all cases, eO = 0, 
~O = - 1. In case the method contains more than one o££-grid point, 
an o££-grid corrector is generated at the time o£ integration. This 
auxiliary corrector has the same speci£ications, except that eO = - 1, 
aO = O. These methods are produced by program ABXMO. In o££-grid 
cases, e was varied on the grid, i.e., e: -.6 (.4) .6. For the 
meaning o£ coe££icients and d. re£er to the general 
J. 
di££erence equation above. Methods are de£ined by s,peci£ying coe££i-
cients constrained to be zero. For each group o£ methods, the'right-
hand column indicates which deck was used to generate and test the 
methods. 















Coe££icients Constrained to 
Equal Zero 
j =0,1,2,3 
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Coefficients constrained to 
Equal Zero 










a3 ,. a4 
c· j = 0, j = 0,1, ••• ,6 
d1,d2,dy d4• 
d2, dy d4, d5, d6 
&3,a4,a5,a6 d4,d5,d6 
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11 ~3' a4,a5, bl' b2 
11 a3,a4,a5,c2,cj 
11 a3, a4,a5, b2, b3 
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k = 3 
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d. = 0, 
J . 
-J 
j = 1,2, ••• ,6 
a3' a4,a5,a6 
c3'C4,c5,c6 



























Methods are easily identified and evaluated. The ot'f-grid 
second derivatives are positioned by 9, e.g., 9 =.2 means terms 
..~ . .. 
such as' h2 d y" which appear in the difference equation for i n-i-.2 
non-zero die Printed coefficients are indexed from current time, for 
example, in the order aO = -1, al ,a2, ••• , etc. Coefficients either 
appearing as zeros (or missing) have been arbitrarily set to zero.- In-
dexed error coefficients are given. Stability (at h = 0) is noted, 
as well as the magnitude of the largest extraneous root. Finally, the 
result of an integration of a circular trajectory is given. These com-
'prise the final two lines of the output. The first of these lines shows, 
respectively, time, true Xl component of position, true x2 component 
of position, computed Xl component,of position, computed x2 component 
of position. The last line indicates relative error in position, error 
in the first component, error in the second component, Xl' x2' respect-
ively. Basic units are, of course, meters and seconds. In every case, 
the step-size for the integration is indicated on the output. 
It is important to note that in the integration, an evaluation 
isdoen after every prediction or correction • ,Also, in methods using 
a third derivative, that derivative is computed aSSuming that r = O. 
Furthermore, the analytical formula for y is used. 
A1though,methods can be identified as described above, input 
parameters are included in the output. These are described in the pro-























The methods defined above were initially tested by integration of 
one revolution of a two-hour circular trajectory. The results of this 
initial evaluation comprised the first interim deliverable. Although 
the computer programs, with slight modifications, are capable of pro-
ducing any type of predicting method, exact (analytical) predictors 
were used in the preliminary evaluation. 
On the basis of the preliminary screening, many methods were 
reevaluated by an 84 revolution computation of the same trajectory, 
using a fixe"i 11th order quasi -Hermite interpolating polynomial for 
prediction. This polynomial is the basis of the predictors in the ori-
gina1, e::. 21, off-grid method. 
The computer O"lltput is given below for methods found to be 
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C COEFS ARE •• 
3.38ege65921115321o-03 
Z.27669397935g~2050-02 















7._ 9 9_6~65J • ..9.9_0.1.2 88 &a 0 + 06 
3.~683579D143638710-03 
o. o. 
1.39798280423280 .. 20-02 ~~09570406~"5~06"50-02 
o. O. 
X2-E2 Ul-UOOI 
2.20324323663026440+05 7. 996965~9534ft52690+06 
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----1-~. ~ ~ ~ ~'.f ".~ • ;,;;.~.: .. ;;~,~ i ~ .... ~ ~,. ;,. "': ~ ~~. 
~ " '
'. ~ - ~ .. 
:' t > .... ...... . .. ". 
. .... J ... , I. 
',/.j'.: :~"~ ' .. T 
'"II, _.(IIN •• 11"51 !II IiII.gl!lft~"~t~,~,;;, Iii ·~~;;~",,:;.J;;~~~~-::,:,-.,~~~~::'~;~.~,~:~;;; •. ~·d~_~11, .. ~ ~~_~~~., ';":>1::"" .: t _~,.,,~ 
H=300 SECS. 
I( = 6 
X X X xx X X Xl( X X X XX Xl( XX XX X XX Xl(XX XXX XX XXX xxxx X XX)( XXl(XXX XX XXX X XX't)CXlooexx Xl(XXXXXXXX )(,XXXXXXX xxxxxxx XX xxxxxxxx 
TH~TA ~ Z.!CDODCOOODQJOOOOn~D1 TRU~b COEFS = -2.913420~'2q~2!j~~O-05 
, i RIJ'~C- P,OIcrs = 13 
A CI)5F'S l!!~E •• 
-9.310544814f.84q~100-0? .1.5371615571104099~-C5, 
14 I? nET 2 
'-1. G ::fa <'0 0 :leeD D G CD Q DT hJ I] 1. 7!;67536357760 7~O!l+O() ~ '1.5197{!5~lJjj5475'033f'_Ol -3.S73465;!75-9·eC05700-01 8' COEFS ARE •• 
-3.2ce15G40G3751~1sn-02 
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T-r X1-Fl X2-E2 2.4~O~~OJCCOCCCJCO~+G3 -4.1597676 7 56S6J15@O+06 6.e33471~ID4~046a30+()6 q.7~065Q~~~23;26fi10-14 -~.qC3a~~7D50235CQ7Q-07 3.S9636741ry~G84t1qQ_07 
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',~, 
ABXJRK H=350 SEes. 
K -= 5 
A-ZERO IS-1. (nZ~l;: u 
IND'ICES FOR DROPPED A COE=-S.. 3 It 5 
INDICES FOR DROPPED B COEFS.. 2 3 
INDICES FOR.DROPP~D 0 COEFS.. 1 Z 3 ~ 5 
,i'.....-.. 
--r 
THETA START = -6.00000000000000000-01, THETA STEP = 
~."-. .,, '·· .. ~,.·"0"40'tr,.· .. ~.··, 
:~ 
..... , 
,.i .--.f_-:. :-:;;' . .I,: . 
.,' 
. "', '~'. 
.,.".: <.. - ...... ,,~.-.. ~1;o!,~,;4~:ri.,.<!_IU~~~.L.:~~~.::!!·,.::.:...~~.~ .-; ~ 
4.00000000000000000-01, THETA SToP ;: 
.~- -
.;~::~,~.' ' .. ~ .. : i ~\-



























I( ~ S 
xxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXK(XXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THETA ~ 6.00000000000000000-01 
T~UNC COEFS : s.oa~81;j071~3979aO-07 
TRUNC INDICES = ' 13 
A COfFS ARE •• 
1.o013329S091~07560-0& 
" 
2.181&.1052642398390-06, . DEl = 
15 
-1.00000000000000000+002.000oboooooooooooo+oo 
, , D. ' O. 
B COEFS A~E •• 
-2.S3DLt~!9730639730-03 
4. 1811;,,3 31i:.a~5&30~ 70- 02. 







STABILITY - O. 
T-,E . 
S.B85000nODooooodoo+os 




















z. 31J48 27314172ZIt98 0+06 7 • .6619.18 71638195 0 10+06 
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I< :: • ,4' 
XXXX~XXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
H=250 sees. 
THETA:: 5.aO~U~0~OOOOJOOOO~-Ol TRU~C rOEFS ~ -b.217531i8070692410-06 -1.18S70220639QSS70D-07 TRUNC INDlcrs::' 12 13 /l COEFS ARE., 
-1.1910&242152511S00-Q7, OET. 
14 
o. 1.~ooonaOOOOlOOOOID.nO -5.0000aOOOOGoOOOOOO-nl o. O. 
B C1~FS APr •• 
-5.4467G~14L620e1130-04 2.25730406746031750-01 3.S5799437aJ0681aJO-02 1.0423&937830&61830-02 6.0357142.d571428S70~04 
o COlFS ARE •• 
2.09373q6fi6aO~2ql0~-~2 1.0562624007936~08n-Ol -1.9742683531146Q320-02 -3.73553240740740740-03 -7.636612G543209877P-OS 
E-ZERO IS -1.~0000600uaoaoooo~+oO XXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THETA ~ S.DDOooo~~oaoaODcop-al "R'.I~lC COEFS= 3.~O~78il961U3d95$J90-07 1."314130690Z!'25,)40-0i' 7.6177Z113324M1370-07, nET & TRU'JC ItIOICES = ~z U 1,. A. COE'FS A RE. II-
-1.00caiDOOcoOtoooon+oo 2.000GO~OOaOOOQDOao.oo ~l.OOOO~QOOQODOOuoon+oo O. o. 
a cnEFS APE, •• 
1.469~7071957~71900-02 
-4.369~~~~3tl~520Z8P-a3 
Cl COI;FS ~R,£ •• 
2. 812 i,? Be.? 9611 9929 so- C 1 
I •• 32119S7u!.':'321.9S77C-OIt 
ST A '11. f. 
ST~8ILITY = o. 














ORall COMPLETtD • 
. I-.....,w.,,r 
J!eS213366~~6701940-Ql ·9.78741195~1446Z0~D-02 -5.398569Q&~25513tqO~~Z 




















Xl-£l X2-F.2 -1.~4135215dO~8071,nt06 7.~fQl10414A2U96Jlnt06 



























112- U002 7.9120~77L59'4&99J6+06 
-6.2~G4291~QoOo~5970+ao 
112-U0112 
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• ",--'f~ "."' ,~. ~' •• _. __ ~_. ~~=~'":r.!ifiM:-".il.~-;;;':~~,.~~: .. 
o 
ABX1-rO H=250 SEes. 
1<:: .. 
A-ZERO IS -1. _HAZE?: 1) 
INDICES FOR DROPpeo C COF.F'S.. r.l 1 Z J It 
INOIC~rS FOR DROPPED 0 COEF'S.. 2 
THETA = -6~OOOO~OOOOO~O~OQOO-01 
", ~ 
~L":::::::::~.'_~.~~,,;,,~i"~:::::' """, ,,~, ''-..:!i,';' ... J:-' .'.' 
," ' .. '.1 ~1 . ;; ",-,..., 
"'-.. "~ 
, T. ~ :': .. :~--" ,;:~~',.-
,t"'" ~,'~' 
. " 
. ...... , .. ,. 




















---r- - -~--~--- - --,--,:---
",,~ 
- ~\.~ -, ----- -
.. "\':;' -.~~ . . J.. . to· / • ,~'/,'I '~,,;'-~ '"" .. -.~ .. ~ .... -:.. " ... 
"., ,----~-•.. '-"""-,"'" -- .. -,--.-, .;'~' . -'; .,;':"--','.' i/'- , ..• .,..,. .' .. ,', ,,:,,~: ':""', ... ',:, ':;'_ kkuiXiiCJXt: r_I •• ili;'.~liil·I.I;-IA;':; !II~III-;III"Slibl;~"'lllf\ll!J .,,!W~,I~,"Il!f1!t; .iJ .. :UIiI!Ii!!!l.,!T!,1. ... lt' ~:, ::l',~:,~:",,~ ,,-, 0.,,, :.","'~' :;.~ .. ,~, 
H=250 SEes. 
k = 4 
XXIXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
THETA = -6.0000000GoooaOOGOn-01 
JRUNC COFFS: ~.13Z29336549144Z90-01 
,JRUNC HmI CE.S '" 13 
A COEFS A~E •• 
1.1701523539Z047340_06 
14 1.3e!OBS3~3S93647eO-06, OET = 15 1.373Z7780344114710+24 
D,. 
1,. 314039:35.483l;iJ33ZI'l+OO 3.Z26636&566150134n_01 4.Z68712023511030sr+oo -4.905415J.4UC6S&510+0D 
'a COEFS ARE •• 
4.13446679660592640-01 1.~016t19934346025~tOO Z.144567Q9231J1401n+oo -3.1B32446~435052530-0Z 
-2.S009S3691454eI44r-oz 
o COE FS AIPF ',~ 
t.97Gil6Cjel../t187i66S0-02 loQ319767711'6S79330-01 O. -6.026S2127215724450_01 -~.7D001951J4aS4319D_Ol ' 




THETA = -&.OQ()[)OOO(iOOOOiJOOOD-Ol , .. . 
TRUtlC COI"F') :; ~.268!!51H380785S')D_O·!! !:.0380&dSB&5546321D-Ol' 5.772721t5566531991D_OB, OET = 1. 373217811 344111t710+21t TR /iC INOIC!"S :: 13 14 1S 
A COiFS IIQE •• 
~1.00000000000COOOOD+OO Z.~!78dB801q572~4£O+OO -Z.021EI79014695ItlZ0+00 4.299693q70&73184&~-01 5.39S97C2 4 44<H80870_02 . 
(I' COfFS II;;'!: •• 
4.95CD1365~~t93504D_03 5.481567610Z445zeon_Ol -7.9853717S48196~21D_02 -2.39487807~513244qO-n2 
-1.07911209439969730_03 
o COtF'5 ARE •• 
1.212746?25J63329JD_~4 2.1601834 1183092140_Ql -2.136593561849141an~02 
SU~LE 
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... , •• ':1. ~ '.~.: 
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~~ZE~O rs -1. (IAZEZ= l' 
INDtCESCOP DROPPED ~ COE~S.. 3 ~ 5 6 
INGress ~OR UROPP~D CCO£FS.. C 1 Z 3 ~ 5 6 
INDICES FOR DROPPED 0 COEFS.. 4 5 6 
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K = 6 
.XX~XXX.XXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~XXxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THETA = i 2.0000000COOOJJ~OOO-Ol 
TRUNC CQF~S = -3.17242557258616390-07 -1.149G0974&37~419&O-D6 ·-2.1241a061J22791DSO-0&, OET = 
TRUNC INDICES : 13 14 15 
A COEFS M!C: •• 
'0. 1.~OOOOOOOODOOOOOOD+OO -8.000000000GQOOODon-01 o~ 
o. . . o. o. 
B CCEFSA,PE •. i 
-1.72056~49507411780-02 7.2G50890351ge7~D7~-OI· 7.1332i029S3a23q~4n-JI 1.9G9871~OI44l00140-01 
5.312b99J41535&513D-03 -Z.698828689~0026~3n-D4 1.12875360781787260-05 
o COE F'S ARE •• 
0.9611:9831573447730-02 -2. 6'17H95~744616S9D-O 1 -5.84668827668 344'+1t1-0i -1. 27<l0 0763104530 I~O- 01 
o. 0.0. 
E-Z~RO IS -1.000LOQDOOO~OODOOO+OO 
)X~XXXXX~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,xxxxxxxxxx 
THETA: 2.000noooooaOOOOOOD-Ol 
TRUHC tOEFS = -4.b7764ES39264678JO-07 -1.7~9~~137790~309~D-Dfi -3.2115~22~019~57210-06. OET: 
TRUNe INDICES = 13 14 15 
~ COEFS AP.r... . 
-1.00GUOOUGO~UOOGDGD.O~ 2.000COOOOODDOOOGon+oo -1.0000000000QOO~OO~+Ou o. 
O. 
B COEFS APE •• 
-2.49~96~8~lf~33~5~O-OZ 
3,0622;.na4139~2332n-03 










_ ,T-E Xi-Ei 
5.98250000000000000+05 7.9794676124547Z61ntO& 
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.ti 
K = 6 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THETA = 6.0UOOOOOQOOOOa~OOD-01 
TRU~C COEFS = 8.6107174738437d640-09 
TRUNC INDICES = 13 
A COEFS ARE •• 
Z.874~5157364521360-D8 
14 4.eb05Z599Z016566Z0-08, OET = 15 
o. 
o. 
D CDt::FS ARE •• 
-2.o43an7678206~5710_05 
-7.973949~~75724566D-04 
o CDEFS A~~ •• 
1.02413552275244 69D-02 
1.40uOODOOUOOOOOOOO+OO , o. 
1.6243045d971337300-01 









E-ZERO IS -1.00riijOLOOG~OOQOOur+oo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
THETA = 6.0000000CCOOOJOOO~-01 
TRU~C rO~FS = 7.025550131~la72~3D-D7 
TRU\C INDIC~S = 13 
t CPEFS anE •• 
2.475118292390713;0-06 
1~ 4.4504662306435J960-06, OET = 15 
-l.DCG~OOOOQOOOOGOor.~o 2.0'OOODGOOO~Ooooon+oo -1.00000o~~UO~nOODOn+GD O. 
o. O. O. 
8 C~f.fS A~C •• 
1.97~~oq~74965~694D-02 '1.30355U9532905366~_Ol -6.7892845243105660P-O! -3.675161~3662017000-01 -J.5~EJ323690924181n-~2 q.993292~3J377~036D-04 -3.551307~~S6009700D-05 o CCEFS ~RE •• 
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7.2 COEFFICIENT GENERATOR (PROGRAM ABX) 
Program ABX produces multistep numerical integration methods 
defined by the diff~rence equation 
k ,k 
~ aiYn-i + h 2 ~ biYn_i + h3 
1=0 i=O 
k 
~ d Y + Y = 0 £..J i n-i-e eo n-& (7-1) 
i=O 
where either ao = -1 and eo = 0 or else a o = 0 and eo = -1; and 
Q is not an integer. Any of the coefficients (except a
o 
and eo 
ag..·noted) may be preset to zero. g and do may also be stepped 
automatically through a grid of evenly spaced values to generate 
a sequence of methods. All remaining coefficients, including do 
if not preset or stepped through a grid, are computed using order 
equations defined later. 
must be less than 16. 
INPUT 
K .(step number) 
2. IAZEZ (= 1 if' ao 
= .2 if eo 









.I • ~?' f . 
't 













"A" followed by the string of indices 
for dropped "a" coefficients. Indices 
for this and next three items must be 
in increasing order. If the first index 
is -1, ~o a's are dropped; otherwise at 
least one "a" is dropped. 
"B" followed by the string of indices 
~or dropped "b" coefficients. The 
same rules apply as for "a" coefficients 
above" 
Format 
-, .... , ==..;;. 
(A2,39I2) 
(A2,39I2) 
"C" followed by the string of indices (A2,39I2) 
~or dropped tIc" coefficients. The same 
rules apply as for "a" coefficients above, 
except that a code of -2 in place of the 
first index ~eans allc's are dropped. 
"D" folfowed by the string of indices (A2,39I2) 
i for dropped "d" coefficients. The same 
rules apply as for "c" coefficients 
above. If do is inpu~ as a gri.d, in item 

































Q-start, Q-step, Q-stop. If the ste~ 
value is blank or zero, only the start 
value is used and no stepping is per-
formed for Q. 
do-start, do-step, do-stop. If the 
step value is blank or zero, only the 
start value is used and no stepping is 
performed for do. If both the start 
value and the step value are zero or 
blank, there is assumed to be no grid 
in'Put for do. In that case do is 
treated like any other coefficients "d" 




All input is printed with expla.'"latory rem9-r k;s except as ! . 
:follows. Q-start is printed only if Q-start or Q-step is non~zero 
(same as non-blank). Q-step and G-stop are also printed only if 
Q-step ,is non-zero. 
~9.', do -stop. 






'!E ' . 
~f 
J, ".i 
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As the program loops through the grids (if any) the value 
of G is printed and do too if do-start or do-step is non-zero, 
followed by the three truncation coefficients CL, CL+I , CL+2 
defined later where L is the number of computed coefficients. 
The ,determinant of the coefficient matrix uij defined later, as 
well as the coefficients for the method are also printed. Finally, 
a statement of stability or instability for zero step-size is 
printed along vrith the magnitude of the "largest" extraneous root. 
This magnitude is called the "stability" of the method. 
If any of the complete sets of a's or b's or c's is preset 
~o zero, that set is not printed. The same is true for the d's 
as well, provided do is not input as a grid. 
Program Structure 
ABX is divided into a main program, the main numerical sub-
rontine T7PIO with five entry points, and eleven other subprOGrams: 
SETD, r.ruLT, SETill1:, r·!AT~NV, INLEAV, CF, RGGTER, D~TE\\m, STBLTY, 
DFLQAT, and DGM®iA. All floating_point variables and functions 
are in double precision. 




setting up indices for d.ropped coefficients on the left hand side ;,.. 
of the system (7-2) of order 7Quations below, controlling the grid 
stepping, calling for numerical computation at five different 






















The subroutine T7PIO, has five entry points each with the 
calling list 
-(K, NDR, IDR, DZ, Til, IAZEZ, C, ISTAB, TC" DET) 






number of dropped coefficients (may be changer! 
as a result of calling T7PIO). 
IDR ,string of indices for coefficients not to appear 
DZ 
on the l'eft hand side of the system (7-2) belo';-T • 
. These are called "dropped" coefficients. This 
string may be changed as a result of calling T7PIO. 
value of do if determined by ,a grid for do. 
n 
Otherwise DZ = O. 
value of Q. 
IAZEZ = 1 means. ao = -1; = 2 means eo = -1. 
Output 
o string of coefficients in double precision complex 
:f()~ (every other value is an imaginary part = 0). 
ISTAB . stability indicator' q. = stable, 0 = unstable). 





















, . ~. : /-10" -
. •.. ' .. : ..... ,: 
7-41 
Other input is IDZRHS in named common /IDZCGr1/, IDZR..."9:S is 1 
if do is determined via grid input, that is, if do-start or do-step 
is non-zero. IDZRHS is 0 other\'lise. Other output 'is STAB in named 
common /STBCQI1/. STAB is the value of the stability function sub-
program STBLTY which is used through a call to T7PIOW. 
Entry point T7PIO modifies the string IDR if necessary to 
insure that ao and eo are not computed coefficients. T7PIO also 
.computes the constant par.t ri of the vector on the right hand side 
of the system of order equations 
'E Uij (vector of computedcoefficients)j =ri + Dido 
j 
where Di = Oifdo is not determined by grid input for do. 
(7-2) 
Equations (7-2) are obtained by substituting y = x P for 1>=0,1, ••• ,1-1 
into the difference equation (7-1) after dropping zero coefficients 
and putting -aoYn and possibly -~oYn-s on the right hand side, 
setting h = land xo = O. Subroutines SETD and NULT are used for 
this entry point. 
Entry point T7PIOX sets up the, matrix uij in (7-2) by cal-
ling subroutine SETUM and then inverts the matrix by calling MATINV. 
Entry point T7PIOY sets up the vector of values Di for the 
right hand side of (7-2). Subroutine SETDis used for most of the 
work. 
."f~fi'·;'~·'Y'::'·:J:i";";Ii;II'!"·.:'·.:· __ •• '." .... " .... '.' · .. ""'IIIY;III<!.::'.'·'.'·,·.· .... '........ __ ;..._ .......... _____ ......:.... __ ............... .:....... ~ 
: .~.! .~ 
~: 
I : ~' .; . : 
..... 
7-42 
Entry point T7PIOZ carries out the solution of (7-2) for a 
particular value of DZ. DZ is zero if do is not determined by 
grid input. T7PIOZ then interleaves the computed coefficients 
into the string ° to form a complete string of coefficients using 
subroutine IlfLEAV. The truncation coefficients TO(l) = 0L' 
TO(2) = 0L+l' TO(3) = 0L+2 are also computed at this point by 
reference to function subprogram OF. Subroutine MULT is used to 
form the products (Di ) do and (uij)-l(ri + Dido). 
Entry point T7Plo\v computes the roots of the stability 
polynomial at zero step-size, determines the stability or insta-
bility of the method (i.e., sets ISTAB) for zero step-size, and 
then computes the "stability", defined earlier, by reference to 
the function subprogram STBLTY. 
We turn now to discuss the use of the entries in subroutine 
T7PIO. 
T7PIO should be called once any time K, NDR, IDR, or IAZEZ 
are set or changed. 
I 
~7PIOX should be called after the first call to T?PlO and 
any: time the mat:rix(uij ) should be changed. SpeCifically, T7PIOX 
i :: 
sho'uld~be called when T7PlO has been called because of a change in 
K, NDR, or' IDR and should also be called when Q changes and not 
all d's are preset to zero or determined by grid input. 
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T7PIOY should be called after T7PIO is first called; after 
every call to T7PIO resulting from a change in K, NDR, or IDR; 
and when g is set or changed; provided do is determined by grid 
input. When T7PIOX and T7PIOY are both called following a call 
to T7PIO, the order of the calls to T7PIOX and to T7PIOY are 
not important. 
T7PIOZ should be called to complete the computatj.on o£ 
coefficients after the ne'cessary calls to T7PlO, T7PlOX, and 
possibly T7PIOY have been made and after every change in DZ 
(do grid input). 
T7Plmv is called to obtain the stability information for 
the method just obtained by calling T7PlOZ. The call to T7PIOW 
destroys the array C of coefficients, so that these coefficients 
should be disposed of (e.g., printed, punched, stored elsewhere, 
etc.) before calling T7PIOW. 
OTHER SUBPROGRAIvlS 
1. SETD - Subroutine SETD is used to set up the constant 
matrix on the right hand sj.de of equation (7-2). This matrix 
multiplies the coefficients ai' bi , ci ' di ,' Efo appearing on 'the 
right hand .side. For program ABX, the particular coefficients 
on the right hand side are possibly do and either a
o 
or eo. 
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coefficient matrix for aoand eo. And once for the IrAI by 1 
coefficient matrix.for do provided it appears,on,the right hand 
side. SETD is used by executing the statem'ent. 
CALL SETD (K,' HAI, NVAR, IVAR, TH, DRHS) 
·witn calling sequence. as follows: 
INPUT .. 
'. 
'K step number 
.NAI number of order equations = number of computea coefficients 
. a, ,b" e·, , d .• ~ ~ ~ ~ 
. NVAR number of coefficients a., b., e., d;, eo on the right ~ ~. ~ .... . 
hand side Qf (7-2), mul,tipiYing the "cQefficient mat;rj.x" • 
. NVARis 1 for every ·use in the ABX package. 






coefficient matrix • 
value of Q to be used. 
the coefficient matrix to be generated. The functional 
" dimension of DRHSi~ NAl rows by NVAR.columns • 
2. SETUM ,~ Subroutine SETID1 is used to "Set up the constant 
matrix CTi.j on 'the :Left· hand side of equation (7-i), multiplying 
1 
the computed coefficients. SETUM is used byex~cuting the statement 
:',",)'.' ~ 
,. 
~ , ~ 
r---.
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CALL SETUM (K, NDR, IDR, ~H, NAI, AH) 







number of dropped coefficients. 
string of indices for dropped coefficients. 
value of Q. 




the matrix 0ij. Functional ~imensions are NAI by NAI. 
MULT- Subroutine' TvIlJLT performs a matrix multiplication 
C = A * B where A is L rows by ~I colwnns, B is M rows by N' colwnns, 
and C is L rm'lS by N, colunns. rIDLT is used by executing the 
statement 
CALL 1-'IULT (L, M, A, N, B, C). 
4. INLEAV - Subroutine INLEAV inserts the computed coefficients 
G into the prQ:ger positions in a, si;:ring C o:t'coefficients w'hich 
will b'e ~o,al'···' ~ , b 0' bI , ••• , bk t co' cl ' ••• , ck ' 
do' . d l , ••• , dk , eo strung out in on.e array. . Only the odd positions' 
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7-46 
"double-precision complex" :form of the coefficients is used be-
cause the ro?t-finding routines RGQTER and D1~WRA expect the a's 
in this form. INLEAY is used by executing the statement 
CALL INLEAV (K, NAI, G, NDR, IDR, 0) 
·with the calling list as follows: 
I1TPUT 
'K ste~ number 
NAI number of computed coefficients, • 
. G . string o~ computed coefficients in increasing order.of 
indices with a's followed by b's followed by c's followed 
by d's. 
NDR number of coefficients dropped from the left hand side of 
the order equations (7-2). 
IDR indices of the coefficients dropped from the left hand 
side of the order equations (7-2). 
OUTPUT 
C string.of coefficients with the computed coefficients 
inserted into their proper positions. Values of the 
other positions of 0 are not changed by INLEAV. 
5. CF - Function subprogram OF computes the truncation co-
eff~cient CL in the series expansion 
\ 
••.. L ::j 
I.,.,":,' I 
• !'.' ". 
, "1'/' ",'" 
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L(y;h) (x) = L {aiy,(x-ih) + h 2bi Y(X-ih) + h3ci·Y(X-ih) 





+ L(L~l) [L 
i=O 
k 
+ L(L-l)(L-2) L (k-i)L-3Ci J 
i=O 
It should be noted that this subprogram is not the same OF as 
used in program AB. 
+ ••• 
6. STB:LTY - Function subprogram STBLTY computes the "stability" 
o:f the numerical method generated. The "stability" is the magni-
tude o:f the largest non~principle root of the characteristic 
polynomial ~,a.xk-i. STBLTY is used by executing a statement f:-6 ~ 
such as 
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where R is the strine of roots in double-precision complex form, 
that is, R(2i-l) is the real part of a root and R(2i) is the 
complex part for i = 1, ••• , K. K is the number of roots. 
7. Subprograms r'lATINV, RGgTER, Dlm~vRA, DFLgAT, and DGAI'lNA are 
the same as in program AB. (See Section 5 of Dyer, et.al.: 
Generalized r'~ul tistep r·1ethods in Orbit Computation. System 
Development Corporation, document TN-488S/000/00). 
EXTENSION OF PROGRM·T ABX: PRCGRAlvIS ABXJlIg AND .ABXJRK 
Program ABX has been extended ·to test numerical methods 
generated by integrating a circular orbit using the generated 
~ethod if it is stable for near zero step-sizes. There are two 
extensions: 
a) ABXJRK for "jerk" methods, where all d's except pos-
.sibly do are zero. For each integration step there 
is one "prediction" using the analytic solution and 
then one correction using the generated method. 
b) ABXMQ for "mul ti-offgrid" m~thods, "There all c' s 
are zero. For each integration step, there is an 
off-grid "prediction" for y using the analytic 
n-e 
solution, .an off-grid correction of Yn- e using one 
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"prediction" for Yn usinc the analytic solution, and 
finally an on-grid correction of Y
n 
using the second 
of a pair of generated correctors. The off-grid 
corrector has the same preset coefficients as the 
on-grid corrector except that a
o 
= 0, eo = -1 for 
the off-grid corrector and a
o 
=. -1, eo = 0 for the 
on-grid corrector. 
Input 
The input for ABXJRK and ABXlVIQare the Saple as for ABX 
except that a card must be inserted in front of all other input, 
giving the step-si~e in format D25.0. The input values of IAZEZ 
are ignored in both ABXJRK and ABxr:IQ. The values of IAZEZ are 
set in the main programs according to the program needs. 
Output 
a) ABXJRK: 'Each case is printed on a separate 'page in 
the same format as ABX. In addition, for each stable 
method the result of integration is printed in the 
follovTing format: 
T-E XI-El 
time of last inte- first coordinate 
gration step (sec- of true colution 
onds) (=XI) 
relative error 
VEl2 + E22 
" Vi12 + X22 
Signed e~ror in 
first coordinate 
EI = XI-Ul 
X2-E2 
second coordinate 
of true solution 
(=X2) 
si,gned error in 
second coordinate 

















































first component of 
integrated solution 
(=Ul) 
first component of 
acceleration evalu~ 
ated at (Ul,U2) 
U2-UDD2 
second component of 
integrated solution 
(=U2) 
second component of 
acceleration evaluated 
at (Ul,U2) 
The message "ORBIT CQr.TPLETED." is printed if the 
orbit has been completed. Otherwise, the message 
"ORBTT INCQIlTPLETE." is printed. This latter case 
occurs w'hen 
i.e., when 
where A is 
meters) • 
the relative error gets too large, 
(Ul)2 + (U2)2 _ A2 is larger than I 
A2 10 
the radius of the true orbit (A = 8 x 106 
b) ABD1O: For each case, the pair of correctors is 
printed on a page vli th the result of ?-ntegration 
printed as for ABXJRK • 
Subprograms Used. 
Subroutine TEST is the main subprogram per~orming the task 
of integration. TEST has no formal parameters. It computes 
essential parameters for th~ true soJ.ution, calls subroutine 
START to start the integration tables, then iteratively moves 
pOints back in the tables and calls subroutine STEP to integrate 
I~;'. - ;. 
1 
" 
:")" i ; 
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7-51 
one step at a time until the orbit is completed or the error is 
too large, then calls OUTPUT ~or the summary of integration, and 
:finally prints the message "ORBIT Cor>TPLETED." or "ORBIT IKCON-
PLETE." 
Subroutines START and STEP also use :function subprogram 
FUNC2 to compute components of the acceleration. In ABXJRK, 
subroutines START and STEP 'also use function subprogram FUNC3 to 
compute components of the third derivative U(3) of motion. The 
:formula used is 
U(3) = (7-3) 
where V is the velocity vector determined from the true solution 
and Uis the vector position (the true value ~or starting, and 
integrated value after starting). Formula (7-3) is obtained by 
a.ssuming the magnitude o:f Iu, o:f the motion to be constant. 
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8. Equivalent Methods 
The multistep algorithm written in the matrix notation [8 ] 
is 
where z is a vector (basis) of saved values. In the above equation, n 
~atrix A depends on predictor and corrector coefficients and F = 
lIP - hf(X~~+l) where P is the predicted derivative estimate at time 
n+2. Integration with respect to another basis, another vector, Yn' 
of saved values, where Y: = Qz n n is defined by the algorithm 
It is to be not,<;!cl that the transformed method will give identical ans-
wers, if transformed starting values are used to begin the integration 
. ," -1 -and if the inverse mapping Q' Y
n is performed after computation. 
Thus I the equivalence has a rather trivial meaning .• 
An example will serve to illustrate different results obtainable 
in One-step, if the Adams first-order method and an equivalent method 
are ,applied to exact starting values. 
Given the differential ,equation 
\ . 1 
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8-2 
y = f(x,y) - ~ 
x 
with yeO) = 0 and f(O,O) = 0, 4 whose solution is y = x with tab-
u1ated values 
x = 0 
y = 0 










The Adams 4-va1ue method, as given by Gear [ 9 ] is defined 
by 
1 23/12 -4/3 5/12 3/8 
A 0 3 -3 1 J, 1 = = 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
-
zn (Yn,y~'Y~-1,y:~-2). 
St~aightforward application of this method, us~ng starting information 
at x = 0,1,2 yields approximately the result at x = 3 
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The equivalent 4-valued modified methofi is defined 
by 
- 4 5 4 2 \ 3/8 
-1/24 QAQ-l ,1 0 0 0 )- -=B = QJ = -12 12 8 5 1 
0 0 1 0 0 
-QZn = (Yn'Yn-l'Y;l'Y~-l) • 
The basis change matrix () is given in [fJ ] • Application of the 
method using starting information at x = 1,2, gives the result 
x = 3.0 
Y' = 102.7 
.' 
In neither method is the derivative reevaluated i.e., 
algor! tbm PEe is used. It is important to note the difference in ., 
eqUi:valent solutions and the fact that in tbe present case, the 
\ 
transformedmethod gives a much better answer. 
~ '" ~ ~"': , . -, . ":, ,.' . H 
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The above 4-value method (the Q transf'orm) is given by Gear 
], where the error is stated to be 0(h5). It is seen, however, 
that the method is not exact f'or a f'ourth degree polynomial • 
8.1 Linear Transf'ormations of' Adams Class II Methods 
The Adams Class II, 12-value method makes use of' the basis 
(type 2-10) 
= 
the matrix A and the vector ] are readily canputed !'rom the usual 
Adams predicting and correcting equations. The def'ining i'orlaulas f'or 
the entries of' A and the canponents of' ] are given in [ 9]. The 
12-value Adams method uses the Cowell corrector of' order 11 and 
Stormer predictor, order 10. 
Two dif'f'erent basis w.ere consid~red in this analysis. 
(1) The 4-8 basis, 
= 
• 
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A program was written to compute the necessary change of basis transfor-
mations ani:. to apply them to the above matrix A and vector l. The' 
c~ng was validated by comparing the 6-6 transformation with SDC 
Report [ 2 ]. 
Computations were performed on a 2-hr. circular orbit for 84 
revolutions. Relative error in the basic Adams algorithm described 
above. was .13 x 10-9• Simple transformation to the 4-8 basis yielded 
-2 
a relative error of .21 X 10 , while transformation to the 6-6 bas-
is yielded a relative error of .79 x 10-3• All computations were done 
with one correction and no final reevaluation of the derivative. 
In addition, variant Adams type methods were transformed. In-
. - - T 
stead. of using the usual Adams l vector, l = (t30 ,0,1,0, ••• ,0), as 
above, a class of stable methods was formed by taking the first two com-
ponents in the - - T .t vector,. l = (t3o,t3i,O, ... ,0) , as parameters and 
allowing them to vary over the interval [-1,1]. It is easy to show 
stability for sufficiently small h and any I t30' f3]: The motivation 
1'or this is explained. Straightforward transformation of the Adams I 
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These, successively, are the coefficients used in the correction of 
back-function values. One expects these coefficients to decrease sig-
nificant lyin magnitude, if a good method results. The Class I trans-
forms demonstrate this property, as 'well as alternating in sign. Rather 
than implement a rigorous program of optimization of truncation error 
in the transformed methods, it was decided to examine the components 
of Q£, where' the first two components of £ vary in the abovemen-
tioned region~ 
The procedure described in thepreceeding paragraph wl;ls carried 
out for both basis change transfonnations Q4-8' Q6-6. Parameters 
and t3' were permitted independently to assume values in the set 
' 1 
t3' o 
-i (.2) 1. Sub-regions were then examined With a finer mesh. The best 
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8-7 
variant method, defined by ~o =, .163, ~i = .15, yielding a vector 
.163 
.150 
.740 x 10-1 
-4 







Selection of parameters has a large effect on propagated error. 
However, no selection of parameters obtained by transforming variant 
Adams. methods to either basis, yielded a method comparable in effici-
ency to the untransformed Adams method. The relative error in the 
best transformed method was of'the order 10-5 on the same arc, as dis-
cussed above. One difficulty, perhaps, arises from the fact that thiS 
type of new method makes explicit use of a derivative prediction. As 
fewer derivative values are used in the prediction (because basis 
ch~nge has re.duced the number of time points involved) , derivative pre-
diction has approached, in a partial sense, explicit numerical differ-
entiation. 
Analytical dete~nation of the parameters for increased order 
or numerical determination by minimization of propagated error on par-















view of R. Danchickis results (given immediately below), the expected 
gain in efficie~cy over the Adams method is not great. Danchick t s 
method (Nordsieck basis) has a great advantage in simplicity of step-
size change, if this is requirede 
In Appendix B (partially supported under contract NAS5-ll940) 
it is shown that properly maximal polynomial degree (p.d.) Nordsieck, . 
~ear. Class I and II methods were not equivalent in the sense of Gear 
~nd Descloux to the classical Adams-Moulton and Cowell methods and, 
indeed, that this sense of equivalence must necessarily be abandoned 
as logically irrel.evant. It was further shown that maximal polynomial 
degree could not be maintained after th~ first step in the presence of 
non-trivial stabilizing parameters, unless 8. special. order-preserving 
mechanism was introduced. 
A Class II integrator was developed by R. Danchick, using a 
. Nordsieck-type basis. The method is of maximal order p::: 13 and 
coefficients are altered at every step for the first p steps, in 
order to preserve this order. This method (N-D) was tested against 
the Cowell method of the same order on the 8 x 106 meter radius, 
'·~ircular trajectory (2-dimensional problem). A comparison of the er-
ror after 84 re:'lolutions is given below. The length of the error v~ctor 
in meters, is given a.t the indicated step-sizes. 
Step-Size (sees. ) 180 240 300 
··If .... D Me't;hod '·48 !It 13 .. 2 103.6 
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The performance of the N-D method is apparently superior ~o 
that of the Nor~sieck method, implemented at GSFC some time ago. As 
in the case of the Cowell method, the new methods can probably be op-
timized With respect to t~e placement of the h = 0 extraneous roots • 
An important advantage of the N-D method is the ease o' step-size 
change. Neglecting that advantage, the performance on orbit problems 
can probably be expe cted to b~ comparable to that of the Cowell meth-
ode However, since varlstep procedures are still used at GSFC, the 
If,-D methods should be I.!onsidered for implementation and further tests 
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9. Iterative Starting and Class II Interpolators 
9.1 Iterative Starting 
Assume k independent difference equations of the form 
t 
1=0 
a. j Y i + h l., n- I 
i=O 
• b i j Y ., , n-l. j =1,2, ••• ,k 
.. a 
Let h > 0 and let Yn-k, Yn-k be initial values for the equation 
'y = f(t,y). We wish'to ~enerate starting values for a multistep in-
tegration. Assume an approximate starting solution to be given. 
We begin by solving Eq. j fo'!! Y • and delay substitution 
n-J 
, of these new values into the equations until one sweep is completed. 
After the m+lth iteration, we may write the difference equations 
aO,l (Yn,m+l - Yn,m) + al ,l (Yn-l,m - Yn-l,m-l) 
+ ••• + ~-l,l (Yn-k+l,m - Yn-k+l,m-l) 
+ ••• h{b (. • 2 + ••• + , 0-,1 Yn,m - Yn,m-l-
aO,2(Yn,m Yn,m-l) + al ,2(Yn- l ,m+l - Yn-l,m) 
+ ••• +~~1,2(Yn-k+l,m -Yn-k+l,m-l) 
+ ••• + h(bo,2(th,m .. -§-n,m-l) + ••• + bk-l,2(Y~-k+l,m - Yn-k'+l,m-l) = 0 <. 
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+ ~-l,k-l(Yn-k+l,m+l - Yn-k+l,m) 
+ h(b (y - y ) + ••• + b (f - Y: )) = 0 • O,k n,m n,m-l k-l,k-l n-k+l,m n-k+l,m-l 
The iteration can be written 
(L + U) \/ . + D \/ 1 + h B J 'V = 0 
m m+ m m 
where A = (ai,j) is partitioned into upper and lower triangular ma-
trices U, L and a diagonal matrix D, B = (bi .), ,J 
= (\/0· , \/1 j" ••• ' \/ 1 j)T 
,J, n- , and 
and 
\ 
where ,Ii is on the open interval (y. y. ) 
S m' m-l • 
If the differential equation is linear, J
m 
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'V = - D-l(L + U + h B J)'V m~ m 
takes the well-known form for linear algebraic equations. This (Jacobi) 
iteration is convergent if the spectral radius of D-l(L + U + h B J) 
is less than 1. This condition is, in turn, satisfied for sufficiently 
small' h if the spectral radius of n-l(L + U) is less th~n 1. It 
is easy to prove convergence from the fact that ~ ~ o. 
m 
If new values of the funC'cion are substituted into the equations 
as soon as they are computed (and if the equation is still linear) an 
iteration (Gauss-Seidel) results of the fo~ 
(9-2) 
It is well known [ 12 ] that if A is non-negatlve, this iteration con-
verges if the above iteration \9-1) converges, and if it is convergent, 
it converges faster. L + I> is assumed invertable. 
There is a further iteration corresponding to the case in which 
new values of the derivative are sl,lbstltuted as soon as possible. The: 
form of this iteration involves a decomposition also of the matrix B 
and is clear. 
'V ,- - (D + L + h(D' +L" )Jrl (u + h U'LJ)'V m~ m • 
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It is well known [12] that the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel i ter-
ations converge for any initial approximation (for sufficiently small 
h) if A is non-negative and (strictly or irreducibly) diagonally 
dominant. 
Both the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations converge if A 
is symmetric-positive definite. 
There are various other iterations possible. One of these 
(~aczmarz), applied simply to the linear algebraic n X n system, 
~ = b, 'consists in !egarding the individual equations as hyperplanes 
I 
of dimension n - 1 and projecting an arbitrary point in n space, 
cyclically on each of the hyperplanes in any fixed order. This method 
is universally convergent (although, normally, slowly convergent) and 
can be adapted to the system of difference equations. 
Clearly, a further iteration can be defined fOT solution of 
the difference equations by writing tor invertab1e A 
"V ' = hA -1 BJ '1 
m+l m 
This iteration will converge if II is sufficiently small, 
since convergence depends on the spectral radius of the matrix hA-l BJ. 
In the case where the differential equation is non-linear, 
is not constant. All the abpve iterations remain convergent if the 
J 
m 
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at the solution and the initial approximation is sufficiently good • 
Ind€pendent Difference Equations 
It is necessary, ~or the starter problem, to have vectors 
independen'c, in order to obtain a unique solution at h = O. There is 
an upper limit to the order or the difference equations to be solved 
if the equations are to be independent. 






bi Y • = 0 n-l. 
of maximal order m (aO = -1). By arbitrarily predetermining anyone 
coefficient, other methods of order m -1 result. Let these new co-
efficients be called 8,i' bi • Assume, for simplici t~, a1. has been 
predetermined. We have new coefficients 
-If any other coe'fficient, say a 2, -had been predetermined to the 
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identical set of coef£icients results. Thus, any difference equation 
Cibtained by predetermining any coefficient, can be obtained by prede-
termining a single coefficient. These difference equations can be ob-
tained from the system, e.g • 
al 
&2 
a j _l 
a j +l 
. 
• 

























The matrix D is constant and the coefficient a. 
J 
varies. Clearly, 
only two independent solution vectors can be obtained. Therefore, 
there are two independent methods of order m -1. In general, ';hese 
are k independent equations of order.m - k + 1. 
Additional off-grid points may be introduced to obtain high-
order. If theBe are chosen as midpoints, as seems natural, essential-
1y the same result can be obtained (as far as order is concerned) by 
taking a low-order metbod, such as the Adams method, using half the 
step-size and retaining every other point for starting. 
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The same results apply to Class II methods, or with general 
Class I/II methods. 
9.2 Hermite Type Interpolating Pol~pmials 
The GSFC trajectory determination systems, GEOSTAR and GTDS, 
use Hermite interpolation equations (Class I) for computing position 
~t non-step points, as required by the observations or the integration 
process. Because position 1s integrated witb a Class II operator, it 
is consistent end, perhaps, more accurate to interpolate position with, 
the quasi-Hermite (Class'II) method. 
The coefficient generator, GENCOB, unlike other coefficient 
, 
generators; constructs the quasi-Hermite weighting polynomials Hi' Hi 
in the form 
pet -ht) = 
n t H. 2ac-t)Y . ~, n-~ 
i=O 
other coefficient generators simply evaluate the Hi,O' Hi ,2 at cer-
tain values of t Therefore, GENCOB i,s capable of deriving con-
t1nuous interpolators for the given problem. 
The polynomials Hi,O' Ri ,2 are given below for k = 5,6 
(Class II). These interpolators are of order lOand 11, respective-
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not be obtained by GENCOB without eliminating a further condition 
(setting some H. 0 or H. 2 identically equal to zero). Therefore, ~, ~, 
for k = 6, we have set H3,2 = O. 
The polynomials Hi, 0 and Hi, 2 . are given below, as we 11 as 
the primary error coefficient for values of . t: • 5h, 1. 5h, ••• , (k -.5 )11. 
In this way, the position error at mid-point interpolation can be es-
timated. Interpolation is, of c.ourse, exact at step-points. The poly_ 
nomial P ; as well as the are uniquely determined by 
the conditions 
,p(tn - t) = y(tn -, t) } 
t = O,h, ••• ,kh 
pet - t) = yet - t) 
_ n n 
with the condition P(tn - 3h) = Yn-3 eliminated for k = 6. 
Computations ",ere Performed on the CDC 6600 and coefficients 
are exact, to at least 16 Significant digits. Alteration of GENCOB 
was done to print the weighting polynomials and the error. are 
2k+l I 
'I ! t j H = a; , i,p i,j,p (k :0 5) 
j:::() 
H . i,p = ! a t j i,J,p (k = 6) j=O 
:', 
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ERROR PROPAGATION IN SECOND-ORDER 
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS AND 
APPLICATIONS TO ORBIT COM]UTATION 
by 
J. Dyer, Pan Science Systems, Los Angel.es, 
California 
c. E. Velez, Mission Support Computing and AnalySis 
Division, Goddard Space Flight Center 
(NASA), Greenbelt, Maryland 
ABSTRACT 
The problem of efficiency in the numerical solution of Y = f(t,y) 
is considered. Some basic results applicable to the optimization of 
first-order (Glass I) corrector methods are extended, an accumulated er-
.rot estiJllate derived for second-order (Class II) methods and families 
of such methods are constructed, containing the Cowell method, for the 
purpose of improving the efficiency of the latter. A stability analysis 
is given 1'or selected methods combined with the stormer predictor •. Re-
sults of computations 01' a circular orbit for one week are given, veri-
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APPENDIX A 
ERROR PROPAGATION TIi SEcmID-ORDER 
I 
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS 
AND APPLICATIons TO ORBIT COI>IPI"::iTION 
1. IN'.rRODUCTION· 
BUll and Newbery [2], [3], derived estimates for the error pro-
pagated by numerical integration algorithms in the solution of a first 
order differential equation and constructed procedures for the mini-
mizing of such error. l~ch study has been done on the efficiency of 
numerical integration methods for first-order equations. 
Second-order differential'equations are important in many applied 
problems where the question of efficiency is paramount because of the 
amount of computer machine time consumed in obtaining accurate solutions. 
Improvement of the efficiency of orbit computation algorithms, in part, 
motivated the present study. 
A' propagated error estimate for (corre~tor) methods of solving 
, 
71= f(t,y) is derived. On the basis of this estimate, one-parameter 
(r) families of methods are derived and constructed for the purpose of 
imprOving the error propagation in the Adams Class II or Cowell method. 
~e families contain the Cowell method for r = O. 
~heorems of importance in improvement of efficiency of Class I 
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A-3 
sis is done of selected methods and computations of a circular orbit 
performed for the purpo~e of comparison with the Cowell method. 
It is found that simple optimization procedures can effective-
~ reduce propagated error of the Cowe~ method without undue loss of 
stability. For certain algorithms (PEC) the interval of stability 
can be extended over that of the Cowell method. (for the circular orbit 
problem) by the procedures which reduce propagated error. 
Methods constructed are closely related to the Cowell method. 
The'non-principal roots of the characteristic polynomial of the itera-
ted corrector are not taken at the origin. The methods have been de-
rived and tested in unsummed form, [1, p. 237], but the derivation and implementa- ' 
tion of corresponding summed forms (to yield variant Gauss-Jackson for-
mulas) is not difficult. Additional per-step machine time requi::-ed 
(over the Cowell or Gauss-Jackson method) should be negligible in situ~ 
I 
ations where efficiency is governed by the number of function evalua-
tions. Finally, the results of Hull. and Cr,eemer [ 4] concerning optimum, pre-
dictor/corrector Class I algorithms are shown to apply to Class ~I methods. 
2. AN ESTDtiATE FOR PROPAGATED ERROR 
An estimate for the error propagated in the numerical solution 
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1=0 1=0 
can be derived in a manner extending that given by Hull and liewbery 
[2]. 
~=O 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, 1: is written for 
-K-l k-1 
and l.- is written for 1:i =o • 
Princi-ole Roots of the Characteristic PoJ:ynomial 
(2.1) 
We assume that the coefficients in method (2.1) satisfy at least 
the first three order equations of the type 
L i ~-i = 0 
(2.2) 
~ . . . . . . .. ............ . 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
!he order ot the difference equation (2.1) (i.e., of the associ-
ated difference operator )is defined to be p if' the coefficients sat-
1 




















1sfy the first p + 2 order equations, but fail to satisfy the succeed-
1~g one. The polynomial degree is p - 1. 
. . 
The characteristic equation of the iterated. corrector (2.1) is 
'. (2.3) 
where g = ?If jay, is considered constant. The polynomia..l Po(z) has 
a double root of 1. 
i • 
i 
Call the corresponding roots for h r 0, r· o 
and rr In analogy with the first-order case, the principal. roots ap-
~oximate the basic exponential solutions of the differential equation 
. -
'Y.." = gy, to some order of 6.ccur~cy. In a mannexo similar to that of 
Henriei [1], it can be shown that if (2.1) is of order p, 
n :!: ~ (t -to) p+l 
r1 = e n + O(h ), i =: 0,1 • 
The Propagated Error Estimate 
The solution to the difference equation 
1 
'I ..... ! 
..... 
f' 









~or the error en = Y. - ~ n n 
- 2 (where h = h g and where distinct roots 
.r1 of the characteristic polynomial. are assumed) is 
• 




) is, as usual, assumed to sati'Jty 
and the computed solution 
.. ",
= T D 
(2.4) 
where Tn and Rn are local truncation and round-off errors respect-
ively. In (2.4) the latter is neglected as it is in the remainder of 
the paper. 
The error estimate is derived by solving for t,he coefficients 
C1 ' in (2.3). The initial errors eO,el) ... ,ek_l are assumed to be 
zero and the truncation errors constant. The (non-singular system) 
k-i 
2: = D = O,l, ••• ,k-1. 
~"' ;.:-'t';:~i':'->/'"<~-':~-'::-~ '~1> •. O::-' 
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results and. the principle coefficients have the determinantal solu-
tions 
c = o and 
Dl 
D • 
Assume the stability condition: The extraneous roots 
r 2,r3,···,rk_1 of Po(~) satisfy Iril ~ I, and are of multiplicity 





Replacing the principle roots appearing explicitly in the apprOXimation 
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Let dO = D(l,e ), 
The remaining analysis and applications concern thf'';! case in '\olhi.ch 
extraneous roots of PO(z) are distinct end non-zero. ,'Det'ine q(z) = 
i>(z,l). For sufficiently small h,q(z) has eo simple root at z = 1. 
Therefore q' (1) I Q Since D(e.Jgh ,e-.fgh) = DCe ~gh e-Jgh,e .Jgh) 
11m ~ = J, 
h ... O. 
o<I.JI<OIl • 
Similarly 
Define Co to be equal to . ( the finite lilni t) 
l.1Di 
b ... O 
.f""~ 
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we then obtain the error estimate 
T 
2 
.fil(t -t ) -{li(t -t )' 
nOn 0 
- e, -e 
+ O'Oh 2 • 
The formula is valid with the assumptions on the extraneous 
(2.5) 
roots noted abo~~. In the construction of efficient Class II correct-
ors, we are primarily interested in reducing the ~agnitude of the factor 
Tt(h ~ bi ) wlrlchappears in: t~e. error eS~imaJiie. A similar estimate in-
vOlving the predictor is derived later, in the consideration of optimum 
algorithms. 
3. REDUCTION OF PROPAGA.TED ERROR BY PIACEMENr OF 
~OUS ROOTS OF Po(Z) 
~pplication of the second and third order equa.tions (2.2) to 
the difference equation .(?l), yields the equation 
2 I b1 I 2 = - i ~-i 
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Here, h has been taken to be equal to 1 and t 'k = O. n,-
is seen to be equeJ. to ~ Po (z ) eva.luated z = 1. , If' 
- PO(z) 2 r 2) (z - rk_~) = (z - 1) (z- ... 
then 
- Fo(l) = 2(1 - r )(1 - r ) ••• 2 3 (1 - r k_1 ) 
Tbe result -£or Class II operators follo",s I which is analogous to that 
given by Hull and Newbei-y [2]: 
THEOREM 3.1. The sum of the b. in the dif£erence eguation 
l. 
(2.1) is equal to the 'Droduct of the distances of the extra."leous 
roots of PO(z) from the 'Doint 1 in the complex ~lane. 
In connection with the construction of e~ficient Class II cor-
rectors, a result concerning the order of the difference equation 
(2.1.) is of interest and of some importance. The following theorem 
is implied by theorems of Henrici [1, Ch. 6] invo1.ving the Taylor ex-
pans ion. of 
1 
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A-ll 
onto the left half-plane. It is convenient to prove the theorem di-
rectly as an extension of the Class I result [5]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the coefficientsai,bi in (2.1) satisfy 
-
, the first k + 3 of the order eauations (2.2); if k is even and if 
the extraneous roots of PO(z) satisfy Iri I = 1, . r i 1= 1, 1 = 
2,3, ... ,k - 1, then (2.1) is of order k +2. 
Proof. The term St+3 y(k+3) hk+3 in the expansion of (2.1) 
as operator will be shown to be zero. c.. satisfi~s 
-k+3 
k-l 
- (k + l)t ~+3 + L 
+ (k + 3) (k + 2) 
or for R = - (k + l)l Cit+3 




L .k+3 b 0 ]. k-i = 
i k +1 b + R) = 0 k-i • 
Equation (3.3) together with thf~ order equations satisfied, with th\~ 
exception of the first three, give k +1 equations in the k +1 un-
knowns R,bO,b1 , ••• ,bk_J: R can. be written as the quotient of two 
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A-12 
k-1 · ...... l. 
(k'_1)2 · ..... l. 
. • . . . 
· · 
. . 
(k _l)k · ..... l. 
k-1 · ..... 1. 
,(k _1)2 · ..... 1. 
. . . . . . 
· 
. . . 
(k-1l+1 · .. " ... 1. 
k-1 
L .j+2 1. e... X-l. 
The po1ynomia.l7T(X) = x(x - 1) ... (x - k) can clearly be 
written in the form 
x k k-1 · ..... 1. 
i 
x
2 k2 (k _1)2 · ..... 1. 
! 
D . . . . . . . . . . 
· 
• . . . . . 
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A-13 
k+l k If' 1T(X) = x + C1 x +. .. + <it+l x, it f'ollows that 
It is clear that 
101' loy 1T(x)dx dy. 
Now 
= ~-l + ~~2 + ~-i 
.' '. 
3 
, ck+l 1 + ••• + 6 
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so that the· ai are coefficients of the polynomial whose roots are 
the extraneous roots, plus one principal root, or the characteristic 
polynomial Po (z ) . 
since Tr(:it - x) = (_l)k+l vex) 
. and' 
-lY F{Y) o Tr{x)dx 
satisfies F(Y) = F(k - y) . 
R can be made to vani sh if &i =.- '\-i-lo This can be accom-
plished by taking the extraneous roots on the unit circle; for then, 
the coefficients of the polynomial 
k-2 
P = I 
i=O 
having the extr~eous roots of . Po(z) as its roots, satisfy c
i 
= 
c. Multiplication by (z -1) gives the desired result. 
-Jt-i-2' 
th In k +1 order methods to be constructed, extraneous roots 
I 
ot! PO(z) are less than 1 in magnitude, with fixed arguments on 
! 
circles of variable radius r. It can be expected tha.t the primary 
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approa.che s 1.. 
One can hope to move the extraneous roots of Po(z) from the 
origin westward, sufficiently far for t~e increase in Zbi to be 
effective before stability is too severely impaired. Likewise, a de-
crease in local truncation error is possible, at least for even k, 
if the roots can be ~~shed close enough to the unit circle. One can, 
with this procedure, reduce IT/(Z bi ) I and the propagated error en 
'given by the estimate (2.5). Intuitively, a loss of stability is ex-
pected. The error estimate, as given, does not apply to the Cowell 
method.. It does, however, a.pply to methods with, distinct non-principal. 
roots arbitrarily close to the origin. 
It should here be recalled that the estimate (2.5) is based on 
a stability analysis ,applied to a single linear equation. Moreover, 
it applies to the iterated corrector. If the corrector is not iterated 
to convergence, the error estimate will, of course, involve the coeffi-
c~ents of the predictor equation as well as the t~~ncation error of the 
I predictor. Estimates of this type are deriYed in Section 5 where it 
1s seen tha.t these quantities will be multiplied by a power of h ac-
c6rding to the number of corrections, and can therefore be neglected in 
I 
'the consideration of truncation error reduction. The computations in 
the next section show that methods based on this analysis ~~ist which 
are Significantly superior to the Co'uell corrector, on an orbit problem, 
. . . 
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A-16 
predictor) . It will be shown that the sta.bili ty interyal or optimized 
methods used with the PEC algorithm can be enlarged beyond that asso'" 
ciated with the CO,\,lell corrector. In general, the e:-ror advante..ge of 
optimized methods (within stability regions) over the Cowell method 
is more marked in the P(EC)~ than" in' the PEC algor.ithm. T"ne 
broader consideration o:f' efficiency and the nunber of corrections is 
discussed in Section 5. 
Finally, it is n.oted that Lb. for constructed correctors is 
1 . 
bounded by ~-2 (for kth difference method.). EXtraneous roots 
associated with the Cowell corrector are, of couse, zero, which implies 
4. COMFUTATIONAL ~~LYSIS 
The computational results are concerned with details of con-
·struction of new methods, a linear stability analysis of new methods, 
and computations of a circular orbit for errQr an.&.lysis. 
construction of Corrector :t.1ethods· 
The construction and analysis is restricted to lOth differ-
ence corrector methods. In all cases, these methods are used with 
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Methods are derived (as 'in '[3]) by specifYing extraneous roots' 
of . Po (z ) . This determine s the ai in (2.1). The b i are deter-
mined by requiring order k +1 = li. Two classes of methods are con-
sidered. These are here called 
(1) Westward (W) methods, and 
(2) Restricted Westward (RW) methods. 
The (eight) extraneous, roots of each method have the same modu-
li .. Each method is determined by specifying the modulus rand a set 
of eight e values. The e values for W methods are 
For the RW methods, 
.±. e = 
The set of'moduli considered in both classes of methods is r: .1 (.1) 
.9. Note that' R (0) = RW( 0) = Cowell method. 
stability 
For, each corrector (C), the characteristic polynomials cor-
~eSPOnding to both algoritr~s PEC and P(EC)2 were derived with the 
starmer predictor (p). The stability, a.s applied to the solution of 
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. acteristic equation at step-size shown in the graphs. 
FigUres 1 and,2 show comparative stability behavior for selec-
te~ methods and algorithm P(EC)2. For reference, the abscissa gives 
the step-sizes relative to the values X = 1 (period 2rr) and the 
value X = .T7825 x 10-6 (a circular orbit of radius 8 X 10° meters, 
period, approximately 2 hours 1 The magnitude of the largest extran-
eous root is plotted against the step-size. 
Figures 1 and 2 show expected behavior: the stability inter-
vals of both RW and W methods are considerably reduced from that 
of the Cowell method. It should be pointed out, however, that the 
Cowell method is over-stable for many applications in a sense to be made 
clear later .RW( . 3) and W( .7) are adequately stable for most aJ.)pli-
cations and, as will be seen, considerably more accurate than the Cowell 
method. It is noted, fina~ly, that the W formulas permit placement 
ofithe roots much closer to the Unit circle than do the RW formulas, i ' 
i' 
I 
for the same stability interval. T"nis will be significant in the reduc-
tion of propagated error. 
Figures 3 and 4 display the comparative stabill ty (linear analy-
i 
ais) of selected me·thods with algoritnms PEe. Of interest here, is 
! 
th~ £act that tpe. stability interval of optimized methods can actually 
i 
be increased over that of the Stormer-Cowell algorithm, ","1th proper 
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A-21 
error in both RW(.3) and W(.7) is reduced in comparison with the 
Starmer-Cowell error'. RW(.2), Rw(.4), w(.6) and' w(.B) (not shown) 
also have larger stability i!ltervals than the Cowell method. 
Propagated Error 
The methods considered above were used to solve the initial val-
ue problem-
.::. 
It = - f.l = constant 
with initial values corresponding to a circul.ar orbit with a. 7200 sec. 
period. 
Figure 5 shows the error (length of error vector where the ana.ly-
tical solution is used as reference) after 84 revoluationsof integra-
tion, using the algorithm P(EC)2. Results of the best observed W 
method and RW method are shown. The stormer-Cowell algori-chm, al-
th~ugh stable at step-sizes much greater than 300 sees., produces 
rather severe error beyond that step-size. Algoritr~s RW(.3) and 
. W(.7) are ,less stable, but considerably more accurate in the step-size 
domain shown. 
Figures 6 and 7 show tha error in the solution generated by al-
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Fig. 5 ACCU1v.lULA TED ERROR AFTER 84 REVOLUTIONS 
(2-HR ORBlT) P(EC)2 
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A-25 
stabili tyoccurs approximately where the graphs terminate • 'Thus, we 
can see that there exists a variety of easily obtainable methods which 
are both more stable and more accurate than the Cowell method when 
. ~" 
used with these algorithms on the orbit problem. W(.7) is the most 
stable of the methods considered. RW(r r methods, r ~ .5 perform 
less satisfactorily than the Cowell method at stepsizes greater than 
100 secs. and are unstable at h > 110 secs. in the problem consider-
ed. 
The act~al stability interval is somewhat larger for most meth-
ods than that indicated by the linear stability analysiS, as can be 
seen by comparing with Figures 3 and 4. However, valid comparisons 
(for this problem) can be made 'on the basis of the linear analysis. 
The computations were done in double precision F'ortran on the 
ll3M 360/50. 
5. OPrIMUM EFFICIENCY AIGORITm~ 
Before concluding, it is remarked that in a fashion similar to 
that given by Hull and Creemer [5], one can extend the error estimate 
(2.5) to include the effects of the predictor for the purpose of in-
vestigating optim'~ efficiency p(EC)m or PE(CE)m algorithms for 
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with trunca.tion error T*, then we can derive the ~ollowing estima-
tor: 
where for p(EC)m, 
a{T,T*,m) = T - * (1 - (T~ {m} h l: b .• ) +'1'* (T1(m) 
,oJ. 1. 
(hbO)m-1 (h bO - 1) 
(h bo)m-1 
a{T,T*,m) = 
= (ii boyn (ii bo - 1) 
(h bo)m-1 
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A-27 
m:S n1 m; zing the number of function evaluations required t.o achieve a. 
- . m given accuracy, m:;: 1 is generally best in both P(EC) and 
PE(CE)m type algorithms. It is noted, however, that the PEC meth-
od 1s highly unstable -- particularly i:l;1 the Cowellmethcd., as seen 
in the numerical results -- so that the most useful 'methqds from the 
point of view of stability are P(EC)2 or" PECE. 
6. SUMMARY AND REMARKS 
A summary of approximate errors in the solution generated by 
methods Rrl(.3) and W(.7) is given in comparison to that of the 
Cowell method. 
APPROxn~TE ERROR RATIOS 
Algorithm PEe Alszorithm P(EC)2 
h (,secs.) 
! 
100 no 120 130 180 240 300 
3.8 5.8 4.2 8.0 6.8 5.5 e [RW(. 3)] 
n 
e (0) 
n 5.0 6.1 5.1 30.0 36.1 17.9 
1':."-
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tbe optimizetion, since the attempt has been only to optimize the'cor-
rectors. The approximate values 
for the three methods above are: 








and average erro~ reduction 
Average. of above. error 




Some effect, due to Theorem 3.2, is probably observable at the 
smallest above step-size, and perhaps, more generally in W(.7). Com-
putation shows that it is necessary to take the modulus r close to 
1 to a.chieve an appreciable reduction of the primary truncat~.on error 
coefficient, (C13 in the expansion l: Ci y(i) h(i) of (2.1) in oper-
atbr form). Stability of the R W methods is severely degraded before 
this occurs. The theorem concerns only the single mentioned error co-
efficient. Small step-sizes de-emphasize the predictor error, and 
emphasize the reduced primary error coefficient. 
The described methods ar~ closely related to the Cowell method. 
They are almost as easily implemented, as is the latter method, and 
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written in"summed form as variant Gauss-Jackson methods. Again, this 
implementation involves little more work. 
S~ability of many new methods used with 'algorithm P(EC)2 is 
undoubtedly adequate for most applications. Unutilizable st~bility 
ot the cowell method has been traded for increased accuracy. As point-
ed out, stability of algorithm PEC can be improved, as well as ac-
curacy. p(EC)n can be expected to show more improved performance for 
Algorithm PECE produces' similar results. For example, rela-
tive to the same orbit problem used throughout the paper, the acCUIlrIl-
lated errors (meters) are given in the following table. 
Step-Size (sees. ) 180 240 300 
Cowell Method 8.3 163.0 1398.7 
Method W(.7) .3 6.4 64.5 
The generalized mean value theorem can be applied [1] to the 
bowell method, yielding an estimate of local truncation er!'or in 
I 
~erms of the primary error coefficient mentioned above. Without 
1_ 
further analysis, this theorem cannot be used to estimate, in the 
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ot this theorem is to be investigated. 
- Finally, only a rudimenta...7 ~pt1mization :procedure has been 
used, thus :far in this work. More sophisticated techniques ca.1'l no 




which has been found by crude experimentation to be roughly of 
order 10. 
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APPENDIX B 
ON THE NON-EQ,UIVALENCE OF MAXll-1UM POLYNOMIAL 




The intent of this paper is to show that maximum polynomial degree (p.d.) 
Nordsieck-Gear methods (References 2 and 3) are not equivalent, in the sense of 
Descloux and Gear (References 1 and 2), to corresponding Adams-Moulton methods. 
The n0tion of derivative interpolating polynomials is introduced and used to derive 
both. the corr~ct initial ~tep polynomial degree maximizing coefficients and explicit, 
initial step truncation-error formulas. The associated error constants are shown 
to be vanishingly smaller than their classical analogues in the sense tbat the ratio 
of the maximal polynomial degree Nordsieck-Gear initial step error constant to the 
equal polynomial degree Adams-Moulton error constant tends to zero as the poly-
nomial degree tends to infinity. Most importantly, it is shown that even with 
correct initial step polynomial degree maximizing coefficient, non-trivial 
stabilizing correction of retained information induces a reduction of one in 
method polynomial degree after the initial step, if the degree maximizing 
coefficient is held constant. Then, a generalized "e:r;'ror mop-up" theorem follows. 
The theorem's conclusion provides the foundation for a new method based on the 
recursive computation of the p.d. maximizing coefficients. The use of these 
varying coefficients preserves maximal degree in the solution throughout the 
numer.ical integration from starting through all intermediate stepsize changes. 
This preserva'tion of maximal p. d. by coefficient variation distinguishes the new 
method fran the standard Nordsieck-Gear methods. lastly, though exact scaled 
, 
derivative starting values are postulated in the proofs, all conclusions remain 
valid if, instead, starting errors of orde,rO(hk+2 )' in each scaled derivative are 
assumed. A starting procedure which guarantees this order of accuracy has been 
. developed and will be described in. a forthCOming paper. 
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The k-predictor!(k+l)-corrector version of the Nordsieck (k+l)-value method 
for the numerical integration of the pth order differential equation, 
can be writ,ten in Gear's compact notational fom as the vector dif,ference equation: 
( 1) 
where h =(ste(p s)ize (l)() k (k), :\T 
Yn = y nh ,hy nh , ••• , h y (nh)/k1' 
A = the (k+l) x (k+l) Pascal Triangle Matrix, 
e = the vector whose p+l component is on~ 'With all other 
P components zero. 
The vector 
and 
(a) T The matrix (I - J,e )A has characteristic equation p 
p(x) = (x_l)pxk+l -p 
(b) The relation defined by Equation (1) is exact in the,first 
p+l co~ponents for all polynomials of degree~ k+l, given 
the exact values for the components of Y and the exact 
value of yep) (h). 0 
In this fomulation, ahbrevi-ated -here as (k, p),'Gear has shown that p(x) is 
independent ot' to,tl' ..... t p_l ; thus, these pal'S!Rei;ers can be ahQsen ,1>0 maximize 
polynomial degree in the sense of (b) above. 
The method is optimally stable in the sense of (a) above, and the initial 
, .. ( k+2) 
step truncation error is 0 h in each of the first p+l components of 
, k+2 
. Yo(h) if Ye C [O"h] and exact starting values are given. Gear's insight into 
the stabilizing effect of properlY correcting all retained information, and his 
constructive proof of the existence of a st~bili~ing t for each k, has established 
a basis :forhurdling the lDah1qUist stability pr'oolem. Unfortunately, however, a 
logical oversight by the late Docior Nord,sieck ;in h;is trailblazing J.)aper, has led 
to sane logically incon"ect-conclusionsaooutthe Nordsieck-Gear Metn04s. The' 
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. 
to reveal a unique £amily o£ truly one-step, maximum-order, optimallY stable 
methods. 
~ Counterexample 
Gear's choice of to (Y in Nordsieck's notation) does .not actua~lY maximize 
the initial step poiynomial degree of the method i£ the k+l dimensional vector of 
retained info~.tion is (y(x), hy(l)(x), h2y(2)(x)/21 ••• , hky(k)(x)/k1). This c~n 
be shown by the simple counterexample, y(x) = x3, in the evaluation of Nordsieck's 
corrector £orm for k = 2: 
(2) 
where 
Y{X+b) = y{x) + b ~(X) + a{x) + ~[f{X+b) - fp{X+bU:} 
rex) = y(l) (x) 
a(x) = hy(2)(X)/2 
£ (x) = £(x) + 2a(x). p . 
For y(x) = x3, when y(x), y(l)(x), y(2)(x), and y(l)(X+h) are g~ven exactly, the 
-riSht-hand side (aR.S.) of Equation 2 above can be written: 
- (3) x3 + 'h {3x2 + 3hx + i- [3'{x2 + 2hx + h2 ) _ (3x2 + 6hx)]} 
= x
3 
+ h {3x2 -I- 3hx + + h2 } 
= (x + h)3 + h3/4 I (x + h)3 
The logical inconSistency in Eq~tion (3) occurs because the coefficient Y = 5/12 
is inappropriate £or the initial step maximization of polynomial degree. The 
transformation of predictor-basis matrices, such as the Pascal triangle, though 
preserving the roots of characteristic stability polynomial at h = 0, does not, 
in general, preserve maximal initial step polynoIllial degree. The correct initial 
step polynomial degree maximizing coefficients for Gear's p = 1, and p = 2 (k+l)-
value (k scaled derivatives) methods are, for example: 
(4) p =1 
""'-O-=--=-l[ (,k+fY 
p=2 
'" 0 = 27[k(k+l) ] 
tl ~ 2/k., 
To VividlY contrast the effects of using the correct and the incorrect 
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y(~) (x) = 3Y/x 
y(x) = x 3 
o 0 
(lhl<lxol, Xo i= 0 
3 Whose solution is Simply y{x) = x. If, starting with the e~ct value of 6xO for 
y(;) (x ), the Nordsieck-Gear 3-'value method is iterated, then 
(6) y O(XO+h) 
y~ (Xo+h) 
Y2(XQ'"h) = xo3 +h{3X 2+3hx + .2[3 o 0 12 
= Xc?+h{3X02+3bxo+ ~ [h2+h3/4(Xo+h)~} 
= (XO+h)3 + h
3!4 + 5'04/ r16(xO+h)] 
It readily follows, by inducti9n on n,- that 
(8) 
n 
y (x +h) = y(x +h) + (h3/4) L. (ii) i 
no. 0 i=O 
where 
ii = ')h/ [4(x +h)] 
o 
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Thus, i'or all. I 1'1 I sui'ficiently small 
* Y (Xo+h)~Y(X +h), 
n 0 
but ror no I h \ does 
Y (XO+h) ....... y(x +h). 
n 0 
The Derivative-Interpolating Polynomial 
The correct initial-step coefficients can be obtained by inspection from 




(p = 1) 
% (t) = Tk(t)+(h
2j2) ~(2)(X-H1)-Tk (2)(X-H1J 2(t_x)k+1./ [ck+l.)khk+l.] 
(p = 2) 
Tk(t)' :: y(x)+y(l)(x)(t-x)+ •••• +y(k)(x) (t_x)k/k! and 
, 
y(i)( ) is the i th derivative of 
y e Ck+2 [x,X+h] (i = 0, 1, 2 ••• , k). 
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By virtue of their construction, Ph and qh have the following derivative-inter-
polating properties: 
(13) lh (i)(x) = y(i)(x) 
lh (1) (x+h) = y(l) (x+h) 
<In. (i)(x) = y(i)(x) 
<In. (2)(x+h) = y(2)(X+h) 
(i = 0, 1, 2~ ••• , k) 
More generally, the correspo:r:lding fundamental interpole.ting polynomial, rh(t) , 
far a (k+l)-value direct roth order method, is given by 
The derivative-interpolating polynomials Ph(t), qh(t), and rh(t) are fundamental i~ 
the sense that they not only genel'8.te the corresponding polynomial degree maximizing 
initial-step coefficients but their introduction readily leads to en explicit 
dharacterization of the initial-step truncation error in terms of yk+2(S) 
(x < S < x+h). As will be shown in the development to follow, the corresponding 
error constants are Cl
k
+2 = -lJ[(k+l)(k+2)1] (p::l) ahd C2
k+2 = -2J[k(k+2)1] (p-...2). 
It should be noted that these error constants are much smaller than those of the 
corresponding Adams-Moulton and Cowell methods, respectively. For example, for the 
5 th order Adams-:Moulton method the ratio is 8i ' while for the 5th order Cowell, 
the ratio is + . 
In fact,it is easy to show that 
k+o/< k+2 k+r . k+2 l.imC C =limC C =0 1 em 2 c 
'Where C k+2 and C k+2 are the equivalent polynomial degree Adams-Moulton and am. . c . 
Cowell error constants, respect1.vely. 
Derivation of the Initial Single;".Btep Truncation Error 
Suppose y eck-+f?[x,x+h].Let p (t) be the derivative-interpolating poly-n .. 
. 
') 
nomia1 introduced in the previous ~'\ubsection, .IIagreeing" with y and its higher .1) 
order derivatives at t = x and agret:\ing w~th yCl) at t = x+h. Let Rl(t) = 
: (t - X .. (k.fe)h/(k+l)] (t_x)k+l. Hl.(t):La monlc, vanisheS together with its first 
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Let t £ [x,x+~. ChooSe C(t) 3: F(t)=y(t)-Ph(t)-C(t)Hl(t) v~ni£hes at t = t. Such a choice is always possible as Hl(t) t 0 in (x,x+hJ 
and F(x) = 0 for any choice of C(x). Thus, F(x) = F(t) = O. 
:.':3: r l £ (x,t) 3: F(~)('l) = O. Since F(l)(x~) = 0,a'2 e ('l'x+h) 3: (2). . (1) 1 (2) 1 F (C 2 ) = O. S:wce also F (x) = o,a '2 e (x"l) 3·: F ('2) = O • 
Proceeding recursively, we Show that F(i)(t) vanishes at least tw~ce in 
(x,x+h) fori = 2, 3, ••• , k-l. Thus, F(k)(t) vanishes at least three times 
in l~x,x+~. Therefore, F(k+l)(t) vanishes at least tw~ce and hence, finally, 
:3:' e (x ,x+h) 3 : 
F(k+2)(,) = y(k+2)(,) (k+2)! c(t) = 0 
:. cct') = y{k+2\, )/(k+2)! 
In particular, for t = x+h,:3:, e (x ,x+h) 3 : 
(l5) y(x+h) - % (x+h) = y(k+2)(, )Hl (~+h)/(k+2)! 
= t-l/(k+lU y(k+2)(C) hlH2/(k+2)! 
r • The above proof goes through directly for the p = .2 direct second-order 
method by showing that G(3\t) va!1~shes at least i;hree times in [x,x+~, 
where G(t) ::: y(t) - %(t) - C(t)H2 (t), jr(t) e Ck+~~. [x,x+~ ,etc. In this 
( k+l ' . " case, H2(t) =t-X-(k+2~h)(t-X). and the p =:= 2 initial single-step 
truncation error formula is obtained according to 
(l.6) 
{TJ e (x,x+h» 
Reduction am P.reserva:tion of Order (Polynomial Degree) 
The (k,l) case where k > 1 llillbecovered. The general~za.tion to the case 
k > p > 1 ~s imnediate. LetY, n=0, 1, 2, ... be the sequence of approximating 
vectors for the solution of ·th~ differential equation /1) (x) ~ f(:x:,y) whose 
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r.f e (O,h), j = 0,1,2, ••• , k 
Y(h) = Y(h) _ hk+1 y(k+l) ~~y(k+l)! 
+ k!l ( hf0,Y(h) - hk+l y(k+l) (C~) (k+l)~ 
- [h:f(h ,Y(h» - (k+l)h k+l y (k+l) ( Ci)/(k+l) ~ ) 
= Y(h): + [hk+Y(k+l):] [y(k+l) ('D -yk+l (,~) J 
- l h~+2 f (h e)-(k+l) r.,O)/(k 1)' k+l y' y ~~l +. 
= Y(h) + Phk+2y(k+2)(w);i(k+l)! 
• y(k+1) (r:~~k+l)! 
'Where it follows from the derivation of Equation (15) that 
(20) 
It should be noted that the third tenn in theR.H.S. of Equatipn (18) above can be 
made as small in absolute value as desired i'orsufi'iciently small h by corrector 
iteration. Similarly, it i'ollowsthat 
(21.) e(l)(h) ='hy(l)(h) _ hy(l)(h) = O(hk+2 ), ) 1 
1 
, .. , '" ,',~- ~l:~ 
----_._----
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Hovey r, since l j < (k.;l)/(k+1.) fo j ~ 2 , itfollous, by the same reasoning, that 
(22) _hk+1. 
= (k+1.)! 
+ O(hk+2 ) 
= 0(hk+1 ) 
(j = 2,3, ••• , k) 
Proceeding from h to 2h, i follow s that the second-step equation takes the onn 
(23) Y(2h) = y(2h ) 
+ t hk+Y<lt+". >~ t [1 - j/(k+1>] (k;l) y(k+1>(,f) 
. j=2 
+ Gk+Y(k 1. )0y(k+1.t'~) l j[k+iJ ± [1. - J/(k+1.D 
j=2 
Kenc, - vas to be shown, 
(24) (0)(21) o (hk+1. 
to) 2 
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FO§ fixed hand N let ~O' ~~ •••• , ~N be N real numbers, not all zero, 
such that ~ ~i = 0. let y(x) e ck+ [0, Nh] with x.e[O, Nh], i = 0,1, 2 •••• ,N • 
. 0 ~ ~= 
\. 
lJ:'hen 
For t\!a.ch i = 0, 1, 2, •••• N 
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The ~ollowing observation is now"made by way of Equations (17) through (23). 
Suppose S is defined as the vector of O(hk+l ) constant error coefficient sums at n 




8l. ~ 0k+j (k+l.)] (k+l.) t2 _ (k~~ 
• 
• 
( ) _ (kk+l \ k+l tk ) 
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Thus, if' at step n+.l ~t is 1'0ssib~e to choose an .t 0 (n+l) 50 tha t 
the e ( 0) (11.+1 )h) O(h k+l) constant error coefficients sum to zero, the le!!'Jlla a pnlies 
and e{O)({:n+l)h) = O(hk+2 ). The following lemma shows that if such a choice of the 
(n+l) . '~l th 
J 0 J.S possJ.u e, en the sequence terminates af'ter not more than k+l steps; 
i.e., " (k) = 1, (k+l) = 
""0 0 •••• 
Lemma 
T 
H k+l - el ASn f. 0 for n = 0, 1, 2, •••• k, then Sk 1s the unique fixed 
POint, of' the ~Wing: 
(31) 
'Where 
o •• 0 ••• 0 
• 
11 = o I , 
o 
and 




Th1ssystem of linear equations can be expanded, component by component, to Yield 
the system of' k-l equations 
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vll'licb} ::;inc(~ tk -I 0, 'has the unique solution 
o 
o 
Suppose k+1 - e1
TAS ! 0 for n = 0, 1} 2} ... , k. Then, for each n, S 
n n 
has zero first and second components and 
Sk+1 - Sk ::: TT(Sk+1 - Sk) 
= TT(I - ~k+1e1.T )ATT(Sk - Sk_1) - TT(~k+1 - ~k)e1T0~1) 
rn -)(. T ,1k +1 





n.o(n+l) . __ . ( T )/( T) 
XJ . 1- eO AS
n 
k+l - e1 ASn , 
n1".rlTi iles th!= required iJr.pequence. 
1 
~ I (., 
I 
i c, • 
,i" I ; ~ 
L q l:, " 
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lhat the above lemma is not vaCUQUS in content can be shown for the cases k = 2, 3, 

























It should be noted that the terminating coefficients 5/12, 3/8, etc. are identical 
to Gear's. lhus, naturally, the following conjecture: For each k and for each p 
a terminating order-optim~zing coefficient sequence can beconstructedr ~'he L(:rrninal 
coefficient is equal to Gear's 'which is, in turn, identical to the classical Adams-
Moulton for p=l. 
The above conclusions and the conjecture apply in the fixed-step context. 
In the general case, if the ratio of new step size to old is p in going from step 
n 






e TAD S / k+l}, Ir [k+l _ e TAD S / k+1J 
o n n Pn ~ l 1 n n Pn 
1 
Pn 0 
2 D = 0 Pn n 
k 
Pn 
provided the denuminator does not vanish. Since the denominator vanishes for at 
most,k+l distinct Pn it is thus always possible to find a suitable Pn for step-size 
expansion or contraction which preserve both stability and maximl~ order. 
CONCLUSION 
It follows, from the results, that the notion of equivalence among mnnerical 
me;:thods in the senSe uf Gear and Descloux is not applicable 'When starting values are 
sufficiently accura'~e or in the presence of stepsize change. However, the important ... " 
f1..U1dol)lentul cOrt: of Gear's work, til~ matrix theoretical construction of maXimallY'.) 
stable k+l value llleLllous, l'eluainsintac't. ~[Ihi6 fOUl1dation han been built upon by 
removilltj Some .logical inconsistencies. lJ.'he removal of these inconsistencies lIas 
















maximum p. d. methods belj.eved to have great unexplored potential for accuracy, 
stability, speed, error control> ease of interpolation, and implementability. 
Hesults on the development of starting, error estimation, and control procedures 
and "xT;erimental results with 'variable-step versions will be described in a latpr 
paper. 
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